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exchangers field of study. The book includes scholarly contributions by various
authors and it has been edited by a group of experts pertinent to heat conduction
and heat exchangers. Each contribution comes as a separate chapter complete in
itself but directly related to the book’s topics and objectives.

The book is divided in two sections: Heat Exchanger and Inverse Problem. The Heat
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Transfer Enhancement Techniques: A State-of-the-Art Review”, Applications of
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Inverse Problem, includes “A Numerical Approach to Solving an Inverse Heat
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mental and Application of Surface Heat Flux Estimation by Inverse Method in
Spray Cooling”, “Equation of State (EOS)”, “Influence of Input Parameters on the
Solution of Inverse Heat Conduction Problem”, “Introduction to Numerical
Approaches for Forward and Inverse Heat Transfer Problems”.

The target audience comprises scholars and specialists in the field.
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Chapter 1

Applications of Heat Transfer 
Enhancement Techniques:  
A State-of-the-Art Review
Suvanjan Bhattacharyya, Devendra K. Vishwakarma, 
Sanghati Roy, Ranjib Biswas  
and Mohammad Moghimi Ardekani

Abstract

The fundamentals of heat transfer and its applications, the classification of 
heat transfer technology and different heat transfer techniques, and the needs for 
augmentation and its benefits and the different combinations of two or more inserts 
and integral roughness elements for heat transfer augmentation purpose have been 
introduced and discussed in this chapter. It is shown that most of the compound 
techniques performed better than the individual inserts for heat transfer enhance-
ment. This chapter has also been dedicated to understanding the basic concepts of 
vortex generators for heat transfer enhancement in plate-fin heat exchangers. The 
performance of transverse, longitudinal, and wing-type vortex generators has been 
discussed as well.

Keywords: heat transfer, review, enhancement, heat exchanger, vortex generators, 
twisted tape, ribs, combine techniques

1. Introduction

The phenomenon of heat transfer has always been a topic of interest to research-
ers and manufacturers alike. The previous researchers have addressed heat transfer 
characteristics of wide varieties of fields like bio-heat transfer, semiconductors, 
various cooling techniques, and natural phenomenon like oceanic currents and 
other important and relevant areas.

This chapter aims to cover all the relevant research papers about heat transfer 
published till 2018; few are there containing numerical and analytical aspects of 
heat transfer, while others are highlighted for its applications in engineering.

2. Free stream and flows over a surface

The chapters have been classified into categories like compressible and high-
speed flows, externally influenced flows, flow related to films and interfaces, 
instable flow effects, flows with special fluid types, and flow related to reactions.
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2.1 Effect of external surface

The effect of turbulence on free stream during heat transfer enhancement 
caused by the destruction of the viscous sublayer in the gaseous cavitation of CO2-
saturated water was recognized. The influence of roughness and wall temperature 
on the turbulent boundary layers was investigated [1, 2]. A model was developed 
to evaluate fluxes in urban boundary layers using the naphthalene sublimation 
technique [3].

2.2 Effect of geometry

Heat transfer enhancement is the process of improving the rate of heat deposi-
tion or removal on a surface. It is a subject of interest to the researchers as it results 
in savings in energy as well as cost. Heat transfer can be enhanced by using different 
types of swirl generators. Geometry plays a vital role in heat transfer enhancement. 
Transverse ribs with twisted tape and helical tape; axial rib with screw tape; and 
inclined limb in cylindrical dust have been studied for friction factor and Nusselt 
number [4–8]. Heat transfer augmentation techniques have been used to the study 
the effect of heat transfer and pressure drop due to insertion of twisted tape, 
inclined turbulator, corrugated tube with spring tape, diamond shape cylinder, 
wavy turbulator for short length and full length, center-trimmed twisted tape, flow 
around hexagonal cylinder, wavy channel, rhombus duct, square duct, and double 
pipe [9–20] as shown in Figure 1.

2.3 High-speed flow

A computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model has been developed to understand 
the hypersonic flow fields for reentry vehicles; facility was created for modeling 
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Figure 1. 
Different types of vortex generators used for enhancement of heat transfer. (a) Center-cleared twisted tape [4]. 
(b) Spring tape insert [9]. (c) Twisted tape [10]. (d) Swirl generator [12]. (e) Twisted tape with clearance at 
the center [13]. (f) Wavy tape with angular cuts [14]. (g) Full-length twisted tape [16].
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the projectile flight heating upon reentry. Simulation model for heat transfer due 
to convection and heat penetration was proposed [21], and comparative study has 
been conducted using of the European Atmospheric Reentry Demonstrator.

3. Channel flows

3.1 Straight wall passage

Initially, thermal characteristics in straight wall passages have been considered 
to analyze the heat transfer phenomenon in channel flows. Using the finite elements 
method, Nusselt number and friction factor were calculated for laminar regime. An 
investigation on laminar-turbulent transition inside a heated horizontal tube was 
conducted [22]. An analytical study for joule heating in a parallel plate channel with 
thermally developed flow has been conducted [23]. A circular tube was examined 
using various different conditions for viscous flow [24]. A novel method was devel-
oped for evaluating the Nusselt number for hydrodynamic flow conditions [25]. 
Horizontal, inclined channels and vertical plane passages were examined for mixed 
convective heat transfer [26, 27]. A prediction was presented for Nusselt number for 
the in-tube cooling of supercritical carbon dioxide [28].

3.2 Microscale heat transfer

The study of fine scale heat transfer was done with various channel configurations. 
3D flow and heat transfer were examined in microchannels [29]. Theoretical analysis 
for heat transfer in laminar flow between two parallel plates separated by a very small 
space in micron range was conducted. The momentum and energy equations are 
solved for the hydraulic and fully developed thermal flow in the microchannel [30]. 
This method was also used to simulate rarefied gas flow and heat transfer in micro-
channels in a particular Knudsen number range [31]. Water was used as the working 
fluid in microchannel of rectangular shaped heat sinks, and computational studies 
were carried out [32]; also, their thermal performance was optimized minus water 
[33]. Convective heat transfer of fully developed flow both thermally and hydrody-
namically in a rectangular microchannel is investigated [34]. A simulation model of 
low-power microchannel thermal reactor was presented [35]. Fractal branching used 
for the cooling of electronic chips was investigated [36]. Slotted microchannels were 
studied analytically on the basis of conduction and convection [37]. The performance 
of thermal fluid in a small capillary was studied experimentally [38].

3.3 Irregular geometries

A variety of papers covering numerous geometries have been taken into consid-
eration in this section. Narrow-spaced fuel element configuration in multichannel 
was modeled numerically [39]. Rhombus and ellipse shape ducts were studied using 
Galerkin integral method [40, 41]. The heat transfer in a pin fin at the end of the 
wall was investigated [42]. The heat transfer in a milliscale thrust nozzle was studied 
numerically [43]. Viscous flow convections and heat transfer were studied in corru-
gated ducts [44]. For square ducts a combined study was undertaken to understand 
the thermal characteristics in different shapes [45]. Experimental study was done 
with regard to two-pass internal coolant passages in gas turbines [46]. An increase in 
heat transfer due to rolling and pitching action in swirling ducts was found experi-
mentally [47]. Flow and heat transfer for metal honeycomb geometry was inspected 
[48]. The effect of viscous forced convection in branching ducts was studied [49].
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4. Flow separation

A study showing the separation of energy in free shear zone was carried out, 
and the role of pressure in the flow separation was studied [50]. In vertical ducts 
and other cross sections, mixed convection was investigated numerically [51]. 
Three-dimensional flow studies for understanding the effect of step height were 
also available. Large eddy simulation (LES) was undertaken for the turbulent 
flow over a backward-facing step [52]. A laminar airfoil was taken, and adiabatic 
and heating conditions were investigated at modest subsonic Mach numbers [53]. 
Correlations among the heat transfer coefficients of dull-edged flat plates and 
square channels were studied [54]. A finite volume method was used to investigate 
the 2D natural convection in a heated cylinder, and the significance of aspect 
ratio, Prandtl number, and boundary conditions on thermal characteristics were 
studied [55].

5. Experimental methods

Precise measurement results in good outcome in every research work. In heat 
transfer, measurement plays a pivotal role in the analysis of thermal system. Even 
after the numerical modeling of a heat flow system, it is not possible to define all 
the parameters with full accuracy leading to the failure of many thermal systems. 
This includes most of the engineering devices such as spacecraft, cryogenic engines, 
satellites, etc. Modeling of a turbulent flow and transition zone is very complicated, 
and hence it is difficult to predict very accurately. For the accuracy and relevancy 
of data, precise measurement is required which gives rise to the development of 
precise system with better accuracy.

5.1 Heat transfer

Heat flux measurement is an important aspect for understanding the physics 
related to transport of heat; distinguish among conduction, convection, and radia-
tion mechanism; analyze energy balance; derive material properties; and under-
stand the flow regimes, etc. The physical and mathematical models are presented to 
investigate the evolution of surface waves for free-falling turbulent wavy films with 
varying Reynolds number [56]. Thermochromic liquid crystal (TLC) is one of the 
best techniques to visualize the transient heat flow over the surface. The change in 
color of TLC from red to green to blue helps understand the flow of heat flux over a 
surface in supersonic wind tunnel [57]. Luminescent coating is another option for 
measurement of heat flow over a surface. The method has been used to determine 
the heat flow in shorter duration of less than 10 ms hypersonic flow [58]. Heater 
foils can be used to measure the bulk temperature development in time-based heat 
flow measurement by using a simplified model in which temperature development 
has been characterized [59].

5.2 Temperature measurement

For the temperature measurement during rapid contact solidification at the 
surface of substrate, an interfacial temperature sensor of 1 μm diameter has been 
fabricated [60]. A telecentric objective has been used for the first time to phase 
out the dependence on the angles in color determination in fluid-based TLCs for 
precision measurement [61]. An acoustic thermal scan has been evaluated using 
numerical methodology to evaluate the spatial resolution [62].
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5.3 Velocity measurement

A multiple hot-film sensor (MHFS) arrays were used to evaluate the skin friction 
along the surfaces of two-dimensional streamlined objects (circular cylinder) [63]. 
A high time resolution ultrasonic velocity profiler (UVP) system has been devel-
oped to determine 1D velocity profile on an ultrasonic beamline [64]. A numerical 
investigation [65] was conducted to determine the thermal response of hot wire for 
the measurement of sudden shift in the velocity in turbulent flow.

5.4 Miscellaneous

Bubble cluster pattern has been reported in the turbulent bubbly flow using 
rake of resistive flow and signal processing associated with it [66]. Air and 
liquid flows have been measured individually in two-phase air liquid flow [67]. 
Ultrasound Doppler velocimetry has been used to measure the thickness and 
velocity of the liquid film [68]. A novel pressure-sensitive paint (PSP) has been 
formulated and used for pressure measurement in cryogenic wind tunnel [69]. 
A high-sensitivity thermal conductivity detector has been developed from 
different materials which can be used in the diagnosis of fault in transformer, 
oil exploration, etc. [70].

6. Phase change

This part of the chapter deals with melting and freezing of materials. The 
section is divided into several subsections such as phase change materials (PCMs); 
formation of ice and its melting; melting and freezing of radial objects; melting and 
solidification of metals, nonmetals, and composites; crystallization; and globule, 
spray, and plunge cooling for better understanding.

6.1 Phase change materials

The inability to recover latent heat after super cooling of PCMs has been pointed 
out, and the method to recover latent heat has been discussed [71]. The melting 
mechanism of PCMs in magnetic field in low-gravity atmosphere has been dis-
cussed [72]. Other works include fabrication of carbon brushes which can be used 
to enhance the thermal conductivity in phase change materials, the role of ultra-
sonic vibration on melting characterization of PCMs, and detailed examination of 
solid liquid phase change heat flow enhancement.

6.2 Formation of ice and its melting

Researches on the formation of ice and its melting include the thermal behavior 
of ice under constant heat flow per unit area and melt removal, melting of ice 
using natural convection, ice making by cooling water-oil emulsion with stirring, 
and numerical simulation of melting of ice in water under the influence of natural 
convection and cooling effect produced by melting of ice [73–75].

6.3 Melting and freezing of radial objects

A lot of work has been presented on phase change in radial objects such as 
sphere, cylinders, and slabs. A mathematical model using numerical analysis 
has been developed to study the melting process of PCMs in sphere [76]. A novel 
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packed bed of spheres has been developed using graphite/PCM composite for 
increasing the thermal conductivity which resulted in reduction in melting and 
freezing time significantly [77].

6.4 Melting and solidification of metals, non-metals, and composites

It has been observed that the supercooling properties of sodium acetate trihy-
drate can be improved by addition of nano-Cu [78]. A simulation model of melting 
and solidification of PCM in metallic porous foam has been investigated in the heat 
exchanger. The Hunt-Trivedi model has been used to simulate the solidification 
process of AISI 304 stainless steel [79].

6.5 Crystal growth

The crystal growth involves controlled growth of microstructure using opti-
cal heating, modeling of mass crystallization in magma chamber, effect of crystal 
growth on solute distribution, and simulation of crystal growth for binary melting 
process [80, 81].

6.6 Globules, spray, and plunge cooling

This subsection deals with the deposition of metal droplets on the premolten 
pool and wavy surfaces, numerical analysis using FEM to study fluid mechanics and 
heat transfer of solder droplet on flat surface, numerical analysis of microdroplet 
deposition over a novel micromanufacturing process, and utilization of impulse 
atomization technique to produce controlled size droplets [82–84].

7. Numerical methods

Numerical methods are used to develop the mathematical models to solve 
complex numerical problems. The technique is used widely in research for modeling 
and optimization of the physical work which otherwise required rigorous work. The 
research work done in the field of heat transfer using numerical methods has been 
depicted in this section.

7.1 Heat conduction

A hybrid 3D model has been developed for the analysis of transient heat conduc-
tion in a functionally graded material (FGM) using generalized finite difference 
method [85], Cattaneo-Vernotte model (CV model) was used to develop numerical 
simulation of non-Fourier heat conduction for a fin attached to a microelectronic 
surface [86], Galerkin-vector theory and numerical method are used to develop a 
mathematical model to study heat conduction in nonhomogenous materials [87], 
and heat conduction model was developed using numerical methods to understand 
the flow of heat in the granular materials [88].

7.2 Inverse analysis

Systematic and local error has been identified using WKB method through 
numerical analysis [89], numerical inverse Laplace transform was used to solve 
nonlinear differential Equation [90], and numerical inverse method has been 
developed to extract heat flux in heat-sensitive coating region [91].
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7.3 Fluid flow

The lattice Boltzmann method is used for simulation model of non-Newtonian 
fluid flow, two fluid method, and discrete particle method used for simulating the 
gas-solid flow of rough particles. A CFD model can be used effectively to study the 
hydrofluidization freezing, and a numerical simulation of fluid flow with thermal 
hydraulic mechanical coupling method on an uneven surface was developed [89].

7.4 Turbulent flow

Numerical methods can also be utilized to predict the turbulent flow. k-ϵ and 
LES model were used to study turbulent flow field around rows of tree and build-
ing, turbulence in flow field and temperature can be predicted, renormalization is 
used to determine the eddy diffusion in turbulence flow, intermittency model was 
developed for studying the laminar boundary transition at supersonic and hyper-
sonic condition, and LES is used to forecast the heat transfer coefficient and blade 
metal temperature [92].

8. Heat exchanger and thermosyphons

8.1 Applications

The sheer variety of heat transfer operations has been demonstrated by a num-
ber of researchers in their works dealing with thermoacoustic and thermoelectric 
devices, rotating heat exchangers, commercial blood oxygenators, soil and deep 
bore heat exchangers, space craft radiators, and pressurized bubble columns.

8.2 Enhancement of heat transfer

The procedure to ease heat transfer has been stated by many researchers. The fin 
technology of extension is quite prevalent in the recent times. An investigation was 
carried out with fin tubes using liquid crystal display technology and plate finned 
tube exchanger by infrared thermal imaging, and performance measurement has 
been reported for a finned tube surface and annular fins. Fins having curly surfaces 
are examined for humid airflow. In addition to this film-wise condensation on plane 
low finned tubes, transient conduction in a fin, performance of extruded-serrated 
and extruded-finned tube bundles, and the features of a multi-pass heat exchanger 
have also been reported.

8.3 Microscale heat transfer

A number of applications now employ miniaturization of heat transfer devices: 
micro-heat pipe arrays, electronic cooling, microturbine, evaporation and boiling in 
microfin, microheat pipes, microscale temperature measurements, and modeling of 
microchannel flows [93].

8.4 Effect of fouling

An investigation has been done to study the effect of gas-side fouling in cross 
flow. Calcium carbonate fouling effect was studied with a microscale image; min-
eral fouling in extended tube heat exchangers was studied; the use of polyacrylic 
acid as anti-scaling and antifouling agent was studied [94–96].
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8.5 Systems based on thermosyphon

Thermosyphons found applications in a variety of heat transfer complications 
such as space radiators and cooling of structures, solar water heaters, nuclear 
reactors and system based on geothermal energy, evaporators, preheaters, tiny heat 
pipes used to cool PC, laptops, and other electronic components [97–100].

9. Heat transfer: general applications

The relationship between the parameters of a fluidized bed and the heat transfer 
to a body engulf in it [101]. The SIMPLE algorithm [102] was used to simulate a 
blast furnace, and a relationship has been developed for the heat transfer coef-
ficients on extension walls and hydrowalls of the boilers [103]. A porous radiant 
recirculated burner (PRRB) concept is developed to reduce losses due to open-flame 
combustion [104]. Leong studied the effect of latent heat of fusion on thin plates 
and numerical analysis of temperature change in biscuits using Monte Carlo (MC) 
method [105].

Multiple papers investigated the thermohydraulics of the cooling flow in nuclear 
reactors. A model was developed to study heat flux for low flow rates [106]. Inter-
wrapper flow was studied, and its effects were analyzed numerically [107]. In 
the case of ceramic-coated turbine blades, the heat transfer coefficient does not 
 significantly affect metal temperatures when thermal radiation is in the picture.

10. Insolation

10.1 Solar radiation

Various perspectives to evaluate solar data using modified modeling have been 
conducted by researchers. A new correlation between sunshine duration and radia-
tion on the surface of the earth has been derived by Suehrcke [108]. It was found 
that the correlation is very well established for average value. A correction factor 
was proposed by Muneer [109] for calibrating the shadow band pyranometer. A 
model was using upper air humidity to estimate global solar radiation [110].

10.2 Solar air heater

Numerical solutions were also developed for absorbers in a porous medium, 
Nusselt number and Reynolds-Rayleigh number correlations for natural convec-
tion in an open-ended rectangular channel and models for solar air heater with fins 
[111]. Collector efficiency was predicted in a simplified manner.

10.3 Solar water heaters

Novelties in the design of solar water heating application are presented in this 
subsection. Fourier transform technique has been used to estimate the heat transfer 
and efficiency of a flat solar plate collector [112]. Double-sided flat plate collector 
was used to experimentally investigate the reduction in heat losses in comparison to 
conventional solar collector [113]. An experimental investigation on ICS solar water 
heart with compound parabolic concentrating integral collector storage system was 
designed and tested [114]. A 2D concentrator was developed aiming to store solar 
energy [115].
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11. Plasma heat transfer and MHD

11.1 Investigation and application

In this section, heat transfer in thermal plasma reactor for nanoparticle synthesis 
has been investigated through different models [116]. A 3D model of heat transfer 
in thermal plasma system has been developed to show 3D effect of carrier gas [117]; 
effects of nucleation temperature were investigated by radio frequency; 2D numeri-
cal simulation was developed to show flow and heat transfer in argon gas plasma, 
temperature gradient, velocity, and concentration to study the nitridation of MoSi2 
which was carried in thermal plasma reactor; and numerical simulation model was 
developed to show the effect of radial injection of gas (with and without swirl) on 
flow and temperature field [118]. Plasma induced between two electrodes with and 
without swirl has been investigated for heat transfer with fluid flow [119].

11.2 Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)

A simple monoenergetic operator and the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook model were 
presented to estimate heat transfer in a rare gas between parallel plates [120]. A 
mathematical model of 2D magnetohydrodynamic Prandtl fluid flow over a sheet is 
examined [121], 3D magnetohydrodynamic Cauchy problem has been investigated 
[122], 2D pseudo-steady compressible magnetohydrodynamic system is studied 
for expansion of gas in vacuum [123], bio-convection flow of nanofluid is studied 
in magnetic field [124], and numerical analysis of MHD flow over vertical rotating 
cone is investigated. Also, the volume of fluid method is used to investigate the 
MHD of incompressible flow, and MHD fluid behavior is studied for flow and heat 
transfer [125].

12. Conclusion

In this review article, an effort has been made to study the recent development 
in the field of heat transfer enhancement. A lot of experimental and numerical 
research have been done to study the aspect of heat transfer in different fields such 
as channel flow, crystal growth, heat exchangers, thermosyphons, phase change 
materials, temperature and velocity measurement, solar energy, etc. The effect 
of geometry such as channel modification through inserts, roughness, etc. and 
external power such as magnetic field, electric field, ultrasound, etc. on the thermal 
performance and augmentation of heat transfer has been studied. In addition to 
this, the lattice Boltzmann method, WKB method, numerical inverse method, 
k-epsilon, Cattaneo-Vernotte model, Hunt-Trivedi model, and LES model have been 
studied for different heat transfer applications. Overall this review gives a full-scale 
summary of heat transfer applications.
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heat exchangers to improve the performance of industrial plants through improve-
ment of the thermal properties of base fluids. Recently, various types of inserts with
nanofluids are adopted to enhance the thermal performance of double pipe heat
exchangers. In the current article, TiO2/water nanofluid with multiple twisted tape
inserts was investigated as a hybrid enhancement technique of heat transfer in
straight pipes. The investigations were carried out experimentally and numerically
at Reynolds numbers varied from 5000 to 20,000. Using nanofluid with 0.1% TiO2

nanoparticles volume fraction demonstrated enhanced heat transfer with slight
increase in pressure drop. Results are showing a maximum increase of 110.8% in
Nusselt number in a tube fitted with quintuple twisted tape inserts with 25.2%
increase in the pressure drop. However, as the article is representing a part of
specified book on heat exchangers, the literature has been extended to provide
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1. Introduction

Heat exchangers (HEXs) are typical thermal systems in industrial and engineer-
ing applications. They are adopted as means of heat dissipation in a wide range of
thermal processes ranging from huge scale to microscale. HEXs are involved in the
power production process, chemical and food industries, electronics cooling, envi-
ronmental production engineering, waste heat recovery, manufacturing industry,
air conditioning, and refrigeration applications. HEXs constitute a multibillion-
dollar industry in the United States alone, and there are over 300 companies
engaged in the manufacture of a wide array of heat exchangers [1].

The performance of heat exchanger can significantly increase by the heat trans-
fer augmentation techniques that lead to the reduction of heat exchanger size, as
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1. Introduction

Heat exchangers (HEXs) are typical thermal systems in industrial and engineer-
ing applications. They are adopted as means of heat dissipation in a wide range of
thermal processes ranging from huge scale to microscale. HEXs are involved in the
power production process, chemical and food industries, electronics cooling, envi-
ronmental production engineering, waste heat recovery, manufacturing industry,
air conditioning, and refrigeration applications. HEXs constitute a multibillion-
dollar industry in the United States alone, and there are over 300 companies
engaged in the manufacture of a wide array of heat exchangers [1].

The performance of heat exchanger can significantly increase by the heat trans-
fer augmentation techniques that lead to the reduction of heat exchanger size, as
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well as operating cost reduction. Enhancement techniques can be classified either as
passive or active techniques. A passive technique does not need any external power
input, and the additional power needed to enhance heat transfer is taken from the
available power in the system such as extended surfaces, treated surfaces, and
twisted tape. Active techniques require external power such as mechanical aids and
surface vibration [2].

Various methods of heat transfer enhancement are used in HEXs. These tech-
niques are expressive to be manufactured and adopted to increase the thermal
system efficiency by increasing the rate of heat transfer process and/or to reduce
the size of thermal systems. They can be classified into two main categories; (i)
active methods: which use an external power source; (ii) passive methods: which
use several techniques without a power source such as turbulence generators (as
propeller, spiral fin, twisted tapes, ribs… etc.), or by using additives like the
nanoadditives. However, in their review paper on the tape enhanced heat transfer
[2], classified third enhancement techniques. They proposed compound methods,
when two passive methods are used simultaneously. The method adopted in this
paper is compound enhancement as twisted tapes and nanoadditives. As such,
below are some backgrounds on the nanoadditives and twisted tapes to enhance
heat transfer.

1.1 Nanoenhanced heat transfer

Nanoadditives are a type of heat transfer enhancement method through
enhancement of the thermal properties of base materials. They may be synthesized
with base fluids to produce nanofluids for thermal transport or synthesized with
phase change materials (PCM) to produce nanocomposites for thermal energy
storage as in [3].

Numerous works and review papers have been published in the field of
nanoenhanced fluids, such as the paper of [4] who presented and compared the
preparation, stability and thermophysical properties of nanofluids. It was concluded
that nanofluids have, in general, better thermo-physical properties even at a very
low particle concentration (typically 1.0% or less) than conventional heat transfer
fluids. The only drawback is increment in the viscosity which leads to a higher
pressure drop. Similar article by [5], published in 2018, has also reviewed the
fabrication, stability, and thermophysical properties of nanofluids. After presenting
the progress of studies on nanofluid thermophysical characterization, they identi-
fied some possible opportunities for future research that can bridge the gap between
in-lab research and commercialization of nanofluids as this nanofluids are receiving
large attention due to their potential usage. Reference [6], who reviewed the cur-
rent scenario and future prospective of nanofluids, who also supported the conclu-
sion of [5], ended with that the study of nanofluids has been materialized as a new
field of scientific interest and innovative application. Reference [3] investigated
nanofluid characteristics concerning thermal behavior in a plain tube, which
showed significant enhancement rate in heat transfer with increase in nanoparticles
diameter and volume concentration. Reference [7] experimented the
thermophysical properties of Al2O3 and TiO2 nanoparticles with distilled water and
proposed parabolic equations for dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity at
specific conditions.

1.2 Enhanced heat transfer by twisted inserts

Twisted tape heat transfer enhancement mechanism is attributed to producing
swirl flow in form of secondary recirculation act on the axial flow. This fluid
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mechanism increases the tangential and radial turbulent components leading to
higher mix fluid layers and reduces the thermal and hydrodynamic boundary layer
thickness due to increase in turbulent fluctuation and combination occurring
between core region and near wall region in fluid flow, which cause higher temper-
ature gradient near the wall leading to increased heat transfer rate.

Reference [8] reported for single twisted tape insert in circular tube in which
heat transfer rate increased significantly than tube without inserts, and as twist
ratio decreases, the heat transfer rate and friction factor become larger. Subse-
quently, [9] experimented the single twisted tape insert with many different twist
ratios to describe the mechanism of heat transfer enhancement and proposed cor-
relations for Nusselt number and friction factor.

A recognized contribution to the field of heat transfer enhancement is done by
the thermofluid team in University of Pretoria—South Africa. They have started
their investigation on heat transfer enhancement since 2010 and since then, they
published a large number of experimental and numerical investigation on the
enhanced heat transfer by inserts. In 2013, [10] investigated the heat transfer
enhancement in laminar flow regime in circular tubes using rib roughening and
twisted tape inserts. The work is carried out experimentally, and Nusselt number
and the friction factor were measured. The work concluded major finding that the
center-cleared twisted tapes in combination with transverse ribs perform signifi-
cantly better than the individual enhancement technique acting alone for laminar
flow through a circular duct up to a certain amount of center-clearance. The
reported results are useful for the design of solar thermal heaters and heat
exchangers. In 2017, another two papers have been published by the same team
[11, 12]. Both papers have been carried out numerically. In [11], heat transfer
behavior in a tube with inserted twisted tape swirl generator is investigated numer-
ically, for different values of the twist ratio and diameter ratio and for Reynolds
numbers within the range of 100–20,000. Results have shown that the tube use of
twist tape enhances heat transfer generally, but, accompanied with a higher pres-
sure drop. Improvement of the thermal-hydraulic performance can only be
observed for certain configurations and Reynolds numbers. In [12], simulations
were conducted for laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow regimes for four dif-
ferent rib angle of attack values and for a plain tube without ribs, as benchmark
case. Within the investigated range, the larger thermal performance factors are
observed to occur for the intermediate Reynolds numbers. Maximum values in the
range of 2.0–2.5 are predicted for the Reynolds number of 2000, where a subse-
quent drop to values within the range of 1.0–1.5 is found to occur for Reynolds
numbers around 3000–4000, which may be attributed to the transitional effects. In
2018, a paper [13] is published by the same team, which reported results of exper-
imental investigation of heat transfer performance of corrugated tube with spring
tape inserts in turbulent forced convection in Re range of 10,000–5000. Air is
adopted as working fluid. Results show that Nusselt numbers can be increased
considerably, depending on pitch and spring ratios. The heat transfer enhancement
to the pressure drop penalty is realized to be larger than unity for all cases. Values
around 2.8 occur for cases with the smallest pitch and spring ratios. Predictive
Nusselt number and friction factor correlations are proposed.

1.3 Compound nanoadditive/twisted tape enhanced heat transfer

By combining the nanofluid enhancement with inserts, [14] found that using
Al2O3 nanoparticles with distilled water and full-length twisted tape gave a superior
performance with a noticeable increment in friction loses than plain tube. Reference
[15], achieved 20 and 2.5% increase in overall heat transfer coefficient and friction
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well as operating cost reduction. Enhancement techniques can be classified either as
passive or active techniques. A passive technique does not need any external power
input, and the additional power needed to enhance heat transfer is taken from the
available power in the system such as extended surfaces, treated surfaces, and
twisted tape. Active techniques require external power such as mechanical aids and
surface vibration [2].

Various methods of heat transfer enhancement are used in HEXs. These tech-
niques are expressive to be manufactured and adopted to increase the thermal
system efficiency by increasing the rate of heat transfer process and/or to reduce
the size of thermal systems. They can be classified into two main categories; (i)
active methods: which use an external power source; (ii) passive methods: which
use several techniques without a power source such as turbulence generators (as
propeller, spiral fin, twisted tapes, ribs… etc.), or by using additives like the
nanoadditives. However, in their review paper on the tape enhanced heat transfer
[2], classified third enhancement techniques. They proposed compound methods,
when two passive methods are used simultaneously. The method adopted in this
paper is compound enhancement as twisted tapes and nanoadditives. As such,
below are some backgrounds on the nanoadditives and twisted tapes to enhance
heat transfer.

1.1 Nanoenhanced heat transfer

Nanoadditives are a type of heat transfer enhancement method through
enhancement of the thermal properties of base materials. They may be synthesized
with base fluids to produce nanofluids for thermal transport or synthesized with
phase change materials (PCM) to produce nanocomposites for thermal energy
storage as in [3].

Numerous works and review papers have been published in the field of
nanoenhanced fluids, such as the paper of [4] who presented and compared the
preparation, stability and thermophysical properties of nanofluids. It was concluded
that nanofluids have, in general, better thermo-physical properties even at a very
low particle concentration (typically 1.0% or less) than conventional heat transfer
fluids. The only drawback is increment in the viscosity which leads to a higher
pressure drop. Similar article by [5], published in 2018, has also reviewed the
fabrication, stability, and thermophysical properties of nanofluids. After presenting
the progress of studies on nanofluid thermophysical characterization, they identi-
fied some possible opportunities for future research that can bridge the gap between
in-lab research and commercialization of nanofluids as this nanofluids are receiving
large attention due to their potential usage. Reference [6], who reviewed the cur-
rent scenario and future prospective of nanofluids, who also supported the conclu-
sion of [5], ended with that the study of nanofluids has been materialized as a new
field of scientific interest and innovative application. Reference [3] investigated
nanofluid characteristics concerning thermal behavior in a plain tube, which
showed significant enhancement rate in heat transfer with increase in nanoparticles
diameter and volume concentration. Reference [7] experimented the
thermophysical properties of Al2O3 and TiO2 nanoparticles with distilled water and
proposed parabolic equations for dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity at
specific conditions.

1.2 Enhanced heat transfer by twisted inserts

Twisted tape heat transfer enhancement mechanism is attributed to producing
swirl flow in form of secondary recirculation act on the axial flow. This fluid
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mechanism increases the tangential and radial turbulent components leading to
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between core region and near wall region in fluid flow, which cause higher temper-
ature gradient near the wall leading to increased heat transfer rate.

Reference [8] reported for single twisted tape insert in circular tube in which
heat transfer rate increased significantly than tube without inserts, and as twist
ratio decreases, the heat transfer rate and friction factor become larger. Subse-
quently, [9] experimented the single twisted tape insert with many different twist
ratios to describe the mechanism of heat transfer enhancement and proposed cor-
relations for Nusselt number and friction factor.

A recognized contribution to the field of heat transfer enhancement is done by
the thermofluid team in University of Pretoria—South Africa. They have started
their investigation on heat transfer enhancement since 2010 and since then, they
published a large number of experimental and numerical investigation on the
enhanced heat transfer by inserts. In 2013, [10] investigated the heat transfer
enhancement in laminar flow regime in circular tubes using rib roughening and
twisted tape inserts. The work is carried out experimentally, and Nusselt number
and the friction factor were measured. The work concluded major finding that the
center-cleared twisted tapes in combination with transverse ribs perform signifi-
cantly better than the individual enhancement technique acting alone for laminar
flow through a circular duct up to a certain amount of center-clearance. The
reported results are useful for the design of solar thermal heaters and heat
exchangers. In 2017, another two papers have been published by the same team
[11, 12]. Both papers have been carried out numerically. In [11], heat transfer
behavior in a tube with inserted twisted tape swirl generator is investigated numer-
ically, for different values of the twist ratio and diameter ratio and for Reynolds
numbers within the range of 100–20,000. Results have shown that the tube use of
twist tape enhances heat transfer generally, but, accompanied with a higher pres-
sure drop. Improvement of the thermal-hydraulic performance can only be
observed for certain configurations and Reynolds numbers. In [12], simulations
were conducted for laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow regimes for four dif-
ferent rib angle of attack values and for a plain tube without ribs, as benchmark
case. Within the investigated range, the larger thermal performance factors are
observed to occur for the intermediate Reynolds numbers. Maximum values in the
range of 2.0–2.5 are predicted for the Reynolds number of 2000, where a subse-
quent drop to values within the range of 1.0–1.5 is found to occur for Reynolds
numbers around 3000–4000, which may be attributed to the transitional effects. In
2018, a paper [13] is published by the same team, which reported results of exper-
imental investigation of heat transfer performance of corrugated tube with spring
tape inserts in turbulent forced convection in Re range of 10,000–5000. Air is
adopted as working fluid. Results show that Nusselt numbers can be increased
considerably, depending on pitch and spring ratios. The heat transfer enhancement
to the pressure drop penalty is realized to be larger than unity for all cases. Values
around 2.8 occur for cases with the smallest pitch and spring ratios. Predictive
Nusselt number and friction factor correlations are proposed.

1.3 Compound nanoadditive/twisted tape enhanced heat transfer

By combining the nanofluid enhancement with inserts, [14] found that using
Al2O3 nanoparticles with distilled water and full-length twisted tape gave a superior
performance with a noticeable increment in friction loses than plain tube. Reference
[15], achieved 20 and 2.5% increase in overall heat transfer coefficient and friction
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factor, respectively, by using nanofluid with single twisted tape insert in double
pipe heat exchanger than that without insert. Reference [16] presented an experi-
mental analysis of the turbulent flow in tube fitted with (single, dual, triple, and
quadruple) twisted tapes and nanofluid under turbulent flow conditions. The
results shown that Nusselt number and friction factors increased as the number of
tapes and volumetric concentration increased. Also, the increment in heat transfer
rate by increase in nanofluid volumetric concentration only was higher than that of
increase in twisted tape number only. It must be mentioned that the volumetric
efficiency of the tube was not taken into consideration.

Reference [17] has carried out experimental and numerical investigations on similar
tube flow and similar nanofluidwith plain tube, tube fittedwith dual plain tape inserts,
tube fitted with dual twisted tapes inserts and tube fitted with dual helical screw
twisted tape inserts. He concluded that, a maximumenhancement of 82.2% is achieved
in the Nusselt number by using tube fitted with dual helical screw twisted tapes inserts
and TiO2/water nanofluid flow than that observed with the plain tube and distilled
water flow. And the maximum friction factor observed for the samemodel of the tube
fitted with dual helical screw twisted tape inserts and nanofluid are up to 17.34% than
that of the plain tube. Reference [18] carried out a wide range of experimental study on
the convective heat transfer enhancement using combined techniques. One of these
techniques is the use of twisted tape along the whole tube length of a micro-fin tube
that effectively combined the features of extended surfaces, turbulators, and artificial
roughness. Nanofluids are used for improving the thermo-physical properties of the
fluid. Ag-water nanofluid in a micro-fin tube with nonuniform twisted tapes insert is
examined under turbulent flow. The effects of the twist ratios of nonuniform twisted-
tapes of 3.0> 2.8 > 2.6, 3.0> 2.6 > 2.2, and 3.0 > 2.4> 1.8, in counter and co-current
flow arrangements and nanofluid concentrations of 0.007, 0.016, and 0.03% vol. are
investigated. They claimed that heat transfer, friction loss, and thermal performance
factors are increasing as the twist ratios are decreasing for nonuniform twisted tapes
and increasing nanofluid concentrations. The optimum condition are achieved in using
themicro-fin tube with a nonuniform twisted-tape in a counter-current-arrangement
with twist ratios in a series of 3.0> 2.4> 1.8withAg-water nanofluid at a concentration
of 0.3% vol. The enhancements are up to 112.5% for the heat transfer rate and 1.62 for
thermal performance.

On other combined enhancement attempt in microchannel heat exchangers,
[19] carried out experimental investigation on heat transfer for pulsating flow of
GOP-water nanofluid. The effects of mass fraction of graphene oxide (GOPs) and
flow pulsating frequency on heat transfer and pressure drop in a microchannel with
arrayed pin-fins have been investigated. Five different mass fractions of graphene
oxide nanofluids were prepared and used as working fluids. Experiments were
performed under the condition that the pulsating frequency was from 1 to 5 Hz, the
mass fraction was from 0.02 to 0.2%, and the average Reynolds numbers were 272,
407, and 544. The results show that the heat transfer is enhanced significantly when
the frequency is in the range of 2–5 Hz. For the frequency of 1 Hz, the pulsating
flow shows a negative effect on temperature uniformity. With the increase of mass
fraction, the heat transfer performance is improved, while no significant change is
found in pressure drop. The pulsating flow leads to a significant enhancement of
pressure drop for frequency at 2 Hz. The combination of pulsating and nanofluid
can obtain higher heat transfer efficiency under limited size of microchannel heat
sink and low inlet Reynolds numbers. The results provided good guide for the
design of microchannel heat exchangers.

Since conventional fluids, such as water, have a relatively poor heat transfer
characteristic, the nanoenhancing technique opens the door to gain more benefits
from these conventional fluids especially in heat transfer intensification field.
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As pointed above and mentioned by many other researchers [20–23], the field of
nanoenhanced heat transfer with multiple inserts is still virgin. Further experimen-
tal data are essential to support the literature, and to enhance the understanding of
hydrothermal behavior in thermal systems. So far, few studies have been carried
out on multiple twisted tapes with nanofluid effect on thermo-hydraulic character-
istics in thermal systems.

The objective of this chapter is to scrutinize the effect of compound multiple
twisted tape (TT) inserts with TiO2-water nanofluid on heat exchange enhance-
ment in double pipe heat exchangers. Three cases of tubes fitted with single, triple,
and quintuple plain twisted tapes have been investigated experimentally and simu-
lated numerically. In addition, two bench-mark cases have been investigated: first
case is with plain tube with pure water flow, and the second case is with plain tube
with nanofluid flow. Results have been manipulated and presented in terms of
Nusselt number for heat transfer and friction factor for pressure drop.

2. Problem formulation

The basic geometry adopted in this investigation is a straight tube with
1000 mm length, L and 50 mm internal diameter, D. Pure tube, with pure water
flow and no inserts, was considered as the benchmark case to compare the thermal
enhancement and the pressure drop. The other cases were investigated with a
different number of inserts and with 0.1 vol.% TiO2/water nanofluid.

It is worth mentioning that this research meant to investigate the flow charac-
teristics only in compound thermal and hydrodynamic in fully developed region
where the entrance effect becomes insignificant beyond a pipe length of 8 times the
diameter for turbulent flow [8, 14]. The fully developed region was calculated to be
accomplished at 500 mm from the tube inlet.

2.1 Twisted tape inserts

Twisted tape inserts (TT) are heat transfer enhancement devices which are
dividing the flow within the tube resulting in higher velocity near the tube surface.
They, also, creating spiral flow creates swirl or secondary flow in the main flow
which increases local velocities and promotes mixing. They are widely used over
decades to generate the swirl flow in the thermal fluid resulting in increased heat
transfer coefficient, with a penalty of increased pressure drop across the flow
passage. Thus, reduction in the thermal system, like the heat exchangers, can be
achieved. Types of TT are shown in Figure 1a.

Main parameters that are commonly adopted to characterize the TT are the
empty tube Reynolds number (Re), half-pitch (y), and twist ratio (Y). The main
geometrical TT identifiers are shown in Figure 1b.

The half-pitch (y) is defined as the distance between two points on the edge of a
TT, which lies down on the same plane as the TT completes 180° of revolution.

The twist ratio, Y, is defined as the ratio of the half-pitch to the internal tube
diameter, Y = y/Dp.

Tube fitted with single twisted tape (STT), tube fitted with triple twisted tapes
(TTT), and tube fitted with quintuple twisted tapes (QTT) are considered in the
present experimental and numerical investigations. The schematics of cross sectional
view of these models and twisted tapes and the geometries are illustrated in Figure 2.

The twisted tapes have the same length of the tube and has a width;
L = 1000 mm, width,w (mm), thickness, δ (mm) and pitch of 180° twist, y (mm) as
explained in Table 1. The swirl direction corresponding to tape arrangement was
co-swirl flow, and all tapes were aligned to be twisted in the same direction.
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factor, respectively, by using nanofluid with single twisted tape insert in double
pipe heat exchanger than that without insert. Reference [16] presented an experi-
mental analysis of the turbulent flow in tube fitted with (single, dual, triple, and
quadruple) twisted tapes and nanofluid under turbulent flow conditions. The
results shown that Nusselt number and friction factors increased as the number of
tapes and volumetric concentration increased. Also, the increment in heat transfer
rate by increase in nanofluid volumetric concentration only was higher than that of
increase in twisted tape number only. It must be mentioned that the volumetric
efficiency of the tube was not taken into consideration.

Reference [17] has carried out experimental and numerical investigations on similar
tube flow and similar nanofluidwith plain tube, tube fittedwith dual plain tape inserts,
tube fitted with dual twisted tapes inserts and tube fitted with dual helical screw
twisted tape inserts. He concluded that, a maximumenhancement of 82.2% is achieved
in the Nusselt number by using tube fitted with dual helical screw twisted tapes inserts
and TiO2/water nanofluid flow than that observed with the plain tube and distilled
water flow. And the maximum friction factor observed for the samemodel of the tube
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that of the plain tube. Reference [18] carried out a wide range of experimental study on
the convective heat transfer enhancement using combined techniques. One of these
techniques is the use of twisted tape along the whole tube length of a micro-fin tube
that effectively combined the features of extended surfaces, turbulators, and artificial
roughness. Nanofluids are used for improving the thermo-physical properties of the
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themicro-fin tube with a nonuniform twisted-tape in a counter-current-arrangement
with twist ratios in a series of 3.0> 2.4> 1.8withAg-water nanofluid at a concentration
of 0.3% vol. The enhancements are up to 112.5% for the heat transfer rate and 1.62 for
thermal performance.

On other combined enhancement attempt in microchannel heat exchangers,
[19] carried out experimental investigation on heat transfer for pulsating flow of
GOP-water nanofluid. The effects of mass fraction of graphene oxide (GOPs) and
flow pulsating frequency on heat transfer and pressure drop in a microchannel with
arrayed pin-fins have been investigated. Five different mass fractions of graphene
oxide nanofluids were prepared and used as working fluids. Experiments were
performed under the condition that the pulsating frequency was from 1 to 5 Hz, the
mass fraction was from 0.02 to 0.2%, and the average Reynolds numbers were 272,
407, and 544. The results show that the heat transfer is enhanced significantly when
the frequency is in the range of 2–5 Hz. For the frequency of 1 Hz, the pulsating
flow shows a negative effect on temperature uniformity. With the increase of mass
fraction, the heat transfer performance is improved, while no significant change is
found in pressure drop. The pulsating flow leads to a significant enhancement of
pressure drop for frequency at 2 Hz. The combination of pulsating and nanofluid
can obtain higher heat transfer efficiency under limited size of microchannel heat
sink and low inlet Reynolds numbers. The results provided good guide for the
design of microchannel heat exchangers.

Since conventional fluids, such as water, have a relatively poor heat transfer
characteristic, the nanoenhancing technique opens the door to gain more benefits
from these conventional fluids especially in heat transfer intensification field.
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As pointed above and mentioned by many other researchers [20–23], the field of
nanoenhanced heat transfer with multiple inserts is still virgin. Further experimen-
tal data are essential to support the literature, and to enhance the understanding of
hydrothermal behavior in thermal systems. So far, few studies have been carried
out on multiple twisted tapes with nanofluid effect on thermo-hydraulic character-
istics in thermal systems.

The objective of this chapter is to scrutinize the effect of compound multiple
twisted tape (TT) inserts with TiO2-water nanofluid on heat exchange enhance-
ment in double pipe heat exchangers. Three cases of tubes fitted with single, triple,
and quintuple plain twisted tapes have been investigated experimentally and simu-
lated numerically. In addition, two bench-mark cases have been investigated: first
case is with plain tube with pure water flow, and the second case is with plain tube
with nanofluid flow. Results have been manipulated and presented in terms of
Nusselt number for heat transfer and friction factor for pressure drop.

2. Problem formulation

The basic geometry adopted in this investigation is a straight tube with
1000 mm length, L and 50 mm internal diameter, D. Pure tube, with pure water
flow and no inserts, was considered as the benchmark case to compare the thermal
enhancement and the pressure drop. The other cases were investigated with a
different number of inserts and with 0.1 vol.% TiO2/water nanofluid.

It is worth mentioning that this research meant to investigate the flow charac-
teristics only in compound thermal and hydrodynamic in fully developed region
where the entrance effect becomes insignificant beyond a pipe length of 8 times the
diameter for turbulent flow [8, 14]. The fully developed region was calculated to be
accomplished at 500 mm from the tube inlet.

2.1 Twisted tape inserts

Twisted tape inserts (TT) are heat transfer enhancement devices which are
dividing the flow within the tube resulting in higher velocity near the tube surface.
They, also, creating spiral flow creates swirl or secondary flow in the main flow
which increases local velocities and promotes mixing. They are widely used over
decades to generate the swirl flow in the thermal fluid resulting in increased heat
transfer coefficient, with a penalty of increased pressure drop across the flow
passage. Thus, reduction in the thermal system, like the heat exchangers, can be
achieved. Types of TT are shown in Figure 1a.

Main parameters that are commonly adopted to characterize the TT are the
empty tube Reynolds number (Re), half-pitch (y), and twist ratio (Y). The main
geometrical TT identifiers are shown in Figure 1b.

The half-pitch (y) is defined as the distance between two points on the edge of a
TT, which lies down on the same plane as the TT completes 180° of revolution.

The twist ratio, Y, is defined as the ratio of the half-pitch to the internal tube
diameter, Y = y/Dp.

Tube fitted with single twisted tape (STT), tube fitted with triple twisted tapes
(TTT), and tube fitted with quintuple twisted tapes (QTT) are considered in the
present experimental and numerical investigations. The schematics of cross sectional
view of these models and twisted tapes and the geometries are illustrated in Figure 2.

The twisted tapes have the same length of the tube and has a width;
L = 1000 mm, width,w (mm), thickness, δ (mm) and pitch of 180° twist, y (mm) as
explained in Table 1. The swirl direction corresponding to tape arrangement was
co-swirl flow, and all tapes were aligned to be twisted in the same direction.
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2.2 Working fluids

Water was used in the primary tests to investigate the effect of inserts only on
the thermo-hydraulic performance of tubes. Latterly, nanofluid of TiO2 pre-
dispersed in water was used to obtain the enhancement by both nanotechnology

Figure 1.
Twisted tape inserts; (a) different types of twisted tape inserts (courtesy of visual capitalist [24], with
permission); (b) topologies of twisted tape insert.

Figure 2.
Schematic views for tubes fitted with; (a) single twisted tape (STT), (b) triple twisted tapes (TTT), and
(c) quintuple twisted tapes (QTT).
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and twisted tape inserts. In the present study, 0.1 vol.% TiO2 nanoparticles of size
(<50 nm) mixed with distilled water was sonicated continuously by ultrasonic
vibrator generating pulses of 240 W at 40 + 4 kHz to break down any possible
nanoparticle agglomeration. Nanofluid was found to be stable during tests period of
tests and no intermediate mixing process considered necessary. TiO2 particles and
water have the considered properties illustrated in Table 2.

Volume concentration φ desired in this study was 0.1% for TiO2/water. The
thermophysical parameters are calculated for nanofluid; Table 3 contains the pop-
ular and valid models, which were used to evaluate property values and shows
values.

3. Experimental implementation

3.1 Apparatus

Experimental setup was designed and fabricated to investigate the thermo-
hydraulic characteristics of the double pipe heat exchanger, as shown in Figure 3.
The test section comprised of copper tube of 1000 mm length with inside and

Model No. of
tapes

Tape width
(mm)

Tape pitch (y)
(mm)

Tape length
(mm)

Tape thickness
(δ) (mm)

Tape
material

STT 1 48 100 1000 1 Aluminum

TTT 3 21 100 1000 1 Aluminum

QTT 5 16 100 1000 1 Aluminum

Table 1.
Geometries and details of TT inserts.

Density ρ
(kg/m3)

Specific heat (Cp)
(J/kg�K)

Thermal conductivity, k
(W/m�K)

Dynamic viscosity, μ
(kg/m�s)

TiO2 4230 692 8.4 —

Water 997 4179 0.613 855 � 10�6

Table 2.
Properties of titanium oxide particles and water.

Property Formula Relation
no.

Recommended
by

Value

Density, ρ ρnf ¼ φρnp þ 1� φð Þρbf (1) Pak and Cho
[25]

1000.2 kg/m3

Specific heat, Cp CPð Þnf ¼ φ CPð Þnp þ 1� φð Þ CPð Þbf (2) Maddah et al.
[15]

4175.5 J/kg�K

Thermal
conductivity, k

knf ¼ 1þ 3φ½ �Þkbf (3) Said et al. [7] 0.6148 W/m�K

Dynamic
viscosity, μ

μnf ¼ 1þ 2:5 φþ 6:2 φ2½ �Þμbf (4) Batchelor [26] 857.143 � 10�6

kg/m�s
Note: φ is the percentage of volume fraction of nanoparticles.

Table 3.
Correlations of 0.1% volume of TiO2-in-water nanofluid properties and predicted values.
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outside diameters of 50 and 53 mm, respectively. An electric heater with 5 kW
capacity was wounded on the outer surface of the copper tube and insulated by
glass-wool insulation. Thermocouples, referred to as (T1–6) in Figure 3, were
installed to measure wall and fluid temperature at inlet, fully developed, and outlet
regions. All thermocouples were calibrated before being fixed, and all were
connected to the data logger to record temperature readings. A differential pressure
manometer was used to measure pressure drop along the test section. The working
fluid was heated inside the test section and allowed to cool by passing through a
cooler (evaporative cooling system). By recirculation, the working fluid returns to
the storage tank in the flow loop and then is pumped again to the test section. Flow
meter was placed at the entrance of the test section to measure the working fluid
flow rate. Throttle valves were incorporated to allow controlling the working fluid
flow rate and for maintenance and emergency, if any. To ensure steady state
condition for each run, period of 30 minutes was permitted prior to starting the
measurement and data acquisition.

3.2 Verification of experimental measurements

Heat transfer in convective flow is commonly evaluated in terms of Nusselt
number, Nu, as in Eq. (5).

Nu ¼ h:Dp

k
¼

q
¼
= Ts � Tbð Þ

h i
Dp

k
(5)

Nusselt number values were validated with the experimental results of previous
researches shown in Table 4. Values of Reynolds numbers, Re, were evaluated as
per Eq. (6), as follows:

Re ¼ VDp

v
(6)

Figure 3.
Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
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where v is the mean velocity (=measured flow rate/pipe inlet cross section area),
ν is the kinematic viscosity of the working fluid, and Dp is the pipe or tube diameter.

Prandtl number is considered 7.56 for water. For nanofluid, Pr is evaluated using
Eq. (7), as follows:

Pr ¼
Cpnf � μnf

knf
(7)

The friction factor was predicted using the known Darcy-Weisbach equation
(Eq. 11), for both, water and nanofluid flow, as follows:

f ¼ Δp

0:5 ρ Vin
2 L

Dh

� � (11)

where Δp is the measured pressure drop over the 1.0 m pipe length. The mea-
sured values were vindicated with results gained from well-established correlations,
illustrated in Table 5.

Correlation Eq. No. Suggested
by

Case of HEX

Nu ¼
f
8ð Þ Re Dh

�1000ð ÞPr
1þ12:7 f

8ð Þ12 Pr
2
3�1

� � (8) Gnielinski,
in [27]

Tube with
water flow

Nu ¼ 0:074Re 0:707nf Pr0:385nf φ0:074 (9) Duangth-
ongsuk and
Wongwises

[21]

Tube with
nanofluid

flow

Nu ¼ 0:024 Re 0:8pr0:4 � 1þ 0:769
y
w

h i1:1
Tb
Ts

h i0:45 πþ2�2δ
D

π�4δ
D

h i0:2
π

π�4δ
D

h i0:8 (10) Bergles and
Manglik [9]

Tube with
twisted

tape(s) and
water flow

Table 4.
Adopted correlations from the literature to predict Nusselt number used to verify the experimental results.

Correlation Eq. No. Suggested
by

Case of
HEX

f ¼ 0:318Re Dh
�0:25 (12) Blasius, in

[27]
Tube with
water flow

f ¼ 0:79 ln Re Dh � 1:64
� ��2 (13) Petukhov,

in [27]
Tube with
water flow

f ¼ 0:961φ0:052 Re Dh
�0:375 (14) Duangtho-

ngsuk and
Wongwises

[21]

Tube with
nanofluid

flow

f ¼ 0:079Re �0:25 πþ2�2δ
D

π�4δ
D

h i1:25
π

π�4δ
D

h i1:75� �
1þ 2:06 1þ 2 y

w
π

� �2� ��0:74
" #

(15) Bergles and
Manglik [9]

Tube with
triple
twisted
tapes and
water flow

Table 5.
Adopted correlations from the literature to predict friction factor used to verify the experimental results.
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where v is the mean velocity (=measured flow rate/pipe inlet cross section area),
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3.3 Experimental uncertainty and errors

The used instruments were well calibrated, and the margin of error and uncer-
tainty of each instrument were evaluated.

• Thermocouple type-K used in this study to measure temperature of
surfaces. Thermocouple type-K probes were used to measure the fluid
temperature. All thermocouples and probes were calibrated and certified by
the Central Organization for Standardization and Quality Control (COSQC)—
Baghdad—Iraq [certificate number 734/2016 dated 30 Oct. 2016]. Mean
uncertainty within the temperature measurement in the experiment was
�0.63°C.

• Flow meters type LZS-25 used to measure the flow rate of heat transfer fluids
were calibrated using a scaled container and time recording technique, which is
well identified as a standard procedure for flow meter calibration. The relative
uncertainty of flow measurement was �2.34%.

• Differential manometer was calibrated against another certified manometer
type Lutron (PM-9100). The relative uncertainty was �2.1%.

• The two pressure gauges were calibrated and certified by the Central
Organization for Standardization and Quality Control (COSQC)—Baghdad—
Iraq [certificate number PRE/918/2016 dated 06 Oct. 2016]. Max uncertainty
was �0.012 bar.

The possible error in the prediction of Re and Nu was estimated. The
uncertainty in Re values was estimated by Eqs. (16)–(18) using the
uncertainties of the measuring instruments used for measurements of relevant
variables in Re:

Re ¼ 4 _m
πμd

¼ 4ρ _V
πμd

(16)

ΔRe ¼ σRe
σ _V

� �
∙ _V

� �2
þ σRe

σd

� �
∙ d

� �2" #0:5
(17)

Getting,

ΔRe =Re ¼ Δ _V
_V

� �� �2
þ Δd

d

� �� �2" #0:5
(18)

= 0.0665 or 6.65%.
Uncertainty in Nu values was estimated by Eq. (19) using the uncertainties

of the measuring instruments used for measurements of relevant variables in Nu, as

ΔNu=Nu ¼ Δh
h

� �� �2
þ Δd

d

� �� �2" #0:5
(19)

= 0.0625 or 6.25%
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4. Computational methods

4.1 Numerical simulation and conditions

The numerical analyses included single phase flow based on steady and three
dimensional continuity; momentum and energy equations were performed using
the ANSYS-Fluent commercial code. RNG k-ε model was chosen to solve the con-
sidered cases because the effect of swirl on turbulence is included in this model,
which enhances the accuracy of swirling flows.

4.2 Boundary conditions

The thermo-fluid process in the current simulated was solved as steady, incom-
pressible, and 3D flow. The following was adopted to set the boundary conditions
for the simulation:

• The flow was considered as internal flow under uniform heat flux condition for
all cases with q ̿ = 30,000 W/m2.

• No slip condition was also applied to the tube wall.

• Results are considered only at the fully developed region (L > 10Dp).

• Water and 0.1 vol.% TiO2/water are considered as the working fluids, and
calculations for the thermal properties are done at the inlet temperature of
300 K, as in Tables 2 and 3.

• The nanofluid was considered as a single-phase fluid with changed physical
parameters as density, thermal capability, thermal conductivity, and viscosity.

• All cases were investigated within the turbulent flow regime studied with a
range for Reynolds number of 5000–20,000.

• The hydraulic diameter at each inlet and outlet has the same value.

• At the outlet, a pressure outlet condition was used, and the gauge pressure is
set to zero.

• Turbulence intensity obtained from the expression recommended by [28].

T:I: ¼ 0:16Re �0:125
Dp

(20)

Other flow quantities are extrapolated from the interior domain by the solver in
Fluent software. The SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Pressure Linked Equations) algorithm
were chosen as solver method. In addition, a convergence criterion of 10�5 was used
for energy and mass conservation of the calculated parameters.

4.3 Grid generation

To avoid blurred curved areas, tetrahedral cells are used for meshing the com-
putational domains, as shown in Figure 4. Mesh, with around 3,000,000 elements,
was decided to represent the domains for the current simulation.
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4. Computational methods
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Figure 4.
Tetrahedral mesh cells for the case of QTT with enlarged small cut for clarification.

Figure 5.
Mesh cell orthogonal quality metrics.

Figure 6.
Mesh cell skewness quality metrics.
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The same way that element numbers in the mesh are important, mesh quality has
a remarkable role in the numerical solution accuracy. Grid quality is commonly
identified through orthogonal quality and skewness. Orthogonal quality describes
how much the mesh criteria are within the correct range that is valid for physical
value prediction. Orthogonal quality is presented in Figure 5 for the grids performed
to represent computational domains. The average orthogonal quality value gained in
the present numerical procedure, of 0.8563, is within a very good quality range.
Skewness determines how the generated cells are close to the ideal configuration and
it governs solution ability to converge, as illustrated in Figure 6. The average skew-
ness value of depended grids of 0.22288 is within excellent simulation range.

5. Results and discussion

The presentation and discussion of results are not based on sub-sectioning the
numerical and experimental results. Instead, the results are sub-sectioned based on
the hydrothermal parameters, like the velocity, pressure, and thermal performance.

5.1 Hydrodynamics analysis

The hydrodynamics analysis of the flow within internal conduits includes the
velocity and pressure structures.

5.1.1 Velocity field analysis

The flow structure in the pipe is characterized by analyzing the velocity field and
the pressure distribution in the flow domain. In the current work, there are four
different geometrical configurations including plane pipe flow and another three
cases with single, triple, and quintuple twisted tape inserts inside the pipe. CFD is a
powerful tool to provide flow visualization and assist in the analysis of the flow field
structure. Fields of velocity, predicted by computational simulation, in case of
water flowing are depicted in Figure 7. The velocity contours shown are taken for

Figure 7.
Velocity contours and streamlines of water flow for; (i) PT, (ii) STT, (iii) TTT, and (iv) QTT.
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Figure 4.
Tetrahedral mesh cells for the case of QTT with enlarged small cut for clarification.

Figure 5.
Mesh cell orthogonal quality metrics.

Figure 6.
Mesh cell skewness quality metrics.
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Re = 5000 and at different axial locations in the fully developed region. As can be
seen in Figure 7, frame ii, the velocity is increasing by 50.0% for STT higher than
PT. This happens due to secondary flow caused by twisted tape geometry, which
increases mean velocity by changing flow type from linear motion to swirl motion
and also due to reduction in hydraulic diameter which leads to increase in velocity
at constant Reynolds number and the reduction in hydraulic diameter causing a
decrease in flow cross sectional area, which resulted in an increment in mean
velocity value to satisfy equation of continuity (the rate of mass enters a system is
equal to the rate of mass leaves the system).

For TTT and QTT, the velocity increased by 13.3 and 27.4% higher than STT due
to narrowing the flow passages. Swirl motion and turbulence fluctuation are also
increasing by increases in tape number due to multi-passage flow interactions. In
addition, the tapes are breaking the flow field uniformity, and mix fluid flow layers
between near wall region and core region lead to the appearance of many regions of
high velocity; high velocity region in plain tube appears only at the core of it, which
increases as the number of twisted tape increases, and that fission leads to increase
in average velocity of fluid flow.

Longitudinal vortices in flow fields are shown in Figure 8; it was found that the
number of vortices generated in the flow equals the number of twisted tapes and
formed around it.

Apparently, the velocities of the nanofluid are nearly the same as those of water
under the considerable nanoparticle volume fraction, which discloses that nanofluid
will not require an added disadvantage over pumping power.

5.1.2 Analysis of pressure field and pressure drop

As a fluid flows through the tube, there will be a pressure drop due to the shear
drag at the contact wall in addition to the pressure required to pump the fluid inside
the tube which is in tube with inserts higher than those without. The main deter-
minants of pressure drop are fluid viscosity and fluid velocity. Pressure contours are
illustrated in Figure 9 for the computational domains considered at Reynolds num-
ber 5000 for water flow and on longitudinal revolution surface along the axial
direction.

In the case of STT, Figure 9, frame a, pressure drop is 98.7% higher than in PT
due to the fact that twisted tape insert increases frictional shear forces within the
surface area of the inserts.

Figure 10 presents the predicted pressure drop for all simulated cases including
pure tube and tube with single, triple, and quintuple twisted tape inserts with water

Figure 8.
Longitudinal water vortices for tube fitted with; (a) single twisted tape, (b) triple twisted tapes, and
(c) quintuple twisted tapes.
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flow and with nanofluid flow. The pressure drop in TTT and QTT is 31.2 and 64.5%
higher than STT, respectively. This is due to swirl motion achieved by each one of
them, where the secondary motion generated by twisted tapes have an effect on
velocity proportionally, where velocity gradient effect on shear forces acting on
fluid flow causes pressure drop.

Pressure drop increases slightly by using nanofluid at 0.1 vol.% TiO2. The
numerical results show a percentage difference between water and nanofluid up to
3% for the same model investigated. However, experimental results for pressure
agree well with those calculated numerically with a maximum divergence of 6.8%.
It is obvious, from Figure 10, that pressure drop of water and for nanofluid
increases with increasing Reynolds number. The small increase in pressure drop of
nanofluid than water illustrates that using nanofluids with higher particle volume
fraction may cause small penalty in pressure drop.

5.1.3 Friction factor

The friction factor is influenced by velocity variation, pressure drop, and contact
surface topologies with the fluid flow. The models were examined numerically and
experimentally in Reynolds number range varying from 5000 to 20,000.

The experimental results of the friction factor are reasonably matching with the
results obtained from correlations 12 and 13 for the plain tube with water flow with

Figure 9.
Pressure contours for a longitudinal revolution surface along the computational domains of water flow;
(a) STT, (b) TTT, and (c) QTT.

Figure 10.
Simulation results of pressure drop obtained from water (w) and 0.1 vol.% TiO2/water nanofluid (nf) for
different inserts at various Reynolds numbers.
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flow and with nanofluid flow. The pressure drop in TTT and QTT is 31.2 and 64.5%
higher than STT, respectively. This is due to swirl motion achieved by each one of
them, where the secondary motion generated by twisted tapes have an effect on
velocity proportionally, where velocity gradient effect on shear forces acting on
fluid flow causes pressure drop.

Pressure drop increases slightly by using nanofluid at 0.1 vol.% TiO2. The
numerical results show a percentage difference between water and nanofluid up to
3% for the same model investigated. However, experimental results for pressure
agree well with those calculated numerically with a maximum divergence of 6.8%.
It is obvious, from Figure 10, that pressure drop of water and for nanofluid
increases with increasing Reynolds number. The small increase in pressure drop of
nanofluid than water illustrates that using nanofluids with higher particle volume
fraction may cause small penalty in pressure drop.

5.1.3 Friction factor

The friction factor is influenced by velocity variation, pressure drop, and contact
surface topologies with the fluid flow. The models were examined numerically and
experimentally in Reynolds number range varying from 5000 to 20,000.

The experimental results of the friction factor are reasonably matching with the
results obtained from correlations 12 and 13 for the plain tube with water flow with

Figure 9.
Pressure contours for a longitudinal revolution surface along the computational domains of water flow;
(a) STT, (b) TTT, and (c) QTT.

Figure 10.
Simulation results of pressure drop obtained from water (w) and 0.1 vol.% TiO2/water nanofluid (nf) for
different inserts at various Reynolds numbers.
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a maximum deviation of 4.1%. Further verification was carried out by comparing
the experimental results of the friction factor of single TT insert in the tube with
water flow by comparison with the results gained by a correlation developed by
Bergles, as in Eq. (15). The maximum deviation was 3.0%. The verification results
are shown in Figure 11.

Measured friction factors coincide well with the calculated values from correla-
tions of validation. As the fluid velocity increases, the friction factor decreases.
Therefore, friction factor decreases with Reynolds number increasing. This is
because Reynolds number increases the momentum, overcomes the viscous force of
the fluid, and consequently lowers the shear between the fluid and the tube wall.

Reference [16] developed a correlation for the friction factor prediction for
nanofluid flow in a plain tube, shown as Eq. (14). Comparison between the
predicted results by Eq. (14) and the experimental results in the current investiga-
tions are shown in Figure 12. Good match between the experimental and empirical

Figure 11.
Verification of experimentally measured friction factors and those predicted from; (a) PT with water flow and
prediction by Blasius (Eq. 12) and Petukhov (Eq. 13); (b) STT with water flow and prediction by Bergles
(Eq. 15).

Figure 12.
Verification of experimentally measured friction factors and predicted by Duangthongsuk and Wongwises
(Eq. 14) for 0.1 vol.% TiO2/water nanofluid flow in plain tube.
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values has been achieved. Within the tested range of 5000–20,000 Re, the correla-
tion shows overprediction of around 2.0–3.0% in the friction factor values com-
pared to the experimental results.

The variations of the friction factor with Reynolds number for the tubes with
different twisted tape inserts, with flows of water and nanofluid, are compared in
Figure 13. The friction factors of the nanofluids are slightly higher than those of the
base liquid. The tube fitted with plain twisted tape inserts (STT) when water flow
has friction factor of 6.6–8.7% higher than plain tube. This is attributed to the flow
blockage and swirl flow due to tape insert; for the same case, friction factor
increases by 1.2–2.4% using nanofluid.

The additional dissipation of pressure of the fluid caused by the fluid distur-
bance due to increase of tape number results in an increase in pressure drop, which
causes increase of friction factor. As the number of inserts increases, the pressure
drop significantly increases. For water flow, the friction factors of TTT and QTT are
12.2–17.74% and 18.428–24.65% higher than that in plain tube. For nanofluid flow,
the friction factors of TTT are 13.3–18.4% and for QTT are 19.6–25.2% higher than
that in plain tube.

Results of predicted friction factor from the numerical simulation show the same
trend as of the experimental ones, where differentiations between results within
6.04% are considered as an acceptable limit. Numerical simulation results of the
friction factors for cases of inserts using water and nanofluid are shown in
Figure 14. All cases demonstrated a slight increase in the numerically predicted
friction factor values when 0.1 vol.% TiO2 is used as working fluid. This is attrib-
uted to the slight increase in the viscosity of the nanofluid compared to the viscosity
of pure water.

5.2 Thermal analysis

The heat transfer enhancement, in terms of Nusselt number, is influenced by
velocity variation, friction factor, nanoparticles volume fraction, twisted tape
dimensions, and other parameters. The four models were examined experimentally
and numerically within Reynolds number ranging from 5000 to 20,000. The

Figure 13.
Experimental measurement results for the friction factor verses Reynolds number for plain tube and tubes with
single, triple, and quintuple twisted tape inserts of flow cases of water flow and 0.1 vol.% TiO2/water nanofluid
flow.
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measured thermal parameters were verified by comparing the measurement results
with well-established correlations to predict Nu. The verification results are shown
in Figure 15a and b. The experimental results are matching those results obtained
from correlations 8 and 15 with a deviation of 2.6–7.4%.

Further verification was carried out for the case of nanofluid flow in the pipe by
comparing the experimental measurement Nu results with correlation 9 prediction
Nu results, as shown in Figure 16. Very good agreement between the experimental
and correlation results was demonstrated. The predicted results of Nu by the corre-
lation are higher than the experimental results of Nu. As Re increased, a slight
increase in the margin of error was observed.

The variations of Nusselt number with Reynolds number for the tubes with
different twisted tape inserts are compared in Figure 17 for both nanofluid and base
fluid. It can generally be observed that the Nusselt number increases as the
Reynolds number increases. This arises as a result of the momentum that overcomes
the viscous force of the fluid as the Reynolds number increases and in effect
diminishes the shear between the fluid and the tube wall.

Figure 14.
Numerical simulation results of the friction factor versus Reynolds number for plain tube and tubes with single,
triple, and quintuple twisted tape inserts of flow cases of water flow and 0.1 vol.% TiO2/water nanofluid flow.

Figure 15.
Verification of experimental results for heat exchange performance by: (a) comparison with Gnielinski
correlation for water flow in plain tube. (b) Comparison with Bergles correlation for water flow in tube with
single TT insert.
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For water flow, the STT has Nusselt numbers of 43.4–63.2% higher than plain
tube. This enhancement in heat transfer rate returns to the act of twisted tape that
generates swirl motion, which leads to the better temperature distribution at the core
region and increases turbulence intensity at near wall region that results in higher
temperature gradient there and enhances heat transfer coefficient. Also, secondary
flow with greater enhancement was realized at higher Reynolds numbers.

In case of water flow, Nusselt numbers of TTT and QTT are 50.12–83.74% and
57.48–100.066% higher than that in measured in PT. It is obvious that Nusselt
number increases with increasing twisted tape number due to increase in secondary
motion violence, which disperses the high temperature region near wall to uni-
formly distribute all over flow cross sectional area, which is recognized as the key
factor of heat transfer enhancement.

Figure 16.
Validation of experimental results for Nusselt number to the plain tube with Duangthongsuk and Wingwiscs
correlation for 0.1 vol.% TiO2/water nanofluid flow.

Figure 17.
Variation of Nusselt number with Reynolds number for plain tubes and tubes with single, triple, and quintuple
twisted tape inserts operating with water flow and 0.1 vol.% TiO2/water nanofluid flow.
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For 0.1 vol.% TiO2/water nanofluid flow, PT, STT, TTT, and QTT have Nusselt
numbers of 1.3–30.4%, 46.1–83.2%, 53.8–97.5%, and 59.9–110.8%, respectively,
higher than that in PT with water flow. This behavior is due to the fact that
nanoparticles presented in the base liquid increase the thermal conductivity, which
leads to an increase in heat transfer performance.

6. Conclusions

Heat transfer and fluid flow characteristics through tubes induced with multiple
plain twisted tape inserts using water and 0.1 vol.% TiO2/water nanofluid were
investigated experimentally and numerically. The investigations were carried out
for turbulent flow with Reynolds number ranging between 5000 and 20,000. The
findings may be summarized as follows:

• It is found that tube fitted with quintuple twisted tape inserts performed
highest in augmenting heat transfer. Nusselt numbers obtained by using
quintuple twisted tapes inserts are up to 110.8% for nanofluid flow and 100.0%
for water flow higher than in plain tube with water flow.

• As the number of twisted tapes increases, higher Nusselt number is obtained,
compared to plain tube.

• The pressure drop and friction factor increase significantly by using twisted
tape inserts and slightly by nanofluid.

• Using nanofluids with twisted tape inserts are resulting in more heat transfer
augmentation than using each one individually.

• Using twisted tape inserts need to increase fluid pumping power due to high
pressure drop produced. When using nanofluid without inserts, pumping
power is not affected as the increase in the pressure drop is negligible
compared to the case of pure water flow.

Accordingly, the combined technique of twisted tape inserts and nanofluid is
recommended for heat exchanger application, as the heat transfer is considerably
enhancing, with reasonable penalty in pumping power.
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QTT tube with quintuple twisted tapes
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Tubular Heat Exchanger Fouling
in Phosphoric Acid Concentration
Process
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Abstract

Fouling in phosphoric acid concentration is a persistent operational problem that
compromises energy recovery in this process. Progress is hampered by the lack of
quantitative knowledge of fouling dynamic effects on heat exchanger transfer. The
object of this work is an experimental determination of the thermal fouling resis-
tance in the tubular heat exchanger of phosphoric acid preheated installed in phos-
phoric acid concentration process. By measuring the inlet and outlet temperatures
of phosphoric acid, steam temperature, suction and discharge pressure of the pump
and acid density measurement, the overall heat transfer coefficient has been deter-
mined. The determination of the overall heat transfer coefficient with clean and
fouled surfaces, allowed calculating the fouling resistance. The results from the heat
exchanger studies showed that the fouling resistance increased with time and
presented an asymptotic evolution in compliant with the proposed model by Kern
and Seaton, with the existence of fluctuation. The poorly cleaned heat exchanger
implied the absence of the induction period and caused, consequently, high values
of the fouling resistance in a relatively short-time period.

Keywords: fouling, heat exchanger, heat transfer coefficient, fouling resistance,
phosphoric acid concentration unit

1. Introduction

The main issues which various industries are facing are the accumulation of
undesired substances or materials dissolved or presented as a suspension in the
fluid on the heat transfer surfaces [1]. This phenomenon which is called as fouling
affects the equipment operation by reducing their thermal effectiveness. This
causes a significant economic loss due to the installations of regular cleaning [2, 3].

Fouling in heat transfer process is often inevitable and reduces energy efficiency
and plant operability. Mitigation of fouling, and effective cleaning strategies, both
require understanding the mechanisms involved in deposition and cleaning [4].
Many researches on fouling in heat transfer processes are dealt with, by reducing
the efficiency of heat transfer and limiting productivity [5]. Phosphoric acid fouling
in concentration process preheat exchangers is a persistent operational problem that
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compromises energy recovery in these process. Progress is hampered by the lack of
quantitative knowledge of the dynamic effects of fouling on heat transfer exchanger
[6]. Generally, phosphoric acid, which is the cold fluid, flows through the tube side
while steam, which is the hot stream, flow through the shell side in heat exchangers
[7]. The solution of concentrated phosphoric acid is supersaturated with calcium
sulfate, resulting in the deposition on the contact material [8]. Given that the
thermal conductivity of these scales is low, even a thin layer of scale can drastically
reduce the overall heat transfer coefficient [9]. Furthermore, fluorosilicate and
fluoroaluminate deposits on the acid ducts of clarifier tanks and evaporators can be
imbedded in gypsum scale, which reduces pipe diameter and flow rate. In spite of
considerable research efforts at the phosphoric acid type scale, no viable commer-
cial solution has been found [10–12]. Behbahani et al. [13] have done a high number
of fouling experiments in a side-stream of a phosphoric acid plant for various flow
velocities, surface temperatures and concentrations in order to determine the
mechanisms which control the deposition process. After identifying the effects of
operational parameters on the deposition process, a fouling kinetic model by crys-
tallization has been developed in Behbahani et al. [8]. A mathematical model has
been elaborated to predict the fouling resistance in concentrating phosphoric acid
[14]. The predicted fouling resistances were compared with the experimental data.
Majority engineering calculations on heat transfer use the experimental heat trans-
fer coefficients [15].

In this survey, we will examine the fouling phenomenon of the heat exchanger
tubes for the preheat circuit of the phosphoric acid. The heat exchanger used for
heating phosphoric acid is exposed to the fouling problem at the tube side of heat
exchangers. In this context an experimental determination of the thermal fouling
resistance by measuring the inlet and outlet temperatures of phosphoric acid, the
temperature of steam, suction and discharge pressure of the pump and acid density
measurement, the overall heat transfer coefficient has been determined. The deter-
mination of the overall heat transfer coefficient for the heat exchanger with clean
and fouled surfaces makes it possible to calculate the fouling resistance.

2. Fouling mechanisms

Fouling can be divided into a number of distinct mechanisms. In general, many
of these fouling mechanisms occur at the same time and each requires a different
prevention technique. Among these different mechanisms, some represent differ-
ent stages of the fouling process. The main mechanisms or stages of fouling include:

1.Period of initiation or delay. This is the clean surface period before dirt
accumulation. This accumulation of relatively small deposits can even improve
heat transfer over a clean surface and give the appearance of a “negative”
fouling rate and a total negative fouling amount.

2.Particle fouling and formation, aggregation and flocculation.

3.Mass transport and migration of fouling agents to fouling sites.

4.Separation and deposition phase involving nucleation or initiation of fouling
sites and attachment leading to deposit formation.

5.Growth, aging and hardening and increase of deposit resistance or
auto-retardation, erosion and elimination.
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3. Rate of fouling

Fouling is defined as a phenomenon that occurs with or without a temperature
gradient in many natural, domestic and industrial processes. A surface is “dirty”
when unwanted material accumulates there.

The fouling rate is normally defined as the average deposit surface loading per
unit of surface area in a unit of time. Depending on the fouling mechanism and
conditions, the fouling rate may be linear, falling, asymptotic or saw-tooth, as the
case may be. Figures 1 and 2 shows the different types of fouling rate.

1.Linear fouling is the type of fouling where the rate of fouling can be stable over
time with the increase of fouling resistance and deposit thickness. It usually
occurs when the temperature of the deposition in contact with the flowing
fluid remains constant.

Ebert and Panchal [16] presented a fouling model expressing the average
(linear) fouling rate under given conditions following two competing terms,
namely a deposit term and an attenuated term.

Fouling rate ¼ deposit termð Þ � anti� deposit termð Þ
dRf
dt

¼ α Re β Pr δ exp
�E

RTfilm

 !
� γτw (1)

Figure 1.
Fouling curves.

Figure 2.
Practical fouling curve.
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where α, β, γ and δ are parameters determined by regression, τw is the shear
stress at the tube wall and Tfilm is the temperature of the fluid film (average of local
bulk and local wall fluid temperatures). The relationship in Eq. (1) indicates the
possibility of identifying combinations of temperature and velocity below where
fouling rates will be negligible. Ebert and Panchal [16] present this as the “threshold
condition.” The model in Eq. (1) suggests that the geometry of the heat exchanger
which affects the surface and film temperatures, velocities and shear stresses can be
effectively applied to maintain the conditions below “threshold conditions” in a
given heat exchanger.

1.Falling fouling is the type of fouling where the fouling rate decreases with
time, and the deposit thickness does not reach a constant value, although the
fouling rate never drops below a certain minimum value. In general falling
fouling is due to an increase of removal rate with time. Its progress can often
be described by two numbers: the initial fouling rate and the fouling rate after
a long period of time.

2.Asymptotic fouling rate is where rate decreases with time until it becomes
negligible after a period of time when the deposition rate becomes equal to the
deposit removal rate and the deposit thickness remains constant. This type of
fouling generally occurs where the tube surface temperature remains constant
while the temperature of the flowing fluid drops as a result of increased
resistance of fouling material to heat transfer. Asymptotic fouling may also
result from soft or poorly adherent suspended solid deposits upon heat transfer
surfaces in areas of fast flow where they do not adhere strongly to the surface
with the result that the thicker the deposit becomes, the more likely it is to
wash off in patches and thus achieve some average asymptotic value over a
period of time. The asymptotic fouling resistance increases with increasing
particle concentration and decreasing fluid bulk temperature, flow velocity,
and particle diameter. The asymptotic fouling model was first described by
Kern and Seaton [17]. In this model, the competing fouling mechanisms result
in asymptotic fouling resistance beyond which any additional increase in
fouling does not happen.

3.Saw-tooth fouling occurs where part of the deposit is detached after a critical
residence time or once a critical deposit thickness has been reached. The
fouling layer then builds up and breaks off again. This periodic variation could
be due to pressure pulses, scaling, trapping of air inside the surface deposits
during shutdowns or other reasons. It often corresponds to the moments of
system shutdowns, startups or other transients during operation.

4. Fouling measurement and monitoring

The fouling resistances can be measured experimentally or analytically. The
main measurement methods include:

1.Direct weighing: the simplest method for assessing the extent of deposition on
laboratory test surfaces is to weigh directly. The method requires an exact
balance in order to be able to detect relatively small changes in the mass of
deposits. It may be necessary to use thin walled tube to reduce the tare mass in
order to increase the accuracy of the method.
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2.Thickness measurement: in many examples of fouling the thickness of the
deposit is relatively small, perhaps less than 50 μm, so that a direct
measurement is not easy to obtain. A relatively simple technique provided
there is reasonable access to the deposit, consists in measuring the thickness.
By using a removable coupon or plate, the thickness of a hard deposit such as a
scale, can be obtained using a micrometer or traveling microscope. For a
deformable deposit containing a large proportion of water, e.g., a biofilm it is
possible to use an electrical conductivity technique.

3.Heat transfer measurements: in this method, the fouling resistance can be
determined according to the changes in heat transfer during the deposition
process. The equation for the following operations will be Eq. (11). The data
can be reported in terms of changes in overall heat transfer coefficient. A
major hypothesis of this method is that the presence of the deposit does not
affect the hydrodynamics of the flowing fluid. However, during the first stages
of deposition, the surface of the deposit is generally rougher than the metal
surface so that the turbulence in the fluid is greater than when it is flowing on
a smooth surface. As a result the fouling resistance calculated from the data
will be lower than if the increased turbulence level had been taken into
account. It is possible that the increased turbulence offsets the thermal
resistance of the deposit and negative values of thermal resistance will be
calculated.

4.Pressure drop: as an alternative to direct heat transfer measurements it is
possible to use changes in pressure drop caused by the presence of the deposit.
The pressure drop is increased for a given flow rate due to the reduced flow
area in the fouled condition and the roughness of the deposit. The shape of the
curve relating pressure drop with time will generally, follow an asymptotic
shape so that the time to achieve asymptotic fouling resistance can be
determined. The method is often associated with the direct measurement of
thickness of the deposit layer. Friction factor changes can also be used to
indicate fouling of a flow channel.

5.Other techniques for assessing fouling: with regard to their effect on heat
exchanger performance the measurement of heat transfer reduction or
increase in pressure drop provide a direct indication. The simple methods of
measuring deposit thickness described above are useful, but in general they
require that the experiment be completed in order to allow access to the test
sections. Ideally non-intrusive techniques would allow further deposition
while maintaining experimental conditions without disturbance. Such
techniques include the use of radioactive tracers and optical methods. Laser
techniques can be used to study the accumulation and removal of deposits. In
addition, infra-red systems are used to study the development and removal of
biofilms from tubular test sections. Microscopic examination of deposits may
provide further evidence of the mechanisms of fouling, but this is usually a
“backup” system rather than providing quantitative data.

5. Prediction of fouling factor

As noted above, fouling has the effect of forming on the heat transfer surface a
substantially solid deposit of low thermal conductivity, through which heat is to be
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in asymptotic fouling resistance beyond which any additional increase in
fouling does not happen.

3.Saw-tooth fouling occurs where part of the deposit is detached after a critical
residence time or once a critical deposit thickness has been reached. The
fouling layer then builds up and breaks off again. This periodic variation could
be due to pressure pulses, scaling, trapping of air inside the surface deposits
during shutdowns or other reasons. It often corresponds to the moments of
system shutdowns, startups or other transients during operation.

4. Fouling measurement and monitoring

The fouling resistances can be measured experimentally or analytically. The
main measurement methods include:

1.Direct weighing: the simplest method for assessing the extent of deposition on
laboratory test surfaces is to weigh directly. The method requires an exact
balance in order to be able to detect relatively small changes in the mass of
deposits. It may be necessary to use thin walled tube to reduce the tare mass in
order to increase the accuracy of the method.
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2.Thickness measurement: in many examples of fouling the thickness of the
deposit is relatively small, perhaps less than 50 μm, so that a direct
measurement is not easy to obtain. A relatively simple technique provided
there is reasonable access to the deposit, consists in measuring the thickness.
By using a removable coupon or plate, the thickness of a hard deposit such as a
scale, can be obtained using a micrometer or traveling microscope. For a
deformable deposit containing a large proportion of water, e.g., a biofilm it is
possible to use an electrical conductivity technique.
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determined according to the changes in heat transfer during the deposition
process. The equation for the following operations will be Eq. (11). The data
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surface so that the turbulence in the fluid is greater than when it is flowing on
a smooth surface. As a result the fouling resistance calculated from the data
will be lower than if the increased turbulence level had been taken into
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calculated.
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The pressure drop is increased for a given flow rate due to the reduced flow
area in the fouled condition and the roughness of the deposit. The shape of the
curve relating pressure drop with time will generally, follow an asymptotic
shape so that the time to achieve asymptotic fouling resistance can be
determined. The method is often associated with the direct measurement of
thickness of the deposit layer. Friction factor changes can also be used to
indicate fouling of a flow channel.

5.Other techniques for assessing fouling: with regard to their effect on heat
exchanger performance the measurement of heat transfer reduction or
increase in pressure drop provide a direct indication. The simple methods of
measuring deposit thickness described above are useful, but in general they
require that the experiment be completed in order to allow access to the test
sections. Ideally non-intrusive techniques would allow further deposition
while maintaining experimental conditions without disturbance. Such
techniques include the use of radioactive tracers and optical methods. Laser
techniques can be used to study the accumulation and removal of deposits. In
addition, infra-red systems are used to study the development and removal of
biofilms from tubular test sections. Microscopic examination of deposits may
provide further evidence of the mechanisms of fouling, but this is usually a
“backup” system rather than providing quantitative data.
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substantially solid deposit of low thermal conductivity, through which heat is to be
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transferred by conduction. But as the thermal conductivity of the fouling layer and
its thickness are not generally known, the only possible solution to the heat transfer
problem is to introduce a fouling factor to take into account the additional resis-
tance to heat transfer and possible calculation of the overall coefficient of heat
transfer. A fouling coefficient is also sometimes specified, it is the reciprocal value
of the fouling factor. When carrying out heat transfer calculations, the selection of
fouling factors must be made with caution, especially when the fouling resistances
completely dominate the thermal design.

The influence of inherent uncertainties in fouling factors is generally greater
than that of uncertainties in other design parameters such as fluid properties, flow
rates and temperatures [18]. An important fouling factor is sometimes adopted as a
safety margin to cover uncertainties on the properties of fluids and even in the
knowledge of the process, but the use of an excessively large fouling factor will
result in an oversized heat exchanger with two or three times more area than is
necessary. Although many tabulations based on the experiment are available and
provide typical fouling factors such as the TEMA RGP-T-2.4 table [19], an accept-
able assessment of the effects of fouling needs to be judged and evaluated for each
particular application. Such tabulations can, however, serve as a guide in the
absence of more specific information.

A number of semi empirical models have been proposed over the years for the
prediction of the rate of fouling in heat exchangers or for estimating a fouling factor
to be used in heat transfer calculations.

The first work on this subject began in the late 1950s with Kern and Seaton [17].
The modeling resulting from this work is based on the assumption that two

processes act simultaneously. The first process is that of particle deposition charac-
terized by a deposition flux that is constant if the concentration is also constant. The
second process is that of the re-entrainment of particles characterized by a re-
entrain flow ϕr dependent on the mass of particles (mp) deposited. The particle
balance of the deposit is expressed according to the following equation:

dmp

dt
¼ ϕd � ϕr (2)

The deposition process is designed as the serialization of particle transport and
adhesion mechanisms. The following assumptions are made:

• consideration of a single type of fouling;

• homogeneity of the deposit;

• not taken into account of the phase of initiation of the deposit and the state of
surface;

• constancy of the properties and thermo-physical characteristics of the fluid and
the deposit.

The particle wall transport phase controls the deposition process while the shear
stress controls the re-entrain phase of the particles. Thus, considering the propor-
tionality of ϕd as a function of the deposited mass of particles, we can write the
following equations:

ϕd ¼ kp ∗ Cb � Cwð Þ (3)

ϕr ¼ C1 ∗ τw ∗mp (4)
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Or
kp is the transport coefficient.
Cb the particle concentration in the fluid.
Cw the particle concentration at the wall.
C1 a dimensional constant.
τw the shear stress exerted by the fluid on the deposit.
Equation (2) thus becomes:

dmp

dt
¼ kp ∗ Cb � Cwð Þ � C1 ∗ τw ∗mp (5)

The solution of Eq. (5) is thus:

mp ¼
Kp ∗ Cb � Cwð Þ

C1 ∗ τw
∗ 1� exp �C1 ∗ τw ∗ tð Þ½ � (6)

Assuming that τ= 1
C1 ∗ τw and m ∗

p =Kp ∗ Cb�Cwð Þ
C1 ∗ τw:

We can thus express the equation as follows:

mp ¼ m ∗
p ∗ 1� exp � t

τ

� �h i
(7)

Considering that the initial fouling flow is equal to the deposition flow and
that the thermo physical properties of the deposit (conductivity and density) are
constant, it is thus possible to express Eq. (7) in the form of a thermal fouling
resistance:

Rf tð Þ ¼ Rf ∗ ∗ 1� exp � t
τ

� �h i
(8)

With Rf(t), the evolution of the fouling resistance as a function of time
expressed in [m2-K/W] Rf*, the asymptotic value of the fouling resistance expressed
in [m2-K/W] (this value characterizes the situation where the deposition rate equals
the breakout speed). t, the time expressed in [s] τ, the characteristic time expressed
in [s] and whose value is generally attributed to the time required for the fouling
resistance to reach its asymptotic value if the evolution of this kinetics was linear.

The Kern and Seaton [17] model therefore provides a mathematical description
of the concept of simple fouling. This equation verifies the asymptotic behavior of
the formation of a particulate deposit on the exchange surface of a heat exchanger.
All models and theory of fouling are based on this model.

An apparent weakness of the Kern and Seaton [17] model is that the re-entrain
flow depends on the thickness of the deposition layer. As a result, it is only once a
significant deposit thickness has accumulated that the role of the re-entrain term
becomes significant [20]. In the case of high speed flow, the deposit would be
completely removed.

We also note that this model requires to go back on the values of Rf* and τ. In
general, there is no way to predict these values unless detailed experimental work has
been done [21]. These values are thus established on a given installation and espe-
cially under given operating conditions. Thus, a modification, even minor, of the
operating conditions (for example, water quality, flow modification) significantly
modifies the parameters of the model and leads to a bad modeling of the fouling [22].

However, we note various works that make it possible to know the impact of the
flow velocity (Um) on the value of the asymptotic fouling resistance Rf*, or even to
determine the value Rf*.
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• not taken into account of the phase of initiation of the deposit and the state of
surface;

• constancy of the properties and thermo-physical characteristics of the fluid and
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The particle wall transport phase controls the deposition process while the shear
stress controls the re-entrain phase of the particles. Thus, considering the propor-
tionality of ϕd as a function of the deposited mass of particles, we can write the
following equations:
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Or
kp is the transport coefficient.
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All models and theory of fouling are based on this model.

An apparent weakness of the Kern and Seaton [17] model is that the re-entrain
flow depends on the thickness of the deposition layer. As a result, it is only once a
significant deposit thickness has accumulated that the role of the re-entrain term
becomes significant [20]. In the case of high speed flow, the deposit would be
completely removed.

We also note that this model requires to go back on the values of Rf* and τ. In
general, there is no way to predict these values unless detailed experimental work has
been done [21]. These values are thus established on a given installation and espe-
cially under given operating conditions. Thus, a modification, even minor, of the
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Different authors thus propose a relationship of proportionality of type:

Rf ∗ � Umi (9)

With regard to the tube exchangers: for Kern and Seaton [17] the value of i is �1.
For Watkinson [23], this constant takes the value of �1.2 to �2.

As far as plate heat exchangers are concerned, Muller-Steinhagen [24] has in its
study demonstrated a relation of proportionality between the asymptotic resistance
of fouling Rf* and the inverse of the speed squared (i.e., an exponent i � 2 in
Eq. (9)), without providing a general relationship.

In the same context, Grandgeorge [25] proposes an empirical relation resulting
from several experiments on different industrial size plate heat exchangers. In this
context, Grandgeorge [25] established that the use of the initial pressure drop in the
heat exchanger (ΔPo) in place of the flow velocity makes it possible to correlate
with the aid of a single relationship the value of the asymptotic resistance Rf*. The
relationship is as follows:

Rf ∗ ¼ 1
4 ∗ΔPo

(10)

Based on these observations, this model has been revised and modified by
various researchers with various descriptions of the term deposition and re-entrain:
Only empirical parameters were added and derived solely from the experimental
study [20, 25].

6. Experimental procedure

The phosphoric acid concentration loop is allowed to concentrate—by evapora-
tion—the phosphoric acid from 28 to 54% P2O5 in a forced-circulation evaporator
closed loop, functioning under vacuum feeded by a barometric condenser. The
system used for concentration composed of a stainless steel tubular heat exchanger,
a centrifugal pump, a boiler or expansion chamber, a barometric condenser and a
basket filter [26].

The inclusion of the dilute acid is done at the basket filter where it mixes with
the circulating acid in order to protect the pump from abrasion and to limit the heat
exchanger fouling, which reduces the stop frequency for washing. The circulation
pump then aspirates the mixture formed and sends it to the inlet of the heat
exchanger at a temperature in the order of 70°C. The heat exchanger allows heating
the phosphoric acid at a temperature in the order of 80°C. The steam undergoes a
condensation at a temperature of around 120°C at the level of the exchanger. The
condensate will be sent to a storage tank before being returned to the utility center.

The overheated mixture of the acid outgoing the exchanger then passes into the
boiler where an amount of water evaporates and the production of concentrated
acid is done by overflow in inner tube of the boiler and the rest will be recycled. The
condenser also ensures the re-entrain of incondensable outgoing of the boiler by the
effect of water tube created by the waterfall. At the foot of the barometric guard,
the seawater is gathered in a guard tank before being rejected to the sea (Figure 3).

Our experimental study is based on the following hypotheses.

1.The flow of two fluids (Phosphoric acid and steam) is at counter current.

2.Values of the thermo-physical properties of the fluids were considered
constant.
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3.The thermal losses were neglected.

4.The inlet and outlet temperatures of the two fluids are determined at the
extremities of the heat exchanger.

5.Pump suction and discharge pressure measurements are taken at the
extremities of the circulation pump.

7. Calculation method

The experimental data was collected out during 1 year. The method that we used
to follow the fouling evolution consists in carrying out a heat balance at the bound-
aries of the heat exchanger by the intermediary of measurements of the inlet and
outlet temperatures pump suction and discharge pressure measurements and acid
density measurement (Figure 4). The latter was taken each 2 h during all the day.

This method, albeit indirect, makes it possible to detect the necessary moment to
shut down the installation for cleaning. In the current study, the temporal evolution
of the fouling resistance of the phosphoric acid was studied.

The calculation of the fouling resistance was done using the following relation:

Rf tð Þ ¼ 1
Us

� 1
Up

¼ 1
U tð Þ �

1
U t ¼ 0ð Þ (11)

7.1 Calculation of Us

The overall heat transfer coefficient at the dirty state was given in the time
course, via the expression:

Figure 3.
Simplified diagram of the phosphoric acid concentration unit.
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Different authors thus propose a relationship of proportionality of type:
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For Watkinson [23], this constant takes the value of �1.2 to �2.
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of fouling Rf* and the inverse of the speed squared (i.e., an exponent i � 2 in
Eq. (9)), without providing a general relationship.
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heat exchanger (ΔPo) in place of the flow velocity makes it possible to correlate
with the aid of a single relationship the value of the asymptotic resistance Rf*. The
relationship is as follows:
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Based on these observations, this model has been revised and modified by
various researchers with various descriptions of the term deposition and re-entrain:
Only empirical parameters were added and derived solely from the experimental
study [20, 25].

6. Experimental procedure

The phosphoric acid concentration loop is allowed to concentrate—by evapora-
tion—the phosphoric acid from 28 to 54% P2O5 in a forced-circulation evaporator
closed loop, functioning under vacuum feeded by a barometric condenser. The
system used for concentration composed of a stainless steel tubular heat exchanger,
a centrifugal pump, a boiler or expansion chamber, a barometric condenser and a
basket filter [26].

The inclusion of the dilute acid is done at the basket filter where it mixes with
the circulating acid in order to protect the pump from abrasion and to limit the heat
exchanger fouling, which reduces the stop frequency for washing. The circulation
pump then aspirates the mixture formed and sends it to the inlet of the heat
exchanger at a temperature in the order of 70°C. The heat exchanger allows heating
the phosphoric acid at a temperature in the order of 80°C. The steam undergoes a
condensation at a temperature of around 120°C at the level of the exchanger. The
condensate will be sent to a storage tank before being returned to the utility center.

The overheated mixture of the acid outgoing the exchanger then passes into the
boiler where an amount of water evaporates and the production of concentrated
acid is done by overflow in inner tube of the boiler and the rest will be recycled. The
condenser also ensures the re-entrain of incondensable outgoing of the boiler by the
effect of water tube created by the waterfall. At the foot of the barometric guard,
the seawater is gathered in a guard tank before being rejected to the sea (Figure 3).

Our experimental study is based on the following hypotheses.

1.The flow of two fluids (Phosphoric acid and steam) is at counter current.

2.Values of the thermo-physical properties of the fluids were considered
constant.
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3.The thermal losses were neglected.

4.The inlet and outlet temperatures of the two fluids are determined at the
extremities of the heat exchanger.

5.Pump suction and discharge pressure measurements are taken at the
extremities of the circulation pump.

7. Calculation method

The experimental data was collected out during 1 year. The method that we used
to follow the fouling evolution consists in carrying out a heat balance at the bound-
aries of the heat exchanger by the intermediary of measurements of the inlet and
outlet temperatures pump suction and discharge pressure measurements and acid
density measurement (Figure 4). The latter was taken each 2 h during all the day.

This method, albeit indirect, makes it possible to detect the necessary moment to
shut down the installation for cleaning. In the current study, the temporal evolution
of the fouling resistance of the phosphoric acid was studied.

The calculation of the fouling resistance was done using the following relation:

Rf tð Þ ¼ 1
Us

� 1
Up

¼ 1
U tð Þ �

1
U t ¼ 0ð Þ (11)

7.1 Calculation of Us

The overall heat transfer coefficient at the dirty state was given in the time
course, via the expression:

Figure 3.
Simplified diagram of the phosphoric acid concentration unit.
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Us ¼ U tð Þ ¼ _mac,cir ∗Cpac ∗ Tout,ac � Tin,acð Þ
A ∗ F ∗ΔTml

(12)

This relation is taken by the evaluation of energy on the heat exchanger by
supposing the isolated system and the physical properties of the two fluids, as well
as, the heat transfer coefficients stay constant along the exchanger.

7.2 Calculation of Up

In the phosphoric acid concentration unit, the operating conditions at the limits
of the heat exchanger unstable, it is necessary to disclose the heat exchange coeffi-
cients in the proper conditions Up corresponding to the new operating conditions.
Assuming that the cleaning between operational runs is perfect and that the heat
exchangers are totally free of fouling at the beginning of a new run. The initial value
of the overall heat transfer coefficient at the beginning of every cycle is considered
as the value of the overall heat transfer coefficient in the clean state.

Up ¼ U t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ _mac,cir ∗Cpac ∗ Tout,ac � Tin,acð Þ
A ∗ F ∗ΔTml

(13)

8. Results and discussion

8.1 Temporal evolution of the fouling resistance

The evolution of the fouling resistance in the phosphoric acid concentration
process heat exchanger was followed for a study period quoted previously. This heat
exchanger is already in service for 100 days before the be-ginning of the present
study. However, it has carried out a stop that lasted 12 hours then its return to
service. This stop is for the heat exchangers cleaning.

All the results from the fouling resistance are presented on Figure 5.
According to the values of these resistances, which are the majority higher than

zero, this experimental data presents a fouling state. This is evident since, as men-
tioned before, this exchanger is in service for more than 3 months. The curves
presented show that the temporal evolution of the fouling resistance, seems to
follow an asymptotic evolution, which conforms to the model of Kern and Seaton
[17], with the absence of the induction period. That can be explained to the rapid
evolution of this phenomenon associated in particular with the characteristics of the

Figure 4.
The measurement method at the boundaries of the heat exchanger.
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treated phosphoric acid. As it appears clearly as the fouling resistance increases
with the time until reaching a maximum value varied from 1.38 * 10�4 to 1.61 *
10�4 m2.K.W�1.

The series functioned for more than 5 days, a sufficient period so that the
resistance asymptotic value is reached. The fluctuation observed on these curves
are due to the variation of flow, which, acting on the shear stress to the wall, causes
re-entrain deposit particles or their deposition according to the sent flow value.

8.2 Temporal evolution of the overall heat transfer coefficient

From Eq. (11), we notice that the overall heat transfer coefficient is inversely
proportional to the fouling resistance.

Figure 5.
Variation of the fouling resistance as a function of time for the stainless-steel-tubular heat exchanger.

Figure 6.
Variation of the overall heat transfer coefficient as a function of time for the stainless-steel-tubular heat
exchanger.
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The fouling resistance increases over time, which leads to a decrease in the
flow of heat exchanged between the phosphoric acid and the steam, and subse-
quently the decrease in the overall heat transfer coefficient. As it appears clearly on
Figures 5 and 6, when the fouling resistance increases with the time, the overall
heat transfer coefficient decreases until reaching a minimum value varied from 1821
to 2078 W.m�2.K�1.

8.3 Temporal evolution of the fouling resistance obtained from both
measurement and the Kern and Seaton model

One of the earliest correlative models for the characterization of the asymptotic
kinetics of fouling, we distinguish Kern and Seaton [17], whose general expression
is as follows:

Rf tð Þ ¼ Rf ∗ ∗ 1� exp � t
τ

� �h i
(14)

This model gives rather satisfactory results, provided that the asymptotic value
of the thermal resistance Rf* as well as the time constant τ are evaluated, which
strongly conditions the accuracy of the model.

The analysis of the experimental data which makes it possible to carry out the
plots of Figure 7 gives us the results of the two greatness Rf* and τ for the stainless
steel tubular heat exchanger. The asymptotic model is fairly faithful to the experi-
mental data with determination coefficient R2 close to 1 (Table 1).

Figure 7.
Kinetics of fouling of the stainless-steel-tubular heat exchanger.

Rf* [m2.K.W�1] τ [h] R2

1.72*10�4 40.32 0.975

Table 1.
Values of the asymptotic fouling resistance, the time constant and the determination coefficient for the
stainless-steel tubular heat exchanger.
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9. Conclusion

The monitoring of heat exchangers provides the sound knowledge of the fouling
evolution in the specific conditions of the process. Deposit formation is a thermal
resistance which leads important economic penalties.

The aim of this work was the study of the heat exchanger fouling phenomenon
in the concentration phosphoric acid process. Secondly, the study concerned
the temporal evolution of the fouling resistance and the overall heat transfer
coefficient.

The results achieved revealed an asymptotic evolution of the fouling resistance,
compliant with the model of Kern and Seaton with the lack of the induction period,
which is explained by the consequence of an improper cleaning, or a deviation
between the present study and the beginning of the heat exchangers functioning
after the last stop.

Nomenclature

A area, m2

Cp specific heat capacity, J.Kg�1.K�1

F correction factor (=1 for a steam condenser)
ṁ mass flow rate, kg.s�1

P pressure, bar
Q thermal power, W
Rf fouling resistance, m2.K.W�1

T temperature, K
t time, h
U overall heat transfer coefficient, W.m�2.K�1

Greek letters
Δ difference of greatness between two points
τ time required to reach 63.2% of Rf*, h
Subscripts
ac acid
cir circulation
ex exchange
in input
ml logarithmic mean
0 clean
out output
p clean state
s dirty state
st steam
* asymptotic value
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Chapter 4

Fouling in Heat Exchangers
Sergio García and Alfredo Trueba

Abstract

A major problem in industries that use heat exchanger equipment cooled with 
water in their industrial processes is biofouling. In the design and operation of heat 
exchangers cooled with water, a coefficient of biological must be considered, which 
affects the efficiency of the equipment. For this reason, it is necessary to apply 
appropriate antifouling treatments to the design of each heat exchanger. In order to 
minimize the undesirable phenomenon of biofouling, various mitigation methods 
have been developed over the last 30 years, both online and offline, of a physical, 
chemical, or biological nature. Most of these methods are well contrasted and 
are applied in the regular operation of the facilities, although some methodology 
approaches are in the research and development phase. However, the application of 
most of these methods requires interrupting the production, periodically, in order 
to clean the biofouling, seriously damaging the performance and operation of the 
installation. The “online” methods to biofouling control are chemical (oxidizing, 
and non-oxidants), biological and physical treatments. Nowadays, other meth-
odologies of biofouling mitigation that do not affect the environment are being 
investigated, although, until now, none have been found that are substitutes for 
chemical agents and that have the same or with higher efficiency.

Keywords: biofouling, biofilm, fouling, antifouling, energy, efficiency

1. Introduction

A major problem in industries that use heat exchange equipment cooled with 
seawater in their industrial processes is biological fouling (biofouling) (Figure 1). 
Biofouling acquires greater relevance when it develops in the marine environment, 
due to the high biological activity of seawater [1]. In the design and operation of heat 
exchangers cooled with seawater, a biological fouling coefficient must be considered, 
which affects the efficiency of the equipment [2]. For this reason, it is necessary to 
apply appropriate antifouling treatments to the design of each heat exchanger [3].

In order to minimize the undesirable phenomenon of biofouling, various mitiga-
tion methods have been developed over the last 30 years, both online and offline, of 
a physical, chemical, or biological nature. Most of these methods are well contrasted 
and are applied in the regular operation of the facilities, although some methodol-
ogy approaches are in the research and development phase. However, the applica-
tion of most of these methods requires interrupting production, periodically, in 
order to proceed with biofouling cleaning, as this seriously impairs the performance 
and operation of the facility (Figure 2).

Oxidizing chemical methods are available [4] and non-oxidants [5], biological 
[6–8] for “on-line biofouling control. Nowadays, other methodologies of biofouling 
mitigation that do not affect the marine environment are being investigated [3], 
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In order to minimize the undesirable phenomenon of biofouling, various mitiga-
tion methods have been developed over the last 30 years, both online and offline, of 
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although, until now, none have been found that are substitutes for chemical agents 
and that have the same or with higher efficiency.

Other “offline” methods, such as antifouling coatings (AF) or mechanical cleaning, 
are widely used in heat exchangers. AF coatings have the drawback of using chemicals 
that can harm the environment. Nowadays, new coatings are being researched to avoid 
the growth of biofouling, without harming the environment [9, 10].

2. Classification of the fouling

For a better understanding of the biofouling problem, this chapter begin of the 
description general term “fouling” and its types, among which is biofouling. This 
term is used to define the accumulation of biotic and/or abiotic deposits on a surface 
in contact with a fluid. This type of soiling can occur in nature in many different 
ways and is usually classified in the following categories [11]:

• Biological fouling

• Fouling by chemical reaction

• Fouling by corrosion

Figure 2. 
Tubular heat exchanger in maintenance due to the presence of biofouling in its tubular bundle (Source: By 
courtesy of Merus-the water conditioner company).

Figure 1. 
Presence of mussels in the water box of a condenser (Source: By courtesy of Nuclenor).
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• Ice-cold fouling

• Fouling by precipitation

• Fouling by particles

2.1 Biological fouling

The biological fouling or biofouling in the Anglo-Saxon literature depends on 
the material on which the accumulation of macrofouling or macrobial biofouling 
occurs, which originates from microfouling or microbial biofouling.

2.2 Fouling by chemical reaction

Deposits caused by chemical reaction can be initiated by the contact of two 
chemicals in a heat transfer process. In some cases, the metal surface favors precipi-
tation by acting as a catalyst.

This type of fouling is frequently observed in the petroleum industry, in which the 
refining processes induce the polymerization of unsaturated hydrocarbons (Figure 3).

2.3 Fouling by corrosion

This type of fouling occurs as a result of electrochemical or microbial corrosion of 
a surface in contact with a fluid (Figure 4). The composition of corrosion products is 
normally a function of the material from which they originate. According to [12] cor-
rosion must be taken into account in the design of heat exchangers in order to gener-
ate more information on the thermal resistance associated with fouling by corrosion.

2.4 Freezing fouling

It is the accumulation of solid deposits on a refrigerated surface due to the 
solidification of a fluid or one of its constituents. The accumulation of this type of 
fouling depends on the temperature of the surface and the shearing effect produced 
by the fluid on the surface as a function of its velocity of circulation [13, 14]. This 
phenomenon is seen in the solidification of the wax, whose melting point is high, in 
a hydrocarbon solution on a heat exchange surface (Figure 5).

Figure 3. 
Residue of hydrocarbon in the tubes of a heat exchanger (Source: By courtesy of H&C Heat Transfer Solutions 
Inc. 2013).
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2.5 Fouling by precipitation

The origin of this type of fouling is the precipitation or scaling of dissolved sub-
stances on the surfaces. Precipitation usually occurs from aqueous solutions based 
on their temperature and the solubility of dissolved substances, such as calcium 
carbonate (CaCO3), whose precipitation of the solution occurs on a superheated 
surface when the water contained in the water evaporates (Figure 6).

The precipitation of the salts dissolved in the water originates when coming 
into contact with the wall of the hot tube and supersaturation occurs. The deposits 
adhered to the surface may have different hardness depending on their composi-
tion. Thus, when the deposit is only composed of salts, it is hard and very adherent. 
On the other hand, if the deposit is a mixture of salts and suspended solids, its 
hardness is low, and they adhere weakly [15].

The precipitates usually observed in industrial facilities that use aqueous 
 solutions are the following [16]:

Figure 4. 
Oxides of corrosion in the tubes of a heat exchanger (H&C Heat Transfer Solutions Inc. 2013).

Figure 5. 
Icy icing of polymer products in a heat exchanger (Source: By courtesy of H&C Heat Transfer Solutions In.).
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• Calcium carbonate

• Calcium sulfate

• Calcium oxalate

• Barium sulfate

• Magnesium hydroxide

• Silicates

• Aluminum oxides

• Aluminum silicate

• Copper

• Phosphates

• Magnetite

These precipitates are very common in boilers and heat exchangers that operate 
with water of high hardness.

2.6 Fouling by particles

It is the accumulation of solid particles that are suspended in a fluid (liquid or 
gas). The particles are deposited on surfaces by means of various mechanisms, some 
of which are closely linked to properties of particles as specific as coagulation. The 
amount of deposit and the rate of accumulation on the surfaces depend on the size 
and nature of the particles, as well as the environmental conditions. When gravity 
is the main mechanism of deposition of suspended particles on a surface, fouling is 
called sedimentation (Figure 7) [17].

Figure 6. 
Precipitated salts in the tubes of a heat exchanger (Source: By courtesy of H&C Heat Transfer Solutions 
Inc).
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3. Biofouling

The term biofouling is clearly defined and accepted by the scientific community, 
although in the various definitions proposed by different authors some aspects of 
others are highlighted, depending on the importance given by each author to the 
different facets of the phenomenon. Below are several definitions of this term, 
published over the past years by different authors:

• Biofouling is simply the union of an organism or organisms to a surface in 
contact with water over a period of time [18].

• Biofouling is the colonization of submerged surfaces, produced by unwanted 
organisms such as bacteria, algae, and barnacles. Biofouling has detrimental 
effects on transport and leisure vessels, heat exchangers, oceanographic sen-
sors, and aquaculture systems [19].

• Biofouling can be defined as the union and growth of a community of plants 
and animals [20].

• Biofouling is defined as the fixation and growth of organisms on submerged 
surfaces of an artificial nature. The accumulation of biofouling includes 
barnacles and other sessile marine invertebrates [21].

• Biofouling is the unwanted accumulation of microorganisms, algae, arthro-
pods, or mollusks on a surface [18].

The definition of the term biofouling accepted is the following: “biofouling 
can be defined as the undesirable phenomenon of adhesion and accumulation of 
biotic deposits on an artificial surface submerged or in contact with seawater.” This 
accumulation or embedding consists of an organic film composed of microorgan-
isms embedded in a polymer matrix created by themselves (biofilm), where they 
can reach and retain inorganic particles (salts and/or corrosion products) as a 
result of other types of fouling developed in the process. This biofilm composed of 

Figure 7. 
Accumulation of solid particles in the plate of a tubular heat exchanger (Source: By courtesy of AH&C Heat 
Transfer Solutions Inc.).
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microorganisms (microbial biofouling or microfouling) can lead to the accumula-
tion of macroorganisms (macrobial biofouling or macrofouling) [22].

3.1 Evolution of the research of biofouling

Zobell [23] examined a natural marine population through a direct microscope 
and observed that the number of bacteria adhered to the surfaces was much higher 
than that found in the medium. In addition, these bacteria were characterized 
by showing an activity and high growth rates, concluding that the bacteria were 
attracted to the surfaces to which they adhered to form sessile populations.

The first detailed examination of the nature and composition of the biofilm had 
to wait for the appearance of the electron microscope, which provided a greater 
extension with respect to optical microscopy and, in its scanning and transmis-
sion modalities, was able to show the variety of microorganisms that made up the 
biofilm in a treatment plant [24]. Staining the biofilm with ruthenium red and fix-
ing it with osmium tetroxide allowed to show that the material that surrounds and 
encloses the cells that compose it is composed mainly of polysaccharides. Costerton 
et al. [25], taking as a starting point the observations of sessile communities in the 
mountain streams, elaborated a theory that explains the mechanisms through which 
microorganisms adhere to living or inert materials, as well as the benefits obtained 
for their ecological niche. From this moment, numerous studies of the biofilm were 
developed in both industrial and ecological scenarios [26].

The possible effects of the biofilm in industrial processes are derived from the ben-
eficial or harmful reactions that can be carried out by the microorganisms that compose 
it and that depend on the environmental conditions of the environment. These condi-
tions have a great influence on the growth and metabolic activity of the biofilm [27].

The bacteria that make up the biofouling can be up to a thousand times 
more resistant to antibiotics than the same bacteria grown in a controlled liquid 
medium. The mechanisms responsible for this resistance include (1) the physical 
and chemical diffusion barrier that constitutes the matrix of the biofilm to the 
penetration of antimicrobials, (2) the slowed growth of biofilm bacteria due to 
nutrient limitation, (3) the existence of microenvironments that antagonize the 
action of the antibiotic, and (4) the activation of stress responses, which cause 
changes in the physiology of the bacteria and the appearance of a specific biofilm 
phenotype that actively combats the negative effects of antimicrobial substances 
[28]. Due to this resistance, antifouling substances must be highly effective and 
incorporated at considerably high concentrations, which can lead to harmful 
effects on the environment.

3.2 Microfouling

The biofilm (microfouling) is composed mainly of water, in intervals that 
are between 87 and 99% of the total content. The rest of the components is very 
variable depending on the medium in which it is studied [17]. The matrix of the 
biofilm is a complex formed mainly by exopolysaccharides and bacterial cells. Other 
compounds that can be found are macromolecules such as proteins, DNA, and vari-
ous products derived from the destruction of the cell wall of bacteria [29].

3.2.1 Development of the biofilm

The biofilm begins to be generated when an individual cell initially joins a 
surface. The ability of this cell to carry out this binding and initiate cell growth 
depends on factors such as temperature and pH of the medium, genetic factors that 
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encode its motor functions and environmental sensitivity, and those that generate 
adhesins and other proteins [30–33]. The factors that directly affect its development 
depend mainly on the microbial species, although a part of these characteristics is 
common to numerous bacteria.

Once initial biofouling adhesion is produced, cell growth and expansion 
begin on the surface, forming monolayer microcolonies. At the same time, the 
cells modify their activity and begin the complex process of structure forma-
tion of the biofilm. The most obvious of these changes is the production of the 
exopolymer matrix (EPS), which will unite the whole [34]. If the conditions of 
the medium allow it, the biofilm will grow and spread to non-colonized areas 
releasing cells that will be distributed through the water in search of new sur-
faces to colonize.

The formation of the biofilm is a systematic process of predictable evolution, 
in which five phases are differentiated [35]: (1) the reversible adsorption of the 
bacterium to the surface, (2) the irreversible union, (3) the first maturation phase 
with growth and division, (4) the growth phase with production of the exopolymer, 
and (5) the final development of the colony with dispersion of colonizing cells 
(Figure 8).

3.2.2 Conditioning of the surface

The ability to bind to different materials depends on the specific proteins of its 
coat and the bacterial motor appendages. According to Pedersen [36], stainless steel 
can be as susceptible to the formation of biofilms as plastic. This is because the organic 
matter present in the water previously comes in contact with the surface, depositing 
an organic layer in the water/surface interface that changes the chemical and physical 
properties of the surface, improving the possibilities of fixing the bacteria.

3.2.3 Adsorption of molecules

The adsorption of ions and other dissolved substances (sugars, amino acids, 
proteins, fatty acids, etc.) begins when the material submerges under seawater 

Figure 8. 
Phases of biofilm formation (Source: By courtesy of Center Biofouling Engineering).
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and accelerates when the fluid begins to circulate through the heat exchanger. This 
adsorption occurs rapidly on the surface, saturating the concentration of substances 
on the surface in a few minutes [37].

3.2.4 Adhesion of microorganisms

The adhesion of microorganisms to a substrate can be active (by flagella, 
fimbrias, adhesins, capsules, and surface charges) or passive (by gravity, diffu-
sion, and fluid dynamics). In the absence of these mechanisms, the bacterial cells 
would be repelled by the surface when presenting electric charges of the same 
sign [38].

In a few minutes, the free bacteria form a reversible EPS matrix with the “con-
ditioned” surface (Figure 9) [39], whose characteristics depend on the electrical 
charges of the bacteria. These attractive forces have their origin in hydrogen bonds, 
cation bonds, and van der Waals forces that compete with the forces of repulsion. If 
this union is maintained long enough, new chemical and physical structures appear 
that make it permanent and irreversible [40].

In cases of high microbial population density or lack of nutrients in the water, 
some microorganisms are able to individually alter their cell wall to make it more 
hydrophobic and increase its greater affinity of adhesion toward the surfaces. When 
the microorganisms approach the surface, with almost no water flow, they are 
attracted, proving their affinity for union and fixation (Figure 10) [41].

During the reversible adsorption stage, the bacterial cells still show Brownian 
motion and are easily removed with a nonaggressive cleaning method. The irrevers-
ible union implies the anchoring of bacterial appendages and the production of 
exopolymers, which determines that the mechanical action necessary to detach 
them will be greater depending on the time that the biofilm is active.

Bacteria undergo important transformations in their structure to adapt to the 
environment. These transformations activate different genes that encode new struc-
tural proteins and enzymes, which explains the adhesion and resistance of biofilm 
bacteria to antibiotics and disinfectants. In recent years, the advances made in the 
field of proteomics and genomics have allowed the identification of 800 proteins 
that modify their concentration throughout the five phases of the biofilm develop-
ment and clarify the complex process of biofilm formation [42, 43].

Figure 9. 
Binding forces in an EPS matrix: (i) hydrogen bonds, (ii) cation bonds, (iii) van der Waals forces and  
(iv) repulsion force [38].
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Figure 9. 
Binding forces in an EPS matrix: (i) hydrogen bonds, (ii) cation bonds, (iii) van der Waals forces and  
(iv) repulsion force [38].
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3.2.5 Maturation

Environmental stability favors biofouling growth and multiplication of cells 
which allows to generate a polyanionic polymer mixture of silty and sticky consis-
tency whose are excreted to the outside to facilitate union cells onto surface.

Although its composition is not completely known, the mixture of exopoly-
mers is formed by polysaccharides or glycoproteins of various sugars (glucose, 
fructose, mannose, N-acetylglucosamine, and others) [44] and, additionally, may 
contain free proteins, phospholipids, and nucleic or teichoic acids [45]. These free 
proteins are useful for retaining nutrients and protecting bacteria from various 
biocides.

Extracellular exopolymeric material or glycocalyx is expelled from the bacterial 
cell wall and adopts a reticular structure reminiscent of a spider. This structure 
is formed from groups of polysaccharides both neutral and carriers of electric 
charges, which act as ion exchange systems, capable of capturing and concentrating 
the nutrients present in the medium.

The structure of the biofilm interacts in a complex way, showing a behavior 
similar to that of multicellular organisms. If a microorganism generates toxic waste, 
another will use it as food and, in this way, coordinate the biochemical resources 
of all the beings that inhabit the matrix of the biofilm. In addition, some bacteria 
clump together within the matrix with a series of enzymes that allow them to digest 
nutrients that no isolated species could digest. Also, these enzymes will be used to 
respond to the attack of various biocides.

Anaerobic biofilms can be developed under the aerobic layer whose structure is 
permeabilized with a mesh of furrows crossed by water, bacterial debris, enzymes, 
nutrients, metabolites and oxygen. The gradients of ions and molecules that are 
established between the different zones generate the necessary impulse to take the 
substances to the periphery of the biofilm where most of the cells are located. The 
number of these cells is reduced with the age of the biofilm, being 80% in a young 
matrix and 50% in an aged shade [42].

3.2.6 Growth and dispersion

Biofilm formation has continuous divisions of the cellular matrix colony, 
which means a periodic detachment of groups of cells that deposit downstream. 

Figure 10. 
Water flow transport of a bacterial cell to the conditioned surface: (i) adsorption, (ii) reversible adsorption, 
(iii) detachment and (iv) irreversible adsorption [40].
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These new colonies take advantage of the release of residues and nutrients from 
the original colonies to prepare the new surface and to feed other cells, and, as a 
consequence, the new colonies will grow and spread much more rapidly than in the 
original biofilm. This colonization is related to the long-term evolution and survival 
of bacteria [30].

If the conditions of the fluid allow it, the equilibrium that is established 
between the growth of the colony and the movement of the water releases few cells 
(Figure 11). With an intense or turbulent flow, many more can be released, even 
releasing whole areas of the biofilm colony.

3.2.7 Contribution of nutrients to the biofilm

The main factor controlling the growth of the biofilm is the availability of dissolved 
nutrients and their conversion into accumulated biomass. In cooling water circulation 
systems, the transfer of nutrients to the biofilm tends to increase with flow velocity 
[41]. Also, the rough surfaces of biofilms increase the transfer of nutrients about 
three times in relation to smooth surfaces [30, 46]. The control of nutrients is a way 
to control the development of the biofilm [47–49]. Melo and Bott [50] observed, in an 
industrial refrigeration system, an increase of 400% in the thickness of the biofilm at a 
speed of 1.2 ms−1 for an increase in the nutrient level of 4 mg L−1 at 10 mg L−1.

The chemical composition of the waters determines the number, diversity, 
metabolic state of the bacteria, and their tendency to adhere to surfaces [51]. So 
far there has been no study that directly relates nutrients, biofilms, and colo-
nization. Huang et al. [52] demonstrated in the laboratory that the availability 
of nutrients and the synthesis of new proteins for the formation of biofilms of 
Pseudoalteromonas spongiae under static conditions and without added nutrients 
affected the induction and adhesion of the biofilm to the surface. The effects of 
organic substances in the form of amino acids on the bioactivity of the biofilm 
were studied by Jin and Qian [53, 54]. The results of this study showed that the 
incorporation of aspartic acid and glutamic acid causes a significant increase in the 
bacterial mass, modifies its structure, and increases the inducing effect of biofilm 
formation. In addition, Huang et al. [55] found that the characteristics of biofilms 
generated in habitats with different environmental conditions show remarkable 
differences in the bioactivity of the larval settlements of the barnacle, which 

Figure 11. 
Microbial cell transport during the growth phases of the biofilm (Source: By courtesy of Center Biofouling 
Engineering).
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suggests that the nature of the nutrients is a determining factor of the biological 
activity in the biofilm.

The nutrients required by microorganisms for feeding are divided into two 
broad categories [56]:

• Macronutrients (C, H, O, N, P, S, K, Mg)

• Micronutrients or trace elements (Co, Cu, Zn, Mo, etc.)

In nature, these elements are combined as part of organic and inorganic sub-
stances. Some of the nutrients will be incorporated to build macromolecules and 
cellular structures; others only serve for energy production not directly incorpo-
rated as cellular material, and others can perform both functions [56].

The bacterial colony exhibits a great metabolic versatility in the use of nutrients. 
Autotroph bacterials obtain their carbon by reducing CO2 and other elements from 
inorganic sources. On the other hand, heterotroph bacterials use to wide ranges of 
organic carbon sources. In turn, within the heterotrophs, you can find many and 
varied types of nutrition, from methylotrophic bacteria that only use methane or 
methanol as carbon and energy sources to the very versatile Pseudomonas, which can 
resort to degrade more than 100 types of carbon sources (including aliphatic and 
cyclic hydrocarbons). In any case, among the heterotrophs, the most widespread 
source of carbon is glucose [56].

3.2.8 Abiotic and biotic factors that influence the development of the biofilm

Alterations in the structure of biofilms can be caused by abiotic factors such as [30]:

• Depth.

• Illumination.

• Exhibition time.

• Height of the tides.

• Water circulation regime.

• Physical alteration.

• Latitude.

• Season.

• Water chemistry.

• Supply of nutrients.

• Physical and chemical (abiotic) conditions at the seawater/biofilm interface 
are an important factor for the development of the biofilm. As the thickness 
of the biofilm increases, variations in pH, dissolved oxygen, and metabolic  
by-products are more important and generally directly influence its 
 development [57].
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The biotic factors that can alter the structure of the biofilm are [40]:

• Availability and physiological state of organisms, interaction between organ-
isms, and biological disturbances [58–60]

• Properties of adhesion of microorganisms under conditions of turbulence.

• Physiological state of the organisms that have a selective advantage for the 
formation and development of the biofilm [61]. This capacity is reinforced 
by the secretion of EPS that are more resistant to high flow rates and chemi-
cal agents [62]. Microorganisms in the biofilm are released when conditions 
become unfavorable [63].

3.3 Effects produced by biofouling in heat exchangers

Biofouling has a great influence on the thermal performance of heat exchangers, due 
to the accumulation of biotic deposits with insulating characteristics in heat exchange 
surfaces. This accumulation adds not only an additional thermal resistance to the flow 
of heat but a greater frictional resistance to the passage of the fluid. The formation of 
these biofilms produces important modifications, since they alter the physical–chemical 
conditions at the metal-solution interface and form barriers for the exchange of elements 
between the metallic surface and the surrounding liquid medium [64]. Among the nega-
tive consequences, the decrease of the heat output of the heat exchangers and the lower 
durability of the construction materials of the equipment can be mentioned [65].

The main consequences produced by microfouling (biofouling) in heat exchang-
ers are the following [5]:

• Production losses due to the decrease in efficiency and the scheduled and 
unscheduled shutdowns of the installation

• Maintenance costs, resulting from the elimination of biofouling deposits with 
chemical and/or mechanical devices

• Increased corrosion processes in metallic components, induced by microbio-
logical corrosion (MIC) [66]

• Increased consumption of water, electricity, fossil fuels, and other sources to 
counteract the effects of biological fouling

• Increase in manufacturing costs of heat exchangers to consider an acceptable 
biological fouling without losing design power and to be able to mechanically 
clean them

• Increase in environmental risks due to the use of biocides and CO2 emissions to 
the environment to counteract biological fouling

The main consequences of macrofouling in a heat exchanger are [40]:

• High costs caused by the complexity of the cleaning of the macroorganisms of 
the installation

• Losses of power produced by the loss of flow and thermal efficiency in the heat 
exchangers of a refrigeration installation
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• Costs produced by the management of the macrofouling waste after its 
removal from the installation

• Production of faults due to the accumulation of macroorganisms in auxiliary 
systems, such as valve drives, grids, pumps, instrumentation, etc.

4. Design aspects that minimize the adhesion of biofouling

The design of the heat exchanger can represent an important factor to minimize 
the presence of biofouling on its surfaces. The main design variables that intervene 
in the biofouling growth process are [27]:

• Speed of the fluid

• Composition and roughness of the support

• Temperature of the support and cooling water

• Physicochemical properties of the fluid

• Biological variables

• Geometry of fluid passage

Although it is very difficult to relate the colonization of the surface with only 
one of these variables, it can be affirmed that they all have their influence on the 
process of developing the biofilm on the surface in contact with seawater. In this 
way, it is recommended to maintain minimum flow rates above 0.9 ms−1 and use 
smooth surfaces and high temperatures (>90°C). Otherwise, the presence of 
biofouling on the heat exchange surface is unavoidable.

5. Chemical antifouling treatments

The chemical compounds used as antifouling agents in heat exchangers are 
called biocides. In addition, sequestrants, dispersants, or chelators can be used for 
other purposes (Table 1).

The biocides contain one or more active substances, whose function is to 
destroy, counteract, neutralize, and impede the action or exert a control of another 
type on any harmful organism by chemical or biological means. Properly dosed 
reduce drastically the number and activity of cells and biofilms in water. Due to its 
toxic nature, inadequate doses can be harmful to the environment and are therefore 

Agent Methodology

Sequester Form a chemical complex with the tank keeping it in suspension

Dispersant It transmits load to the surface keeping the particles in suspension

Chelator It forms a strong chemical complex with the species that form the encrustation

Biocide Kills or incapacitates generating irreversible damage to the structure or vital functions of 
microorganisms

Table 1. 
Chemical agents used in the treatment of seawater [56].
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Biocide Ionic 
character

pH Optimal activity

Cl2 gas No 5–7.5 Algae and bacteria

NaClO Anionic 7–8.5 Algae and bacterias

Br2 No 5–9 Algae and bacteria

ClO2 No 6–10 Algae, bacteria, fungi, and sulfate reducing bacteria

Chlorophenols Anionic 5–8 Algae, bacteria, and fungi

Sales de NH4
+ Cationic 7–9.5 Algae and bacteria

Sulfur organ Anionic 5–7.5 Bacteria and fungi

Brominated organ No 5–8 Algae, bacteria, fungi and sulfate reducing bacteria

Isothiazolones No 5–8.5 Algae, bacteria, fungi, and sulfate reducing bacteria

Glutaraldehyde No 5–8.5 Algae, bacteria, fungi, and sulfate reducing bacteria

Table 2. 
Specific operating conditions of different biocides [67].

Common name Compound

BNP 2-Bromo-2-nitro propane-1,3-diol

BNS Beta-bromo-beta-nitrostyrene

Carbamates Sodium dimethyl dithiocarbamate, ethylene bis dithiocarbamate disodium, 
disodium cyanodithioimidocarbamate, Potassium N-methyldithiocarbamate, 
potassium methyldithiocarbamate

Chlorine Sodium hypochlorite, calcium hypochlorite trichloroisocyanuric acid, sodium 
dichloroisocyanide and potassium acid dichloroisocyanide

Chlorophenols Sodium pentachlorophenate and sodium trichlorophenate

Dazomet Tetrahydro-3,5-dimethyl-1-2-H-1,3,5-thiadiazine-2-thione

DBNPA 2,2-Dibromo-3-nitrile-propiomide

DGH Dodecylguanidine hydrochloride

Isothiazolone 5-Chloro-2-methyl-4-isothiazolon-3-one

Glutaraldehyde 1,5-Pentadial

HPMTS Hydroxypropyl methanethiosulfonate

Hydantoin 1-Bromo-3-chloro-5,5-dimethylhydantoin, 1,3 dichloro-5,5 dimethyl hydantoin, 
1,3-dichloro-5-ethyl-5-ethylhydantoin

MBT Methylene-bis- (thiocyanate)

Sodium bromide Sodium bromide

Sulfone Bis- (trichloromethyl) -sulfone

TBTO Bis- (tri-n-butyl) tin oxide 

TCMTB 2(Tiocianatometiltio) benzotiazol

Triacin Dimethyl propyl-n-ethyl-6- (methylthio) triazine diamine
Chloro-4-ethylamino-6-t-butylamino-s-triazine

Tris-nitro Tris (hydroxymethyl) nitro methane

Quaternary 
ammonium chloride

Didecyl dimethyl ammonium chloride, n-alkyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium 
chloride, dialkyl dimethyl ammonium chloride poly oxyethylene (dimethyl 
ammonium), ethylene (dimethylammonium) ethylene dichloride

Table 3. 
Biocides used in cooling water [71].
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subject to strict regulations of use [10]. These rules are increasingly restrictive, so 
that the situation can be reached and that the concentration of allowed biocide is 
lower than the effective, which requires the search for other alternatives.

Biocides used in industrial refrigeration systems must have a broad spectrum, as 
they must limit the growth of a wide variety of microorganisms including bacteria, 
fungi, and algae. In addition, they must be effective in a wide range of specific 
conditions of equipment operation (Table 2).

There is a wide variety of chemical products that have been used as biocides 
to inhibit the formation of biofouling deposits in heat exchange systems that use 
seawater as a cooling fluid. According to their general principle of action, they are 
classified as oxidants or as non-oxidants.

They act by oxidizing the organic matter (cellular matter, enzymes, proteins, 
etc.) of the microorganism, and as a consequence they cause its death [68]. Its use is 
widespread, and its effectiveness as a widely demonstrated antifouling agent [69, 70].

In industrial refrigeration systems, different chemical compounds are employed 
that have the function of drastically reducing the number of cells present in the 
seawater-surface interface of heat exchange and minimizing their activity, having the 
capacity to limit the growth of a wide variety of microorganisms (bacteria and algae) 
and to be effective in a wide range of equipment operating conditions (Table 3).

6. Biological treatments antifouling

Biological antifouling biocides are active principles created by the agencies 
themselves (algae, batteries, fungi, etc.) as self-defense against other organisms in 
their natural environment. These substances are usually of a protein nature and are 
called enzymes.

Biological biocides are in the initial phase of research and development. Its use 
requires an in-depth analysis of the organisms that are intended to be eliminated 
and the environment in which they are found. The most recent research has shown 
the inhibition of marine biofouling by different types of bacteria, cyanobacteria, 
and marine fungi. Recent experiments have shown the antifouling properties of 
some organic compounds [72, 73], marine larvae of epibiotic bacteria [74–76], 
and various natural chemical compounds [77]. Dobretsov et al. [78] studied the 
microbial interference as a mechanism to control marine biofilms, focusing on the 
mechanisms of altering the biofilm by bacteria, algae, and various larvae.

7. Physical antifouling treatments

They represent an alternative to the use of biocides and an emerging research 
channel. They can be applied with the installation in operation (online systems) or 
with the installation in technical stop (offline systems) [5].

7.1 Online systems

7.1.1 Taprogge system

Mechanical cleaning system by sponge balls or elastomer material abrasives is a 
biofouling treatment which periodically introduce balls by the water flow to clean 
tubes in heat exchangers. The balls of suitable roughness are introduced into the 
water box of the condenser from where they pass into the tubes. Balls have a diam-
eter greater than that of the tube which pass through tubes to clean inner surface 
avoiding the settlement of organic or inorganic matter.
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7.1.2 Cleaning brush system housed in baskets

At the ends of the tubes, there are baskets containing a brush that moves in both 
directions through the interior of the tube by reversing the flow of the cooling water. 
The investment of flow is made with a valve system that enables this action, not being 
necessary more than three daily cycles to maintain good conditions of the plant.

7.1.3 Heat treatment

It consists of heating the cooling water by recirculating it in a closed circuit 
without renewing cold water or by installing a secondary hot water supply 
circuit from an internal combustion engine, for example. The water recirculates 
until reaching temperatures between 50 and 70°C, which produces the death of 
microorganisms [5]. The periodicity of this treatment is established taking into 
account the biological activity of the water. Its effectiveness depends mainly 
on the temperature of the water, the time of exposure, and the frequency of  
repetition [40].

7.1.4 Variation in cooling water flow rate

The speed of water flow through the tubes of the exchanger is a determining 
factor in the growth of biofouling. In addition to influencing the contribution of 
nutrients that determine the growth of organic matter that is part of the biofouling 
film, deposits adhered to the inner surface of the tubes can be detached as a result 
of the greater cutting effect on the surface are exerted to higher water flow rates. 
The heat exchanger can be designed to work at high flow rates (from 1 to 2 ms−1) 
or so that the water flow rate can be varied for a short period of time (e.g., from 1 
to 3 ms−1) at regular intervals. This increase in flow velocity is only possible if the 
pumping capacity of the system can be increased.

Pulsed injections can also be made by introducing a gas (compressed air or 
nitrogen) at very high speed (3 ms−1) periodically at short intervals of time (5, 10, 
and 60 minutes). The effect is to increase the turbulent regime, creating pressure 
fluctuations inside the tube and higher shear stresses on the surface. As a conse-
quence, a greater detachment of biofouling is obtained than that obtained by simply 
increasing the speed of water flow [5]. However, according to Mussalli and Tsou 
[79], the effectiveness of this system decreases as the biofouling film becomes more 
compact.

7.1.5 Streams current antifouling

The principle of operation of this system is based on the generation of a voltage 
between the copper anodes (Cu) and the integrated steel cathodic plates so that 
when the Cu dissolves, the medium is contaminated by repelling the marine organ-
isms. The level of Cu dissolution is regulated by a control unit adapting the system 
to the factors that influence biofouling growth (e.g., the season of the year) and 
lengthening its useful life.

7.1.6 Ultraviolet radiation

The sterilization of water by ultraviolet radiation (UV) is a potentially useful 
method to avoid the formation of the biofouling film and as a cleaning technique. 
Its principle of operation is based on attacking the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) of 
the cells, causing their death. In this way, the amount of microorganisms present in 
the cooling water flow is minimized.
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method to avoid the formation of the biofouling film and as a cleaning technique. 
Its principle of operation is based on attacking the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) of 
the cells, causing their death. In this way, the amount of microorganisms present in 
the cooling water flow is minimized.
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This treatment is very effective against microorganisms in the larval stage, and 
their environmental impact is zero [5]. On the contrary, the useful life of UV lamps 
is limited (approximately 8 months), and the cost of operation and maintenance is 
high, which is why it is not normally used in industrial installations that require a 
large flow of water to treat [79].

In order to reduce the treatment and broaden the spectrum of organisms 
attacked, it is usually combined with another chemical or physical method [5].

7.1.7 Ultrasound

These are acoustic waves whose mode of action is based on the creation of vibra-
tions to generate cavitation bubbles. The size of the bubbles can be increased by means 
of compression-decompression cycles until reaching a critical value at which they 
explode transforming their energy into heat. These microexplosions produce a distur-
bance in the surface that breaks the cohesion forces of the deposits to the surface caus-
ing their detachment [5]. Inside the cavitation bubbles, the temperature and pressure 
conditions can reach 5000°C and 500–2500 bar [80, 81], so that even water molecules 
decompose generating HO- and H+ radicals. The radicals formed can be recombined 
in the same way or react with substances present in the medium causing their degra-
dation. Obviously, the generation of radicals is facilitated if in the medium there are 
molecules that break easily, such as ozone or hydrogen peroxide, which also act as usual 
precursors of hydroxyl radicals in the oxidation processes. The greater the effectiveness 
of ultrasound treatments, the higher their frequency (100 Hz and 100 MHz).

This antifouling treatment is effective against microorganisms in the larval stage 
and also has no environmental impact. On the contrary, the high cost of the ultra-
sonic units must be added to the energy cost of the installation.

7.1.8 Filtering systems

These systems are considered complementary methods for the elimination of 
biofouling in any industrial facility. The filtrate prevents larvae of mussels, crusta-
ceans, and other organisms from entering the circuits of refrigeration systems and 
therefore develops into a biofouling film.

In cooling water conduction systems, the most commonly used filters are of the 
panel type for flow rates of less than 10 m3 s−1 and of the drum type for higher flow 
rates [40]. Before the installation, the overall cost/benefit of the system must be 
analyzed due to the pressure drop produced in the installation [79].

7.1.9 Injection of fresh water in seawater systems

The microorganisms present in the biofilm feed on the nutrients existing in 
the water through osmotic processes through a semipermeable membrane. When 
injecting fresh water, the saline concentration of the water is modified, and the 
pressure inside the cells increases, causing death [5]. According to Cho et al. [82], 
the exposure time must be high, reaching 48 hours for the mussel Mytilus califor-
nianus and 63 hours for the mussel Mytilus edulis. This method is used in piping 
systems of refrigeration systems that remain out of service for long periods [83].

7.1.10 Inserts in the tubes

This system consists of inserting a helical element, whose vibration, distortion 
of flow, or rotation mitigate the growth of biofouling adhering on the inner surface 
of the tubes [5].
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This system can present the following variants [84]:

• SPIRELF®. Metallic helical element attached to the ends of the tube and 
adjusted to its length. When the fluid circulates inside the tube, it vibrates 
axially and radially, eliminating biofouling adhering to its walls.

• FIXOTAL® or HITRAN®. They use metallic helical elements that are fixed 
inside the tubes, improving the turbulent effect on the wall to reduce the thick-
ness of biofouling.

• TURBOTAL®. Rigid helical device that is inserted into the tubes and uses the 
water flow itself as the impeller of the rotating cleaning mechanism.

The insertion of metal elements inside the tubes has proven to be an effective 
method to prevent the formation of biofouling in heat exchangers of different 
industrial processes [84]. However, the use of this type of device means increasing 
the cost of the equipment and its maintenance, as well as a higher consumption of 
pumping energy due to the increase of load losses in the system.

7.1.11 Circulation of polymers

The method consists of introducing polymer fibers entrained by the fluid stream 
in order to erode and detach the layer of adhered deposits. According to Bott [5], 
its effectiveness on the process of forming the biofouling film in the tubes of a heat 
exchanger depends on the concentration of fibers and the speed of the flow of 
cooling water. The biggest drawback is that of removing the fibers from the effluent 
before it is discharged into the natural environment.

7.1.12 Treatments with electromagnetic fields

Electromagnetic fields have the ability to increase the interaction of the Ca2+ 
and CO32− ions present in seawater, increasing their nucleation and precipitation in 
CaCO3. Below 35°C, CaCO3 precipitates in the form of aragonite instead of calcite, 
resulting in being less adherent and less insulating [3, 85, 86]. The precipitation 
process of CaCO3 reduces the superficial tension of the water, minimizing the 
adherence of microorganisms, and affects the intermolecular union of the extra-
cellular polymers, weakening the matrix of the biofouling layer and diminishing 
its capacity of adhesion to the surface [7]. In addition, CaCO3 entrainment by the 
seawater flow produces an erosive effect on the weakened biofouling layer that 
reduces its thickness [87, 88].

7.2 Offline systems

The use of online antifouling treatments does not prevent periodically scheduled 
stops in which aggressive cleaning methods are used to recover the efficiency of the 
tube at 100%. The frequency of scheduled stops is based on experience, and the 
cost/benefit ratio is derived from its application.

Brushing the surfaces of the heat exchanger in a dry or wet surface condition to 
eliminate adhering deposits. The cost of cleaning is high and involves access to the 
surfaces of the exchanger.

Although the techniques used to clean the surfaces of an industrial heat 
exchanger are varied, the most common methods to clean the internal surface of the 
pipes are air, water, and water steam.
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The choice of cleaning agent depends on the degree of adhesion of the tanks 
and the design of the heat exchanger. According to Wilson [89], the use given to the 
different cleaning agents is as follows:

• Air under pressure. Eliminates deposits that are not very adherent

• Water at high pressure. Eliminates deposits and calcium deposits in tubular 
exchangers, condensers, and low-pressure boilers

• Water vapor. Eliminates calcareous incrustations and other substances of great 
hardness

To increase cleaning efficiency, detergents or abrasive materials are added to 
water or air under pressure. The nature of the abrasive materials depends on the 
hardness of the tanks and the construction material of the equipment. Sand is used 
as abrasive materials, pulverized mollusk shells, etc. [89].

8. Conclusions

Nowadays, heat exchangers play a vital role in the operational efficiency and 
effectiveness at every processing facility in which heat is essential, whether it is an 
oil refinery, combined heat and power plants, solar and biomass power plant, etc. 
As energy efficiency importance grows, the role of heat exchangers will become 
even greater and their technologies more advanced. Fouling on heat transfer sur-
faces of power plants are a major economic and environmental problem worldwide. 
Estimates have been made of fouling costs due primarily to wasted energy through 
excess fuel burn that are as high as 0.25% of the gross national product (GNP) of 
the industrialized countries. Many millions of tons of carbon emissions are the 
result of antifouling inefficiency.

After this study of the state of the art of fouling in heat exchanger, the main 
conclusion is that fouling problem is latent and unresolved. For this reason, new 
research projects must be developed to investigate and resolve this old problem 
without environmental effect.

© 2019 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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Estimates have been made of fouling costs due primarily to wasted energy through 
excess fuel burn that are as high as 0.25% of the gross national product (GNP) of 
the industrialized countries. Many millions of tons of carbon emissions are the 
result of antifouling inefficiency.

After this study of the state of the art of fouling in heat exchanger, the main 
conclusion is that fouling problem is latent and unresolved. For this reason, new 
research projects must be developed to investigate and resolve this old problem 
without environmental effect.

© 2019 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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Nanocomposite for Heat
Exchanger Materials
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Abstract

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation-based development of heat resistance
nanocomposite materials for nanoheat transfer devices (like nanoheat exchanger)
and applications have been studied. In this study, MD software (Materials Studio) has
been used to know the heat transport behaviors of the graphene-reinforced thermo-
plastic polyurethane (Gr/TPU) nanocomposite. The effect of graphene weight per-
centage (wt%) on thermal properties (e.g., glass transition temperature, coefficient of
thermal expansion, heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and interface thermal con-
ductance) of Gr/TPU nanocomposites has been studied. Condensed-phase optimized
molecular potentials for atomistic simulation studies (COMPASS) force field which is
incorporated in both amorphous and forcite plus atomistic simulation modules within
the software are used for this present study. Layer models have been developed to
characterize thermal properties of the Gr/TPU nanocomposites. It is seen from the
simulation results that glass transition temperature (Tg) of the Gr/TPU
nanocomposites is higher than that of pure TPU. MD simulation results indicate that
addition of graphene into TPU matrix enhances thermal conductivity. The present
study provides effective guidance and understanding of the thermal mechanism of
graphene/TPU nanocomposites for improving their thermal properties. Finally, the
revealed enhanced thermal properties of nanocomposites, the interfacial interaction
energy, and the free volume of polymer nanocomposites are examined and discussed.

Keywords: molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, thermo-mechanical properties,
glass transition temperature, coefficient of thermal expansion, thermal conductivity

1. Introduction

Optimum design of heat exchanger using nanotechnology is a burning field to
reduce the energy consumption. Recently, application of nanosolids, nanofluids,
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and nanogases is the promising nanolevel research area of interest for energy sav-
ings in heat exchanger. Investigation of the nanolevel heat transfer using molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation is only a new pioneer concept for the last few years
[1–5]. Here investigations are based on atomic movement within a nanosystem
during MD simulation. Experimental study on the heat transfer of nano-size devices
or equipments are very time-consuming and expensive for the existing testing
capabilities [6–9]. Many studies have been done for enhancing the energy con-
sumption of heat exchanger by improving thermal properties. This thermal behav-
ior of nanocomposite can bring a huge transformation and innovation in the heat
transfer. The ultrathin thermal polyurethane heat transfer material can be applied
to a number of different fabrics in heat exchanger. The use of graphene (Gr) in
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), that is, Gr/TPU nanocomposite in place of
traditional material in heat exchanger, increases the heat transfer rate in a signifi-
cant manner. Hussein studied to calculate thermal properties of metals and non-
metals at room temperature for applications in heat exchanger and found that
metallic materials are preferably suitable for heat transfer application [10]. But
there is some limitation for application of metals due to corrosion. To overcome the
situation, implementation of polymer heat exchanger technology for the past
decades is a pioneering innovation for heat exchanger materials [11]. The major
limitation of polymer for application in heat exchanger is very low thermal con-
ductivity. To improve that property graphene-reinforced polymer nanocomposite is
a suitable candidate material in evaporation and condensation applications within
heat exchanger [12]. Thermal performance of polymer nanocomposite heat
exchangers mainly deals with on shell and tube heat exchangers, plate heat
exchangers, finned tube heat exchangers, immersed tube heat exchangers, and
hollow fiber heat exchangers [13]. Currently, thermoplastic elastomer is used in
heat exchanger applications. Thermoplastics elastomer can be repeatedly softened
by heating and solidified by cooling as long as the material is not thermally damaged
by overheating [14]. The thermal expansion of thermoplastic polymer can be ben-
eficial with regard to fouling because repeated expansion and contraction of the
polymer channels can lead to scale detachment [15]. It is seen from previous studies
that there are less number of simulation-based studies like MD simulation on
enhanced heat transfer in heat exchanger materials. Detail results of MD simulation
are obtained by solving Newton’s equation of motion of every atom within
nanoscopic system. The basic dynamics parameters of all atoms, that is, position,
velocity, and interaction force, play a vital rule during MD simulation. Nanoheat
transfer problems of nanocomposites are related to thermo-mechanical properties
of nanomaterials. For the design of nanodevices like nanoheat exchanger (NHE),
the concepts of the nanothermal properties with temperature variation and dimen-
sion of the nanodevice is very much promising ideas. Determination of the thermal
properties of nanocomposites by MD simulations is very time-consuming and a
challenging task. The objective of the chapter is to characterize thermal properties
like thermal conductivity and thermal expansion coefficient of graphene-reinforced
polyurethane nanocomposite using molecular dynamics (MD) modeling for
nanoheat exchanger material application.

MD simulation consists of many parts which are mainly (a) molecular interac-
tions, (b) molecular minimization, (c) algorithms, (d) ensemble, (e) boundary
conditions, (f) atomistic stress calculation, etc. MD simulation helps to determine
the position (ri) and velocity (vi) vectors of atom iwith the time integration method
(e.g., the velocity Verlet algorithm):

ri tþ Δtð Þ ¼ ri tð Þ þ vi tð ÞΔtþ 1
2
ai tð ÞΔt2 (1)
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vi tþ Δtð Þ ¼ vi tð Þ þ ai tð Þ þ ai tþ tΔtð Þ
2

Δt (2)

where (ai) is the acceleration of atom i, t is the current time, and Δt is the time
step.

ai ¼ Fi

mi
(3)

where mi is mass of atom ith and Fi is the force vector of atom ith obtain from
the gradient of the total potential energy (E) on atom i

Fi ¼ dE
dri

(4)

In MD simulation, a model system is built at the atomistic level with prescribed
potentials (also known as the force field) acting between the atoms. The potential
energy is dependent on the force field that is applied to the system. The potential
energies of the system are determined from both bonded and nonbonded energies.
The total potential energy combines all energetic contributions shown in the
following equation:

E ¼ Ebonded þ Enon‐bonded (5)

E ¼ Evalance þ Ecross‐termð Þ þ Enon‐bonded (6)

E ¼ Ebond þ Eangle þ Etorsion þ Einversion
� �þ Ecross‐term þ EvdW þ Ecoulombð Þ (7)

The different types of bond and nonbond energy equations have been shown
below:

Ebond ¼ 1
2
kb b� b0ð Þ2 (8)

where kb is the stretching force constant, b0 is the equilibrium bond length, and
b is the actual bond length.

Ebend ¼ 1
2
kθ θ � θ0ð Þ2 (9)

where kθ is the angle-bending force constant, θ0 is the equilibrium bond angle,
and θ is the actual bond angle.

Etorsion ¼ 1
2
kϕ 1þ cos nϕ� ϕ0ð Þð Þ (10)

where kφ is the torsional barrier, φ is the actual torsion angle, n is the periodic-
ity, and φ0 is the reference torsional angle.

Einversion ¼ 1
2
kω ω� ω0ð Þ2 (11)

where Kω is the force constant and ω is the angle between the axis and the plane.

Evdw ¼ ∑
Aij

r12ij
� Bij

r6ij
(12)
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The different types of bond and nonbond energy equations have been shown
below:

Ebond ¼ 1
2
kb b� b0ð Þ2 (8)

where kb is the stretching force constant, b0 is the equilibrium bond length, and
b is the actual bond length.

Ebend ¼ 1
2
kθ θ � θ0ð Þ2 (9)

where kθ is the angle-bending force constant, θ0 is the equilibrium bond angle,
and θ is the actual bond angle.

Etorsion ¼ 1
2
kϕ 1þ cos nϕ� ϕ0ð Þð Þ (10)

where kφ is the torsional barrier, φ is the actual torsion angle, n is the periodic-
ity, and φ0 is the reference torsional angle.

Einversion ¼ 1
2
kω ω� ω0ð Þ2 (11)

where Kω is the force constant and ω is the angle between the axis and the plane.

Evdw ¼ ∑
Aij

r12ij
� Bij

r6ij
(12)
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where Aij and Bij are the repulsive and attractive term coefficients, respectively,
and rij is the distance between the two atoms.

Ecoulomb ¼ 1
ε

q1q2
rij

(13)

where q1 and q2 are the charges on the interacting atoms, ε is the dielectric
constant, and rij is the interatomic distance.

The Condensed-phase Optimized Molecular Potentials for Atomistic Simulation
Studies (COMPASS) [16] which is incorporated in both amorphous and forcite plus
atomistic simulation modules in the Material Studio is used for this present study.
COMPASS functional form has 11 valence terms (including diagonal and off-
diagonal cross coupling terms) and 2 nonbond interaction terms (the Coulombic
and Lennard-Jones functions for electrostatic and van der Waals (vdW) interac-
tions, respectively). During all the simulations, the temperature and pressure are
maintained by Andersen and Berendsen method. The calculation of nonbonded
interactions is simulated by applying a cutoff distance of 12.5 Å. The spline and
buffer widths are 1 and 0.5 Å, respectively.

Experimental methods for prediction of the enhanced thermal properties of
graphene-reinforced nanocomposites are limited because nanometer scale mea-
surements are difficult and costly. Thus, MD simulation techniques are only an
economical path to characterize nanomaterial and nanocomposites for heat
exchanger material within small length and small time.

2. MD simulation models and methods for thermal property calculation

Heat can transfer through electrons and phonons, by excitations and by scatter-
ing in the nanocomposites [17]. This different ways heat transfer methods help to
understand the mechanism of thermal properties enhancement in graphene-based
nanocomposites. In order to study the enhanced thermal properties of graphene-
reinforced thermoplastic polyurethane nanocomposites, the wide range thermal
parameters of the nanocomposite material (like thermal conductivity, coefficient of
the thermal expansion, glass transition temperature, etc.) have to be calculated. To
calculate these parameters, different simulation models are constructed using
molecular modeling software package by Materials Studio 2017. In MD simulation
study, there are three types of models which are developed, namely concentrated
model (CM), layer model (LM), and interfacial model (IM). Different models have
been used to study different properties of the nanocomposite with respect to dif-
ferent parameters. In this study, we have focused mainly on layer models to char-
acterize enhanced thermal properties. Both graphene and polyurethane models are
simulated separately before constructing the graphene-reinforced thermoplastic
polyurethane (Gr/TPU) nanocomposites. The condensed-phase optimized molecu-
lar potential for atomistic simulation studies (COMPASS) force field has been
selected to describe the atomistic behavior for the simulation models. In MD simu-
lation, each atom is modeled as a point mass and interacts with other atoms through
force field. The position and momentum of atoms are updated based on Newton’s
equation of motion.

After the construction all of the graphene and TPU model using amorphous cell
module within the Material Studio, build layer option is used to construct the layer
models of the Gr/TPU nanocomposites. It is seen that with high weight fraction
condition of graphene, nanocomposites behave likely more brittle than polymer
matrix due to growth of void and chain disentanglement. So, 1% weight fraction of
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graphene-reinforced nanocomposites is considered in this study. The constructed
nanocomposite lattice parameters with dimensions a = 22 Å, b = 22 Å, and c = 95 Å
are constrained in such a way that after dynamic equilibrium process density of Gr/
TPU, nanocomposite is 1.38 g/cc (nearly experimental value). MD simulation run is
divided into two parts, namely equilibration run and production run. Equilibration
run helps to develop the molecular structure under the condition of the desired
thermodynamic state, while the production run helps to calculate different thermal
parameters, namely specific heat, thermal expansion, and thermal conductivity.
In equilibration run, two important conditions have to be fulfilled. One is the
minimum energy stabilized condition at a prescribed temperature, and another is
initial stress-free structure within periodic boundary condition. So, first steps
nanocomposite models are moved through energy minimization, canonical
ensemble (constant number of atoms, volume, and temperature) (NVT)) dynamic
simulations, and temperature annealing cycle, respectively. The duration of the
dynamic run is considered 200 ps with an integration time step of 1 fs (femto-
second). This process is followed by graphene as a rigid structure so that the lattice
dimension (c) in the z-direction will be changed. Temperature annealing cycle
involves temperature up and down from 300 to 600 K to get the minimization of
energy in the structure. The annealing time is set for 500 ps, during which the
temperature is raised from 300 to 600 K with a rate of 6 K/ps and cool down to
300 K with the same rate. In the second step, the non-constrained parts (TPU)
within lattices are compressed in such a way so that the final density of
nanocomposite will be 1.38 g/cc (nearly experimental value) after using isothermal-
isobaric (NPT) ensembles. The lowest energy structure models are fully relaxed
under an isothermal-isobaric NPT ensemble (i.e., constant numbers of atoms, pres-
sure, and temperature) at 300 K and 1 atm for 500 ps. The isothermal-isobaric
(NPT) ensembles help to relax the lattices parameters and angles in order to obtain
a final reasonable equilibrated structure. These steps generate various curves of
various parameters such as energy, pressure, volume, and temperature versus sim-
ulation run time. These curves are very important to study thermal properties of the
nanocomposite. Figure 1 shows the developed 1% Gr/TPU nanocomposite model by
MD simulation.

After dynamic equilibrium process density of 1% Gr/TPU, the nanocomposite is
1.38 g/cc which is shown in Figure 2.

Heat capacity is one of the important thermal properties for the nanocomposite
system. In this work, MD simulation is applied to calculate the isobaric heat capac-
ity (Cp), and the value of Cp can be determined according to the following equation:

Figure 1.
Developed 1% Gr/TPU nanocomposite model.
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surements are difficult and costly. Thus, MD simulation techniques are only an
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exchanger material within small length and small time.
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ing in the nanocomposites [17]. This different ways heat transfer methods help to
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nanocomposites. In order to study the enhanced thermal properties of graphene-
reinforced thermoplastic polyurethane nanocomposites, the wide range thermal
parameters of the nanocomposite material (like thermal conductivity, coefficient of
the thermal expansion, glass transition temperature, etc.) have to be calculated. To
calculate these parameters, different simulation models are constructed using
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study, there are three types of models which are developed, namely concentrated
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been used to study different properties of the nanocomposite with respect to dif-
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simulated separately before constructing the graphene-reinforced thermoplastic
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lar potential for atomistic simulation studies (COMPASS) force field has been
selected to describe the atomistic behavior for the simulation models. In MD simu-
lation, each atom is modeled as a point mass and interacts with other atoms through
force field. The position and momentum of atoms are updated based on Newton’s
equation of motion.

After the construction all of the graphene and TPU model using amorphous cell
module within the Material Studio, build layer option is used to construct the layer
models of the Gr/TPU nanocomposites. It is seen that with high weight fraction
condition of graphene, nanocomposites behave likely more brittle than polymer
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are constrained in such a way that after dynamic equilibrium process density of Gr/
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run helps to develop the molecular structure under the condition of the desired
thermodynamic state, while the production run helps to calculate different thermal
parameters, namely specific heat, thermal expansion, and thermal conductivity.
In equilibration run, two important conditions have to be fulfilled. One is the
minimum energy stabilized condition at a prescribed temperature, and another is
initial stress-free structure within periodic boundary condition. So, first steps
nanocomposite models are moved through energy minimization, canonical
ensemble (constant number of atoms, volume, and temperature) (NVT)) dynamic
simulations, and temperature annealing cycle, respectively. The duration of the
dynamic run is considered 200 ps with an integration time step of 1 fs (femto-
second). This process is followed by graphene as a rigid structure so that the lattice
dimension (c) in the z-direction will be changed. Temperature annealing cycle
involves temperature up and down from 300 to 600 K to get the minimization of
energy in the structure. The annealing time is set for 500 ps, during which the
temperature is raised from 300 to 600 K with a rate of 6 K/ps and cool down to
300 K with the same rate. In the second step, the non-constrained parts (TPU)
within lattices are compressed in such a way so that the final density of
nanocomposite will be 1.38 g/cc (nearly experimental value) after using isothermal-
isobaric (NPT) ensembles. The lowest energy structure models are fully relaxed
under an isothermal-isobaric NPT ensemble (i.e., constant numbers of atoms, pres-
sure, and temperature) at 300 K and 1 atm for 500 ps. The isothermal-isobaric
(NPT) ensembles help to relax the lattices parameters and angles in order to obtain
a final reasonable equilibrated structure. These steps generate various curves of
various parameters such as energy, pressure, volume, and temperature versus sim-
ulation run time. These curves are very important to study thermal properties of the
nanocomposite. Figure 1 shows the developed 1% Gr/TPU nanocomposite model by
MD simulation.

After dynamic equilibrium process density of 1% Gr/TPU, the nanocomposite is
1.38 g/cc which is shown in Figure 2.

Heat capacity is one of the important thermal properties for the nanocomposite
system. In this work, MD simulation is applied to calculate the isobaric heat capac-
ity (Cp), and the value of Cp can be determined according to the following equation:
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Developed 1% Gr/TPU nanocomposite model.
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Cp ¼ KEþ PEþ PVð Þ2
KB T

(14)

where KE is the kinetic energy, PE is the potential energy, P is the pressure, V is
the volume, KB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. The specific
heat at constant volume (Cv) is obtained from the following equation:

Cv ¼ δE2� �
NVT

kBT2 (15)

where δE is the fluctuation of the energy, kB and T are Boltzmann constant, and
absolute temperature, respectively.

In order to study the glass transition temperature and coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE), a high-temperature annealing protocol is followed. At each tem-
perature, the system is equilibrated by isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble in MD
simulation at atmospheric pressure for 500 ps. The temperature is raised up to
600 K and equilibrated for 500 ps using an NPT ensemble under atmospheric
pressure and then dropped by 20 K each time until it reached 300 K. The cooling
down method is applied after the heating up method by decreasing the temperature
with the same settings and simulation time. Since each temperature drop is only
20 K, the structure is re-equilibrated very quickly every time its temperature is
decreased. For each temperature, the volume of the simulation box V is examined
over the duration time of the MD simulation, and the average value is calculated.
From the volume versus temperature relationship curve, it is seen that there is a
discontinuity in the volume versus temperature slope, which gives the glass transi-
tion temperature (Tg) of nanocomposite. The volume versus temperature (V-T)
results are important to know two factors; first, this provides a means of determin-
ing the quality of the force field used in the simulations, and second, prediction of
the volumetric glass transition temperature (Tg) [18]. The simulation result is in
good agreement with experiment and demonstrates the accuracy of COMPASS
force field. The volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion (VCTE) is defined by
(α) [19]:

α ¼ 1
V0

ΔV
ΔT

(16)

Figure 2.
Density (g/cc) versus time (ps) in dynamic equilibrium run.
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where V0 is the equilibrated system volume before the cooling simulation starts.
The fractional change of volume with respect to temperature (ΔV/ΔT) is obtainable
from volume versus temperature relationship curve. It is seen that change of vol-
ume with respect to temperature (ΔV/ΔT) is a different value above glass transition
temperature (Tg) for graphene-reinforced thermoplastic polyurethane
nanocomposite. So, volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion (VCTE) has two
values due to glass transition temperature (Tg) [20]. The glass transition tempera-
ture and volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion (VCTE) of nanocomposite can
also be obtained by calculating the free volume as a function of temperature, since
the free volume undergoes an abrupt change when the material goes through glass
transition. By probing the lattice cell with a spherical probe, using the “atom vol-
ume and surfaces” tool of the Materials Studio (MS), the free volume in the
nanocomposite is calculated as a function of temperature during the annealing
process as shown in Figure 3.

Free volume is the volume that is not occupied by either the graphene or the
TPU chains. The free volume fraction (FVF) can be obtained by the following
equation [21]:

FVF ¼ Vf

Vf þ Vo
(17)

where Vf is the free volume and V0 is the occupied volume of the polymer
chains.

Thermal conductivity is the sum of the phonon contribution and the electronic
contribution. Therefore, total thermal conductivity (K)

K ¼ Ke þ Kp (18)

where Kp and Ke are the phonon contribution and the electronic contribution to
the thermal conductivity, respectively. Though, electrons contributed thermal
conductivity is neglected in most graphene-reinforced nanocomposite. Thermal
conductivity is an important thermal property relevant to thermal management
applications. Thermal conductivity is generally calculated using equilibrium or
nonequilibrium MD approaches. Equilibrium molecular dynamic (EMD) facilitates
thermal conductivity prediction in all directions using one simulation, whereas
nonequilibrium molecular dynamic (NEMD) requires the use of a thermal
gradient and therefore only enables the calculation of thermal conductivity in one

Figure 3.
Free volume calculation using atom volume and surfaces tool in MS.
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where V0 is the equilibrated system volume before the cooling simulation starts.
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nanocomposite. So, volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion (VCTE) has two
values due to glass transition temperature (Tg) [20]. The glass transition tempera-
ture and volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion (VCTE) of nanocomposite can
also be obtained by calculating the free volume as a function of temperature, since
the free volume undergoes an abrupt change when the material goes through glass
transition. By probing the lattice cell with a spherical probe, using the “atom vol-
ume and surfaces” tool of the Materials Studio (MS), the free volume in the
nanocomposite is calculated as a function of temperature during the annealing
process as shown in Figure 3.

Free volume is the volume that is not occupied by either the graphene or the
TPU chains. The free volume fraction (FVF) can be obtained by the following
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where Vf is the free volume and V0 is the occupied volume of the polymer
chains.

Thermal conductivity is the sum of the phonon contribution and the electronic
contribution. Therefore, total thermal conductivity (K)

K ¼ Ke þ Kp (18)

where Kp and Ke are the phonon contribution and the electronic contribution to
the thermal conductivity, respectively. Though, electrons contributed thermal
conductivity is neglected in most graphene-reinforced nanocomposite. Thermal
conductivity is an important thermal property relevant to thermal management
applications. Thermal conductivity is generally calculated using equilibrium or
nonequilibrium MD approaches. Equilibrium molecular dynamic (EMD) facilitates
thermal conductivity prediction in all directions using one simulation, whereas
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Figure 3.
Free volume calculation using atom volume and surfaces tool in MS.
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direction. The indirect method is an equilibrium molecular dynamic (EMD) method
which is derived from Green-Kubo approach [22, 23], where current fluctuations
are used to compute the thermal conductivity via the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem [24]:

Kαβ ¼ V
kBT2

ð∞
0

Jα tð ÞJβ 0ð Þidt�
(19)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, V and T denote the volume and tempera-
ture of the system, Jα is the heat flux in the α direction, and the angular brackets
denote the ensemble average. The heat flux vector can be written as

J tð Þ ¼ 1
V

d
dt

∑
N

i¼1
riEi (20)

where ri and Ei are the position and total energy of the ith atom, respectively.
EMD is particularly useful for geometries where periodic boundary conditions can
be applied. EMD is often computationally more expensive, and the results are
more sensitive to the simulation parameters. In EMD, the system is set to the
desired temperature, and then a constant energy scheme is used with the well-
known Green-Kubo relations to calculate the thermal conductivity tensor. The
direct method is a NEMDmethod in which a temperature difference is introduced
into the simulation domain and the thermal conductivity is computed according
to Fourier’s law as K = �J/ΔT, where J and ΔT are heat flux and temperature
gradient across the system, respectively. For nonequilibrium MD (NEMD)
methods, a long slab of polymer nanocomposite is constructed, and a difference in
temperature is established between a heat source and a sink at the ends of the slab,
and the flux is calculated. Equilibrium systems are simulated by nonequilibrium
MD (NEMD) based on our homemade PERL script to compute their thermal
conductivities. The nonequilibrium state can be established either by applying
two thermostats at different temperatures to maintain a constant temperature at
the two ends of the system or by artificially swapping atom velocities in different
regions to impose a constant heat flux also known as the reverse nonequilibrium
MD (RNEMD) method based on Muller-Plathe’s approach [25]. In the reverse
nonequilibrium MD (RNEMD) method, the energy exchange is carried out by
exchanging the kinetic energy of two particles: the hottest particle in the cold
layer and the coldest particle in the hot layer. The energy E is therefore variable
and needs averaging over many exchanges. In the RNEMD method, the simula-
tion box was divided into a number of slabs in the heat flux (z) direction with the
same thickness. The heat flux was generated by exchanging the kinetic energy
between the highest kinetic (the hottest) atom in the heat sink and the lowest
kinetic energy (the coldest) atom in the heat source. The larger momentum
exchange rate in RNEMD method suggests higher energy exchange frequency
between heat source and heat sink. The thermal conductivity was calculated using
Fourier’s law:

K ¼ � Jq
∇T

(21)

where ∇T denoted the time-integrated temperature gradient from least squares
approximation of the discrete temperatures according to the heat flow direction.
The temperature of each slab was calculated using the virial theorem, and Jq is the
heat flux given as
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Jq ¼
E

2AcΔt
(22)

where E is the subtracted energy from the heat sink. Ac is cross-sectional area
and Δt are the time step.

Interface thermal conductance (ITC) is developed between graphene and poly-
mer matrix within nanocomposite due to their weak interactions. However, the
thermal conductivity (TC) of graphene-reinforced TPU nanocomposites are far
below the thermal conductivity (TC) of graphene. Such a low filler efficiency is
most likely attributed to the low interface thermal conductance (ITC) between
graphene and polymer. The simulating method (pump-probe transient thermo-
reflectance method) is used to calculate the interface thermal conductance (ITC)
between the filler (graphene) and matrix (TPU). The graphene-TPU interfacial
thermal resistance (R) is then calculated by following equation:

R ¼ ΔT
Jq

(23)

3. Results and discussion

In the equilibration stage within MD simulation, NPT dynamic run is carried out
for 500 ps at room temperature and pressure to generate curves of energy, density,
pressure, and temperature versus time. These curves are used to decide the cutoff
between equilibration and production runs. It is observed that all the models are
equilibrated at 50 ps, that is, no fluctuations after 50 ps. At the end of the equili-
brations, the density of the nanocomposites stabilized at an average density of
1.3 g/cc with a standard deviation of 0.02 g/cc. The reason behind for the density
differs from experimental value because MD simulation deals with material
defect-free and impurities. It is seen in the volume versus temperature (V-T) curve
during NPT dynamic run that free volume change affects the thermal properties of
the nanocomposites. Further it is also observed that free volume within lattice
increases according to the strain application. The glass transition mainly depends on
two factors: (a) free volume and (b) the mobility of chain segments. Initially there
is no graphene in TPU chains for that free volume is zero in the simulated cell and
polymers are free to move within this cell volume. As a result, high values for the
entropy and low values for the bulk, shear, and Young’s moduli. Further, the
incorporation of the graphene into the simulated cells increases free volume and
decrease the entropy and increase the values of the bulk, shear, and Young’s moduli.
Since the entropy of the system is related to the free volume and the Connolly
surface of the TPU nanocomposites, the prediction of these parameters may give a
concept on the enhancement of the nanocomposite thermal properties. The simula-
tion results show that the TPU matrix reinforced with graphene have a tendency to
increase glass transition temperature (Tg) for stronger interlocking between the
graphene and TPU molecules. The Connolly surface to volume ratio is small values
for the neat TPU and increase with the increase in the graphene loading. The free
volume is defined as the volume on the side of the Connolly surface without atoms.
This simulation study reveals that Tg of TPU is in the range of 285–305°C and for
the Gr/TPU nanocomposite is 350 K (experimental 223–323 K). From the V-T
curve, volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion (α) is evaluated from the slope
above and below Tg, which is between 2.6 � 10�5 and 2.4 � 10�4/K�1 (experimen-
tal 3.15 � 10�4/K�1). The free volume change rapidly when the material goes
through glass transition, according to Fox and Flory’s theory of glass transition [20].
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known Green-Kubo relations to calculate the thermal conductivity tensor. The
direct method is a NEMDmethod in which a temperature difference is introduced
into the simulation domain and the thermal conductivity is computed according
to Fourier’s law as K = �J/ΔT, where J and ΔT are heat flux and temperature
gradient across the system, respectively. For nonequilibrium MD (NEMD)
methods, a long slab of polymer nanocomposite is constructed, and a difference in
temperature is established between a heat source and a sink at the ends of the slab,
and the flux is calculated. Equilibrium systems are simulated by nonequilibrium
MD (NEMD) based on our homemade PERL script to compute their thermal
conductivities. The nonequilibrium state can be established either by applying
two thermostats at different temperatures to maintain a constant temperature at
the two ends of the system or by artificially swapping atom velocities in different
regions to impose a constant heat flux also known as the reverse nonequilibrium
MD (RNEMD) method based on Muller-Plathe’s approach [25]. In the reverse
nonequilibrium MD (RNEMD) method, the energy exchange is carried out by
exchanging the kinetic energy of two particles: the hottest particle in the cold
layer and the coldest particle in the hot layer. The energy E is therefore variable
and needs averaging over many exchanges. In the RNEMD method, the simula-
tion box was divided into a number of slabs in the heat flux (z) direction with the
same thickness. The heat flux was generated by exchanging the kinetic energy
between the highest kinetic (the hottest) atom in the heat sink and the lowest
kinetic energy (the coldest) atom in the heat source. The larger momentum
exchange rate in RNEMD method suggests higher energy exchange frequency
between heat source and heat sink. The thermal conductivity was calculated using
Fourier’s law:

K ¼ � Jq
∇T

(21)

where ∇T denoted the time-integrated temperature gradient from least squares
approximation of the discrete temperatures according to the heat flow direction.
The temperature of each slab was calculated using the virial theorem, and Jq is the
heat flux given as
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Jq ¼
E

2AcΔt
(22)

where E is the subtracted energy from the heat sink. Ac is cross-sectional area
and Δt are the time step.

Interface thermal conductance (ITC) is developed between graphene and poly-
mer matrix within nanocomposite due to their weak interactions. However, the
thermal conductivity (TC) of graphene-reinforced TPU nanocomposites are far
below the thermal conductivity (TC) of graphene. Such a low filler efficiency is
most likely attributed to the low interface thermal conductance (ITC) between
graphene and polymer. The simulating method (pump-probe transient thermo-
reflectance method) is used to calculate the interface thermal conductance (ITC)
between the filler (graphene) and matrix (TPU). The graphene-TPU interfacial
thermal resistance (R) is then calculated by following equation:

R ¼ ΔT
Jq

(23)

3. Results and discussion

In the equilibration stage within MD simulation, NPT dynamic run is carried out
for 500 ps at room temperature and pressure to generate curves of energy, density,
pressure, and temperature versus time. These curves are used to decide the cutoff
between equilibration and production runs. It is observed that all the models are
equilibrated at 50 ps, that is, no fluctuations after 50 ps. At the end of the equili-
brations, the density of the nanocomposites stabilized at an average density of
1.3 g/cc with a standard deviation of 0.02 g/cc. The reason behind for the density
differs from experimental value because MD simulation deals with material
defect-free and impurities. It is seen in the volume versus temperature (V-T) curve
during NPT dynamic run that free volume change affects the thermal properties of
the nanocomposites. Further it is also observed that free volume within lattice
increases according to the strain application. The glass transition mainly depends on
two factors: (a) free volume and (b) the mobility of chain segments. Initially there
is no graphene in TPU chains for that free volume is zero in the simulated cell and
polymers are free to move within this cell volume. As a result, high values for the
entropy and low values for the bulk, shear, and Young’s moduli. Further, the
incorporation of the graphene into the simulated cells increases free volume and
decrease the entropy and increase the values of the bulk, shear, and Young’s moduli.
Since the entropy of the system is related to the free volume and the Connolly
surface of the TPU nanocomposites, the prediction of these parameters may give a
concept on the enhancement of the nanocomposite thermal properties. The simula-
tion results show that the TPU matrix reinforced with graphene have a tendency to
increase glass transition temperature (Tg) for stronger interlocking between the
graphene and TPU molecules. The Connolly surface to volume ratio is small values
for the neat TPU and increase with the increase in the graphene loading. The free
volume is defined as the volume on the side of the Connolly surface without atoms.
This simulation study reveals that Tg of TPU is in the range of 285–305°C and for
the Gr/TPU nanocomposite is 350 K (experimental 223–323 K). From the V-T
curve, volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion (α) is evaluated from the slope
above and below Tg, which is between 2.6 � 10�5 and 2.4 � 10�4/K�1 (experimen-
tal 3.15 � 10�4/K�1). The free volume change rapidly when the material goes
through glass transition, according to Fox and Flory’s theory of glass transition [20].
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Further simulation study reveals that graphene/TPU nanocomposite thermal con-
ductivity is 1.5 W/mK, whereas TPU thermal conductivity is 0.2 W/mK. NEMD
simulations are used to calculate the thermal conductivity either by imposing a
thermal gradient into the system of particles or by introducing a heat flux flow in
the reverse nonequilibrium MD (RNEMD) method. In the present study, heat flux
flow method is used to calculate thermal conductivity in the longitudinal direction.
The total number of layers is 40. Two types of exchange method are used in the
present study, namely VARIABLE and FIXED. About 1 kcal/mol energy exchange is
taken in FIXED method. The number of exchanges is taken as 500 for equilibrium
stage under NVT and 1000 for production stage under NVE. The time steps in
between two exchanges are fixed at 100. Due to the presence of the graphene-TPU
interface, there exists a temperature jump ΔT at the interface. The present study
obtained values are in good agreement with previous values obtained from simula-
tions and experimental measurements in the literatures [26–31]. The present study
contributes some novel procedures during MD simulation work which will not be
done in previous researchers.

4. Conclusions

After all earlier studies, it can be concluded that the development of new tech-
nologies are giving a new attention on to investigate nanoscale phenomena (includ-
ing nanoscale heat transfer). Therefore, MD simulation is the only nanoscale tool to
investigate the enhancement of thermal properties of graphene-reinforced
nanocomposites for heat exchanger material. Based on the current simulation
results, it is found that graphene-reinforced TPU nanocomposites demonstrate
higher moduli, higher glass transition temperature, and lower values of CTE than
pure TPU, that is, without reinforcements. This provides useful information to
understand the nanoheat transport behaviors within TPU nanocomposites for the
future development of thermal nanodevice. By taking advantage of low-cost simu-
lations to establish material designs, overall materials development costs can be
dramatically reduced, and development times can be expedited.
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Cp specific heat of nanoparticle bulk material
k thermal conductivity
kB Boltzmann constant
Kp the phonon contribution
Ke the electronic contribution
Jq the heat flux
R interfacial thermal resistance
α the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion
ρ density of nanomaterial
ri the position of the ith atom
Ei total energy of the ith atom
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Chapter 6

A Numerical Approach to Solving
an Inverse Heat Conduction
Problem Using the
Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm
Tao Min, Xing Chen, Yao Sun and Qiang Huang

Abstract

This chapter is intended to provide a numerical algorithm involving the
combined use of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and the Galerkin finite ele-
ment method for estimating the diffusion coefficient in an inverse heat conduction
problem (IHCP). In the present study, the functional form of the diffusion coeffi-
cient is an unknown priori. The unknown diffusion coefficient is approximated by
the polynomial form and the present numerical algorithm is employed to find the
solution. Numerical experiments are presented to show the efficiency of the
proposed method.

Keywords: parabolic equation, inverse problem, Levenberg-Marquardt

1. Introduction

The numerical solution of the inverse heat conduction problem (IHCP) requires
to determine diffusion coefficient from an additional information. Inverse heat
conduction problems have many applications in various branches of science and
engineering, mechanical and chemical engineers, mathematicians and specialists in
many other sciences branches are interested in inverse problems, each with differ-
ent application in mind [1–15].

In this work, we propose an algorithm for numerical solving an inverse heat
conduction problem. The algorithm is based on the Galerkin finite element method
and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [16–17] in conjunction with the least-squares
scheme. It is assumed that no prior information is available on the functional form
of the unknown diffusion coefficient in the present study, thus, it is classified as the
function estimation in inverse calculation. Run the numerical algorithm to solve the
unknown diffusion coefficient which is approximated by the polynomial form. The
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization is adopted to modify the estimated values.

The plan of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we formulate a one-dimensional
IHCP. In Section 3, the numerical algorithm is derived. Calculation of sensitivity
coefficients will be discussed in Section 4. In order to discuss on some numerical
aspects, two examples are given in Section 5. Section 6 ends this paper with a brief
discussion on some numerical aspects.
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2. Description of the problem

The mathematical formulation of a one-dimensional heat conduction problem is
given as follows:

∂u
∂t

¼ ∂

∂x
q xð Þ ∂u

∂x

� �
þ f x, tð Þ, x, tð Þ∈ 0, Lð Þ � 0, Tð �, (1)

with the initial condition

u x, 0ð Þ ¼ u0 xð Þ, 0≤ x≤L, (2)

and Dirichlet boundary conditions

u 0, tð Þ ¼ g1 tð Þ, 0≤ t≤T, (3)

u 1, tð Þ ¼ g2 tð Þ, 0≤ t≤T, (4)

where f x, tð Þ, u0 xð Þ, g1 tð Þ, g2 tð Þ and q xð Þ are continuous known functions. We
consider the problem (1)–(4) as a direct problem. As we all know, if u0 xð Þ, g1 tð Þ,
g2 tð Þ are continuous functions and q xð Þ is known, the problem (1)–(4) has a unique
solution.

For the inverse problem, the diffusion coefficient q xð Þ is regarded as being
unknown. In addition, an overspecified condition is also considered available. To
estimate the unknown coefficient q xð Þ, the additional information on the boundary
x ¼ x0, 0< x0 <L is required. Let the u x, tð Þ taken at x ¼ x0 over the time period
0, T½ � be denoted by

u x0, tð Þ ¼ g tð Þ 0≤ t≤T: (5)

It is evident that for an unknown function q xð Þ, the problem (1)–(4) is under-
determined and we are forced to impose additional information (5) to provide a
unique solution pair u x, tð Þ, q xð Þð Þ to the inverse problem (1)–(5).

We note that the measured overspecified condition u x0, tð Þ ¼ g tð Þ should con-
tain measurement errors. Therefore the inverse problem can be stated as follows: by
utilizing the above-mentioned measured data, estimate the unknown function q xð Þ.

In this work the polynomial form is proposed for the unknown function q xð Þ
before performing the inverse calculation. Therefore q xð Þ approximated as

q xð Þ≈ ^q xð Þ ¼ p1 þ p2xþ p3x
2 þ⋯þ pmþ1x

m, (6)

where p1, p2,⋯, pmþ1 are constants which remain to be determined simulta-
neously. The unknown coefficients p1, p2,⋯, pmþ1 can be determined by using least
squares method. The error in the estimate

F p1, p2,…, pmþ1

� � ¼
Xn
i¼1

u x0, ti, p1, p2,…, pmþ1

� �� g tið Þ� �2, (7)

is to be minimized. Here, u x0, ti, p1, p2,…, pmþ1

� �
are the calculated results.

These quantities are determined from the solution of the direct problem which is
given previously by using an approximated ^q xð Þ for the exact q xð Þ. The estimated
values of p j, j ¼ 1, 2,⋯,mþ 1 are determined until the value of F p1, p2,…, pmþ1

� �
is

minimum. Such a norm can be written as
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F Pð Þ ¼ U Pð Þ‐G½ �T U Pð Þ‐G½ �, (8)

where PT ¼ p1, p2,⋯, pmþ1

� �
denotes the vector of unknown parameters and the

superscript T above denotes transpose. The vector U Pð Þ‐G½ �T is given by

U Pð Þ‐G½ �T ¼ u x0, t1,pð Þ � g t1ð Þ, u x0, t2,pÞ � g t2ð Þ,⋯, u x0, tn,pÞ � g tnð Þð �:ð½ (9)

F Pð Þ is real-valued bounded function defined on a closed bounded domain
D⊂Rmþ1. The function F Pð Þ may have many local minimum in D, but it has only
one global minimum. When F Pð Þ and D have some attractive properties, for
instance, F Pð Þ is a differentiable concave function and D is a convex region, then a
local maximum and problem can be solved explicitly by mathematical program-
ming methods.

3. Overview of the Levenberg-Marquardt method

The Levenberg-Marquardt method, originally devised for application to
nonlinear parameter estimation problems, has also been successfully applied to the
solution of linear ill-conditioned problems. Such a method was first derived by
Levenberg (1944) by modifying the ordinary least-squares norm. Later Marquardt
(1963) derived basically the same technique by using a different approach.
Marquardt’s intention was to obtain a method that would tend to the Gauss method
in the neighborhood of the minimum of the ordinary least-squares norm, and would
tend to the steepest descent method in the neighborhood of the initial guess used for
the iterative procedure.

To minimize the least squares norm (8), we need to equate to zero the derivatives
of F Pð Þ with respect to each of the unknown parameters p1, p2,⋯, pmþ1

� �
, that is

∂F Pð Þ
∂p1

¼ ∂F Pð Þ
∂p2

¼ ⋯ ¼ ∂F pð Þ
∂pmþ1

¼ 0: (10)

Let us introduce the sensitivity or Jacobian matrix, as follows:

J Pð Þ ¼ ∂UT Pð Þ
∂P

� �T
¼

up1 x0, t1,pð Þ up2 x0, t1,pð Þ ⋯ upmþ1
x0, t1,pð Þ

up1 x0, t2,pð Þ up2 x0, t2,pð Þ ⋯ upmþ1
x0, t2,pð Þ

⋯
up1 x0, tn,pð Þ up2 x0, tn,pð Þ ⋯ upmþ1

x0, tn,pð Þ

2
6664

3
7775, (11)

or Jij ¼ up j
x0, ti,pð Þ ¼ ∂u x0, ti,pð Þ

∂p j
, i ¼ 1, 2,…n, j ¼ 1, 2,…mþ 1: (12)

The elements of the sensitivity matrix are called the sensitivity coefficients, the
results of differentiation (10) can be written down as follows:

�2JT Pð Þ U Pð Þ �G½ � ¼ 0: (13)

For linear inverse problem the sensitivity matrix is not a function of the
unknown parameters. The Eq. (13) can be solved then in explicit form:

P ¼ JTJ
� �‐1

JTG: (14)
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In the case of a nonlinear inverse problem, the matrix J has some functional
dependence on the vector p. The solution of Eq. (13) requires an iterative proce-
dure, which is obtained by linearizing the vector U Pð Þ with a Taylor series expan-
sion around the current solution at iteration k. Such a linearization is given by

U Pð Þ ¼ U Pk� �þ Jk P‐Pk� �
, (15)

where U Pk� �
and Jk are the estimated temperatures and the sensitivity matrix

evaluated at iteration k, respectively. Eq. (15) is substituted into (14) and the
resulting expression is rearranged to yield the following iterative procedure to
obtain the vector of unknown parameters P:

Pkþ1 ¼ Pk þ Jk
� �T

Jk
h i‐1

Jk
� �T

G‐U Pk� �� �
: (16)

The iterative procedure given by Eq. (16) is called the Gauss method. Such
method is actually an approximation for the Newton (or Newton-Raphson)
method. We note that Eq. (14), as well as the implementation of the iterative
procedure given by Eq. (16), require the matrix JTJ to be nonsingular, or

JTJ
�� �� 6¼ 0, (17)

where �j j is the determinant.
Formula (17) gives the so called identifiability condition, that is, if the determi-

nant of JTJ is zero, or even very small, the parameters p j, for j ¼ 1, 2,⋯,mþ 1,
cannot be determined by using the iterative procedure of Eq. (16).

Problems satisfying JTJ
�� ��≈0 are denoted ill-conditioned. Inverse heat transfer

problems are generally very ill-conditioned, especially near the initial guess used for
the unknown parameters, creating difficulties in the application of Eqs. (14) or (16).
The Levenberg-Marquardt method alleviates such difficulties by utilizing an itera-
tive procedure in the form:

Pkþ1 ¼ Pk þ Jk
� �T

Jk þ μkΩk
h i‐1

Jk
� �T

G‐U Pk� �� �
, (18)

where μk is a positive scalar named damping parameter and Ωk is a diagonal
matrix.

The purpose of the matrix term μkΩk is to damp oscillations and instabilities due
to the ill-conditioned character of the problem, by making its components large as
compared to those of JTJ if necessary. μk is made large in the beginning of the
iterations, since the problem is generally ill-conditioned in the region around the
initial guess used for iterative procedure, which can be quite far from the exact
parameters. With such an approach, the matrix JTJ is not required to be non-
singular in the beginning of iterations and the Levenberg-Marquardt method tends
to the steepest descent method, that is, a very small step is taken in the negative
gradient direction. The parameter μk is then gradually reduced as the iteration
procedure advances to the solution of the parameter estimation problem, and then
the Levenberg-Marquardt method tends to the Gauss method given by (16). The
following criteria were suggested in literature [13] to stop the iterative procedure of
the Levenberg-Marquardt method given by Eq. (18):

F pkþ1� �
< ε1, (19)
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Jk
� �

G‐U pk� �� ��� ��< ε2, (20)

pkþ1‐pk
�� ��< ε3, (21)

where ε1, ε2 and ε3 are user prescribed tolerances and �k k denotes the Euclidean
norm. The criterion given by Eq. (19) tests if the least squares norm is sufficiently
small, which is expected in the neighborhood of the solution for the problem.
Similarly, Eq. (20) checks if the norm of the gradient of F pð Þ is sufficiently small,
since it is expected to vanish at the point where F pð Þ is minimum. The last criterion
given by Eq. (21) results from the fact that changes in the vector of parameters are
very small when the method has converged. Generally, these three stopping criteria
need to be tested and the iterative procedure of the Levenberg-Marquardt method is
stopped if any of them is satisfied.

Different versions of the Levenberg-Marquardt method can be found in the liter-
ature, depending on the choice of the diagonal matrix Ωk and on the form chosen for
the variation of the damping parameter μk. In this paper, we choose the Ωk as

Ωk ¼ diag Jk
� �T

Jk
h i

: (22)

Suppose that the vector of temperature measurements G ¼ g t1ð Þ, g t2ð Þ,⋯, g tnð Þ½ �
are given at times ti, i ¼ 1, 2,⋯, n and an initial guess P0 is available for the vector of
unknown parameters P. Choose a value for μ0, say, μ0 ¼ 0:001 and k ¼ 0. Then,

Step 1. Solve the direct problem (1)–(4) with the available estimate Pk in order
to obtain the vector U Pk� � ¼ u x0, t1,pk

� �
, u x0, t2,pkÞ,⋯, u x0, tn,pkÞ� ���

.
Step 2. Compute F Pk� �

from the Eq. (8).
Step 3. Compute the sensitivity matrix Jk from (12) and then the matrix Ωk from

(22), by using the current value of Pk.
Step 4. Solve the following linear system of algebraic equations, obtained from

(18): Jk
� �T

Jk þ μkΩk
h i

ΔPk ¼ Jk
� �T

G‐U Pk� �� �
in order to compute ΔPk ¼ Pkþ1‐Pk.

Step 5. Compute the new estimate Pkþ1 as Pkþ1 ¼ Pk þ ΔPk.
Step 6. Solve the exact problem (1)–(4) with the new estimate Pkþ1 in order to

find U Pkþ1� �
. Then compute F Pkþ1� �

.
Step 7. If F Pkþ1� �

≥F Pk� �
replace μk by 10μk and return to step 4.

Step 8. If F Pkþ1� �
≤F Pk� �

, accept the new estimate Pkþ1 and replace μk by 0:1μk.
Step 9. Check the stopping criteria given by (19). Stop the iterative procedure if

any of them is satisfied; otherwise, replace k by kþ 1 and return to step 3.

4. Calculation of sensitivity coefficients

Generally, there have two approaches for determining the gradient; the first is a
discretize-then-differentiate approach and the second is a differentiate-then-
discretize approach.

The first approach is to approximate the gradient of the functional by a finite
difference quotient approximation, but in general, we cannot determine the sensi-
tivities exactly, so this method may led to larger error.

Here we intend to use differentiate-then-discretize approach which we refer to
as the sensitivity equation method. This method can be determined more efficiently
with the help of the sensitivities
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uk ¼ ∂u
∂pk

, k ¼ 1, 2,⋯mþ 1: (23)

We first differentiate the flow system (1)–(4) with respect to each of the design
parameters p1, p2,…, pmþ1

� �
, to obtain the mþ 1 continuous sensitivity systems: for

k ¼ 1, 2,⋯,mþ 1

∂uk
∂t

¼ ∂

∂x
p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x

m� � ∂uk
∂x

þ xk�1 ∂u
∂x

� �

uk x, 0ð Þ ¼ 0

uk 0, tð Þ ¼ 0

uk L, tð Þ ¼ 0

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

: (24)

There have (mþ 2) equations, we can make them in one system equation and
use the finite element methods to solve the system of equation. Here, we give the
vector form of the equation as follow:

P1ð Þ

∂U
!

∂t
þ ∇ � Γ! ¼ F

!

U
!

x, 0ð Þ ¼ U
!

0 xð Þ
U
!

0, tð Þ ¼ G
!

1 tð Þ
U
!

L, tð Þ ¼ G
!

2 tð Þ

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

, (25)

where

U
! ¼

u
u1
u2
⋯
umþ1

2
6666664

3
7777775
, Γ
! ¼

� p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x
m

� � ∂u
∂x

� p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x
m

� � ∂u1
∂x

� ∂u
∂x

� �

� p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x
m

� � ∂u2
∂x

� x
∂u
∂x

� �

⋯

� p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x
m

� � ∂umþ1

∂x
� xm

∂u
∂x

� �

2
6666666666666664

3
7777777777777775

, F
! ¼

f x, tð Þ
0

0

⋯
0

2
6666664

3
7777775
: (26)

U
!

0 xð Þ ¼ u0 xð Þ, 0, 0,⋯0½ �T,G!1 tð Þ ¼ g1 tð Þ, 0, 0,⋯0
� �T,G!2 tð Þ ¼ g2 tð Þ, 0, 0,⋯0

� �T
: (27)

We use the Galerkin finite element method approximation for discretizing
problem (25). For this, we multiply the Eq. (25) by a test function v : 0,L½ � ! R,
v∈V0 ≔H1

0 0,Lð Þ and integrate the obtained equation in space form 0 to L. We
obtain the following equation:

ðL
0

∂U x, tð Þ
∂t

� v xð Þdx‐
ðL
0
∇Γ � v xð Þdx ¼

ðL
0
F x, tð Þ � v xð Þdx, (28)

integrating by parts gives

ðL
0
∇Γ � v xð Þdx ¼ Γ � v xð Þð Þ L

0

�� �
ðL
0
Γ � ∂v x, tð Þ

∂x
dx: (29)
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We can change the first derivative in time and the integral. We have
v 0ð Þ ¼ 0 ¼ v Lð Þ, because v∈V0. This leads to an equivalent problem to P1ð Þ: ∀t>0,
find U x, tð Þ satisfying

d
dt

ðL
0
U x, tð Þ � v xð Þdxþ

ðL
0
Γ � ∂v x, tð Þ

∂x
dx ¼

ðL
0
F x, tð Þ � v xð Þdx, (30)

for all v∈V0 ≔H1
0 0,Lð Þ. To simplify the notation we use the scalar product in

L2 0,Lð Þ

f , gð Þ ¼
ðL
0
f xð Þ � g xð Þdx: (31)

We also can define the following bilinear form:

a U, vð Þ ¼
ðL
0
Γ � ∂v x, tð Þ

∂x
dx ¼

ÐL
0
� p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x

m
� � ∂u

∂x
∂v
∂x

dx

ÐL
0

� p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x
m

� � ∂u1
∂x

∂v
∂x

� ∂u
∂x

∂v
∂x

� �
dx

Ð L
0 � p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x

m
� � ∂u2

∂x
∂v
∂x

� x
∂u
∂x

∂v
∂x

� �
dx

⋯
Ð L
0 � p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x

m
� � ∂umþ1

∂x
∂v
∂x

� xmþ1 ∂u
∂x

∂v
∂x

� �
dx

:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(32)

Finally, we obtain with this notations the weak problem of P1ð Þ:

P2ð Þ

d
dt

U, vð ÞL2 þ a U, vð Þ ¼ F, vð ÞL2

U x, 0ð Þ ¼ U0 xð Þ
U 0, tð Þ ¼ G1 tð Þ
U L, tð Þ ¼ G2 tð Þ

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

: (33)

4.1 Space-discretization with the Galerkin method

In this section, we search a semi-discrete approximation of the weak problem
P2ð Þ, using the Galerkin finite element method. This leads to a first order Cauchy-
problem in time.

Let Vh be a Nx þ 1 dimensional subspace of V and V0,h ¼ Vh∩V0. Then the
following problem is an approximation of the weak problem, find
uh, u1,h, u2,h⋯umþ1:h ∈Vh that satisfies:

d
dt

Uh, vhð Þ þ a Uh, vhð Þ ¼ F, vhð Þ
Uh x, 0ð Þ ¼ U0,h xð Þ
Uh 0, tð Þ ¼ G1 tð Þ
Uh L, tð Þ ¼ G2 tð Þ

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

, (34)

for all vh ∈V0,h. where Uh ¼ uh, u1,h, u2,h⋯umþ1:h½ �T .
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uk ¼ ∂u
∂pk

, k ¼ 1, 2,⋯mþ 1: (23)

We first differentiate the flow system (1)–(4) with respect to each of the design
parameters p1, p2,…, pmþ1

� �
, to obtain the mþ 1 continuous sensitivity systems: for

k ¼ 1, 2,⋯,mþ 1

∂uk
∂t

¼ ∂

∂x
p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x

m� � ∂uk
∂x

þ xk�1 ∂u
∂x

� �

uk x, 0ð Þ ¼ 0

uk 0, tð Þ ¼ 0

uk L, tð Þ ¼ 0

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

: (24)

There have (mþ 2) equations, we can make them in one system equation and
use the finite element methods to solve the system of equation. Here, we give the
vector form of the equation as follow:

P1ð Þ

∂U
!

∂t
þ ∇ � Γ! ¼ F

!

U
!

x, 0ð Þ ¼ U
!

0 xð Þ
U
!

0, tð Þ ¼ G
!

1 tð Þ
U
!

L, tð Þ ¼ G
!

2 tð Þ

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

, (25)

where

U
! ¼

u
u1
u2
⋯
umþ1

2
6666664

3
7777775
, Γ
! ¼

� p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x
m

� � ∂u
∂x

� p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x
m

� � ∂u1
∂x

� ∂u
∂x

� �

� p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x
m

� � ∂u2
∂x

� x
∂u
∂x

� �

⋯

� p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x
m

� � ∂umþ1

∂x
� xm

∂u
∂x

� �

2
6666666666666664

3
7777777777777775

, F
! ¼

f x, tð Þ
0

0

⋯
0

2
6666664

3
7777775
: (26)

U
!

0 xð Þ ¼ u0 xð Þ, 0, 0,⋯0½ �T,G!1 tð Þ ¼ g1 tð Þ, 0, 0,⋯0
� �T,G!2 tð Þ ¼ g2 tð Þ, 0, 0,⋯0

� �T
: (27)

We use the Galerkin finite element method approximation for discretizing
problem (25). For this, we multiply the Eq. (25) by a test function v : 0,L½ � ! R,
v∈V0 ≔H1

0 0,Lð Þ and integrate the obtained equation in space form 0 to L. We
obtain the following equation:

ðL
0

∂U x, tð Þ
∂t

� v xð Þdx‐
ðL
0
∇Γ � v xð Þdx ¼

ðL
0
F x, tð Þ � v xð Þdx, (28)

integrating by parts gives

ðL
0
∇Γ � v xð Þdx ¼ Γ � v xð Þð Þ L

0

�� �
ðL
0
Γ � ∂v x, tð Þ

∂x
dx: (29)
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We can change the first derivative in time and the integral. We have
v 0ð Þ ¼ 0 ¼ v Lð Þ, because v∈V0. This leads to an equivalent problem to P1ð Þ: ∀t>0,
find U x, tð Þ satisfying

d
dt
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0
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ðL
0
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0
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0
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∂x

∂v
∂x

� ∂u
∂x

∂v
∂x

� �
dx

Ð L
0 � p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x

m
� � ∂u2

∂x
∂v
∂x

� x
∂u
∂x

∂v
∂x

� �
dx

⋯
Ð L
0 � p1 þ p2xþ⋯þ pmþ1x

m
� � ∂umþ1

∂x
∂v
∂x

� xmþ1 ∂u
∂x

∂v
∂x

� �
dx

:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(32)

Finally, we obtain with this notations the weak problem of P1ð Þ:

P2ð Þ

d
dt

U, vð ÞL2 þ a U, vð Þ ¼ F, vð ÞL2

U x, 0ð Þ ¼ U0 xð Þ
U 0, tð Þ ¼ G1 tð Þ
U L, tð Þ ¼ G2 tð Þ

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

: (33)

4.1 Space-discretization with the Galerkin method

In this section, we search a semi-discrete approximation of the weak problem
P2ð Þ, using the Galerkin finite element method. This leads to a first order Cauchy-
problem in time.

Let Vh be a Nx þ 1 dimensional subspace of V and V0,h ¼ Vh∩V0. Then the
following problem is an approximation of the weak problem, find
uh, u1,h, u2,h⋯umþ1:h ∈Vh that satisfies:

d
dt

Uh, vhð Þ þ a Uh, vhð Þ ¼ F, vhð Þ
Uh x, 0ð Þ ¼ U0,h xð Þ
Uh 0, tð Þ ¼ G1 tð Þ
Uh L, tð Þ ¼ G2 tð Þ

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

, (34)

for all vh ∈V0,h. where Uh ¼ uh, u1,h, u2,h⋯umþ1:h½ �T .
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The choice of Vh is completely arbitrary. So we can choose it the way that for
later treatment, it will be as easy as possible. For example, we subdivide the interval
0,L½ � into partitions of equal distances h:

0 ¼ a1 < a2 <⋯< aNx < aNxþ1 ¼ L, , ai ¼ i� 1ð Þ � h (35)

Vh ¼ vh ∈C0 0,L½ � : vh ai,aiþ1½ �
�� ∈P1,∀i ¼ 1⋯Nx

� �
, (36)

V0,h ¼ vh ∈Vh : vh 0ð Þ ¼ vh Lð Þ ¼ 0f g: (37)

Note, that the finite dimension allows us to build a finite base for the
corresponding space. In the case of V0,h, we have: φif gNx

i¼2 where ∀i ¼ 2⋯Nx.

φi xð Þ ¼

0 x∈ a0, ai�1½ �
x
h
� i� 2ð Þ x∈ ai�1, ai½ �

i� x
h

x∈ ai, aiþ1½ �
0 x∈ aiþ1, aNxþ1½ �

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

, (38)

while we add for Vh the two functions φ1 and φNxþ1 defined as:

φ1 xð Þ ¼ 1� x
h
, if x∈ a1, a2½ �

0, if x∈ a2, aNxþ1½ �

8<
: , (39)

φNxþ1 xð Þ ¼
0, if x∈ a1, aNx½ �
x
h
�Nx þ 1, if x∈ aNx , aNxþ1½ �

(
, (40)

so that we can write Uh as a linear combination of the basic elements:

Uh x, tð Þ ¼
XNxþ1

j¼1

~U j tð Þ � φ j xð Þ, (41)

U0,h x, tð Þ ¼
XNxþ1

j¼1

U0 x j
� � � φ j xð Þ, (42)

where ~U1 tð Þ ¼ G0 tð Þ and ~UNxþ1 tð Þ ¼ G1 tð Þ. Using that a �, �ð Þ is bilinear form and
that Eq. (34) is valid for each element of the base φif gNx

i¼2, we obtain

XNxþ1

j¼1

d
dt

~U j tð Þ � φ j,φi

� �
þ
XNxþ1

j¼1

~U j tð Þ � a φ j,φi

� �
¼ F,φið Þ, (43)

∀i ¼ 2⋯Nx. This equation can be written in a vector form. For this we define the

vectors u! , u!0 and F
!
with components

Fi tð Þ ¼ F,φið ÞL2 ,u j tð Þ≔ ~u j tð Þ,u0 , j ¼ u0 x j
� �

, (44)

and matrices M and A as

mij ≔ φi,φ j

� �
L2
, aij ≔ a φi,φ j

� �
, (45)
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Note that M,A∈RNx�1�Nxþ1, u!∈RNxþ1, and F
!
∈RNx�1. So that (43) is equal to

the Cauchy problem

M
d
dx

u! tð Þ þA � u! tð Þ ¼ F
!

tð Þ
u! t0ð Þ ¼ u!0

8<
: , (46)

the Crank-Nicolson method can be applied to (46) at time tk, resulting in

M � u!kþ1 � u!k

Δt

 !
þ 1
2
A � u!k þ 1 þ 1

2
A � u!k ¼ 1

2
F
!
k þ F

!
k þ 1

� �
, (47)

where u!k ¼ u! tkð Þ, F!k ¼ F
!

tkð Þ, k ¼ 0, 1,⋯:.
The Eq. (47) can be written in simple form as

Mþ Δt
2
A

� �
� u!k þ 1 ¼ M� Δt

2
A

� �
� u!k þ Δt

2
F
!
k þ F

!
k þ 1

� �
, (48)

the algebraic system (48) is solved by Gauss elimination method.

5. Numerical experiment

In this section, we are going to demonstrate some numerical results for
u x, tð Þ, q xð Þð Þ in the inverse problem (1)–(5). Therefore the following examples are
considered and the solution is obtained.

Example 1. Consider (1)–(4) with

u x, 0ð Þ ¼ sinx, 0≤ x≤ 1, (49)

u 0, tð Þ ¼ 0, 0≤ t≤ 1 (50)

u 1, tð Þ ¼ sin 1ð Þe‐t, 0≤ t≤ 1, (51)

f x, tð Þ ¼ sin x
x2

4
þ x

2
þ 1

� �� �
e�t � xþ 1ð Þ

2
cos xð Þe�t � sin xe�t, 0≤ x≤ 10≤ t≤ 1 (52)

We obtain the unique exact solution

q xð Þ ¼ 1þ 0:5xþ 0:25x2 (53)

And

u x, tð Þ ¼ sin xð Þe‐t: (54)

We take the observed data g as

g tð Þ ¼ u 0:5, tð Þ ¼ sin 0:5ð Þe‐t0≤ t≤ 1 (55)

The unknown function q xð Þ defined as the following form

^q xð Þ ¼ p1 þ p2xþ p3x
2, (56)

where p1, p2, p3 are unknown coefficients.
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x∈ ai, aiþ1½ �
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>>>>>>:

, (38)

while we add for Vh the two functions φ1 and φNxþ1 defined as:
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, if x∈ a1, a2½ �
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(
, (40)
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Uh x, tð Þ ¼
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j¼1
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U0,h x, tð Þ ¼
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j¼1
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where ~U1 tð Þ ¼ G0 tð Þ and ~UNxþ1 tð Þ ¼ G1 tð Þ. Using that a �, �ð Þ is bilinear form and
that Eq. (34) is valid for each element of the base φif gNx

i¼2, we obtain
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j¼1

d
dt

~U j tð Þ � φ j,φi

� �
þ
XNxþ1

j¼1

~U j tð Þ � a φ j,φi

� �
¼ F,φið Þ, (43)

∀i ¼ 2⋯Nx. This equation can be written in a vector form. For this we define the

vectors u! , u!0 and F
!
with components

Fi tð Þ ¼ F,φið ÞL2 ,u j tð Þ≔ ~u j tð Þ,u0 , j ¼ u0 x j
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, (44)

and matrices M and A as
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, (45)
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Note that M,A∈RNx�1�Nxþ1, u!∈RNxþ1, and F
!
∈RNx�1. So that (43) is equal to

the Cauchy problem

M
d
dx

u! tð Þ þA � u! tð Þ ¼ F
!

tð Þ
u! t0ð Þ ¼ u!0

8<
: , (46)

the Crank-Nicolson method can be applied to (46) at time tk, resulting in

M � u!kþ1 � u!k

Δt
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þ 1
2
A � u!k þ 1 þ 1

2
A � u!k ¼ 1

2
F
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k þ F
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k þ 1

� �
, (47)

where u!k ¼ u! tkð Þ, F!k ¼ F
!

tkð Þ, k ¼ 0, 1,⋯:.
The Eq. (47) can be written in simple form as
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A

� �
� u!k þ 1 ¼ M� Δt

2
A

� �
� u!k þ Δt

2
F
!
k þ F

!
k þ 1

� �
, (48)

the algebraic system (48) is solved by Gauss elimination method.

5. Numerical experiment

In this section, we are going to demonstrate some numerical results for
u x, tð Þ, q xð Þð Þ in the inverse problem (1)–(5). Therefore the following examples are
considered and the solution is obtained.

Example 1. Consider (1)–(4) with

u x, 0ð Þ ¼ sinx, 0≤ x≤ 1, (49)

u 0, tð Þ ¼ 0, 0≤ t≤ 1 (50)

u 1, tð Þ ¼ sin 1ð Þe‐t, 0≤ t≤ 1, (51)

f x, tð Þ ¼ sin x
x2

4
þ x

2
þ 1
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e�t � xþ 1ð Þ

2
cos xð Þe�t � sin xe�t, 0≤ x≤ 10≤ t≤ 1 (52)

We obtain the unique exact solution

q xð Þ ¼ 1þ 0:5xþ 0:25x2 (53)

And

u x, tð Þ ¼ sin xð Þe‐t: (54)

We take the observed data g as

g tð Þ ¼ u 0:5, tð Þ ¼ sin 0:5ð Þe‐t0≤ t≤ 1 (55)

The unknown function q xð Þ defined as the following form

^q xð Þ ¼ p1 þ p2xþ p3x
2, (56)

where p1, p2, p3 are unknown coefficients.
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Table 1 shows how the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm can find the best
parameters after 12 iterations when it is initialized in four different points.

Figures 1–4 show the fitness of the estimated parameters and the rate of
convergence.

Figures 5–8 show the comparison between the inversion results q̂ xð Þ and the
exact value q xð Þ:

Table 2 shows the values of q jΔxð Þ and u jΔx, 0:5ð Þ in x ¼ jΔx with the all the
initial values are set 1.

Example 2. Consider (1)–(4) with

u x, 0ð Þ ¼ xe‐x, 0≤ x≤ 1, (57)

u 0, tð Þ ¼ te‐t, 0≤ t≤ 1 (58)

u 1, tð Þ ¼ 1þ tð Þe‐1‐t, 0≤ t≤ 1 (59)

f x, tð Þ ¼ e‐ tþxð Þ‐ tþ xð Þe‐ tþxð Þ‐ex e‐ tþxð Þ‐ tþ xð Þe‐ tþxð Þ
� �

þ ex 2e‐ tþxð Þ‐ tþ xð Þe‐ tþxð Þ
� �

, 0≤ x≤ 10≤ t≤ 1 (60)

Starting
point

0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 10 10 10 50 50 50

Iteration 12 0.999729028233135
0.499885876453067
0.252009862457275

0.999729028233183
0.499885876453056
0.252009862457315

0.999729028233194
0.499885876453057
0.252009862457325

0.999729028307261
0.499885876454169
0.25200986249336

Error F 8.7564944405 � 10�14 8.7564944427 � 10�14 8.7564944420 � 10�14 8.7564944420 � 10�14

Table 1.
Performance of the algorithm when it is run to solve the model using three different parameters guesses.

Figure 1.
All the initial values for the parameters are set 0.5.
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We obtain the unique exact solution

q xð Þ ¼ ex, (61)

And

u x, tð Þ ¼ xþ tð Þe‐x‐t: (62)

We take the observed data g as

Figure 2.
All the initial values for the parameters are set 1.

Figure 3.
All the initial values for the parameters are set 10.
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We obtain the unique exact solution

q xð Þ ¼ ex, (61)

And

u x, tð Þ ¼ xþ tð Þe‐x‐t: (62)

We take the observed data g as

Figure 2.
All the initial values for the parameters are set 1.

Figure 3.
All the initial values for the parameters are set 10.
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Figure 4.
All the initial values for the parameters are set 50.

Figure 5.
The comparison chart with all the initial values for the parameters is set 0.5.

Figure 6.
The comparison chart with all the initial values for the parameters is set 1.
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g tð Þ ¼ u 0:5, tð Þ ¼ 0:5þ tð Þe ‐0:5‐tð Þ0≤ t≤ 1: (63)

The unknown function q xð Þ defined as the following form
^q xð Þ ¼ p1 þ p2xþ p3x

2 þ p4x
3 þ p5x

4 þ p6x
5 þ p7x

6 þ p8x
7, where

p1, p2,⋯, p7, p8 are unknown coefficients.
Table 3 shows how the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm can find the best

parameters after 20 iterations when it is initialized in four different points.
Figures 9–12 show the fitness of the estimated parameters and the rate of

convergence.
Figures 13–16 show the comparison between the inversion results q̂ xð Þ and the

exact value q xð Þ:

Figure 7.
The comparison chart with all the initial values for the parameters is set 10.

Figure 8.
The comparison chart with all the initial values for the parameters is set 50.
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Numerical Exact Numerical Exact

j q jΔxð Þ q jΔxð Þ u jΔx, 0:5ð Þ u jΔx, 0:5ð Þ
0 0.999729028233183 1 0 0

1 1.05223771450306 1.0525 0.0605593190239173 0.0605520280601669

2 1.10978659802209 1.11 0.120511797611786 0.120499040271796

3 1.17237567879026 1.1725 0.179257059078521 0.179242065904716

4 1.24000495680758 1.24 0.236207449080344 0.236194164064666

5 1.31267443207404 1.3125 0.290793943250869 0.290786288212692

6 1.39038410458965 1.39 0.342471828361625 0.342472971890064

7 1.47313397435441 1.4725 0.390726114897089 0.390737778838824

8 1.56092404136831 1.56 0.435076630410587 0.435098463062163

9 1.65375430563136 1.6525 0.475082717530532 0.475111787267016

10 1.75162476714355 1.75 0.510347406713368 0.510377951544573

Table 2.
The values of q jΔxð Þ and u jΔx, 0:5ð Þ in x ¼ jΔx with the all the initial values being set to 1.

Starting point 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2

Iteration 20 1.01536263526644
0.896348846894057
0.954285303464511
–0.890298938193057
1.40131927153131

–0.871276408882294
0.183785623507722
0.0359103726343979

1.01536263500695
0.896348850692318
0.954285278486704
–0.890298849338373
1.40131909032315
–0.871276197318301
0.183785492186491
0.0359104061952515

1.01536263525763
0.896348847022403
0.954285302637587
–0.890298935334171
1.40131926588117

–0.871276402487896
0.18378561965322

0.0359103735933848

1.01536263525905
0.896348846999736
0.954285302790922
–0.890298935876618
1.40131926696099
–0.87127640370648
0.183785620380814
0.0359103734148875

Error F 7:89749200363512� 10‐11 7:89749200363504� 10‐11 7:89749200353888 � 10‐11 7:8974920035389 � 10‐11

Table 3.
Performance of the algorithm when it is run to solve the model using four different parameters guesses.

Figure 9.
All the initial values for the parameters are set 0.1.
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Figure 10.
All the initial values for the parameters are set 0.5.

Figure 11.
All the initial values for the parameters are set 1.

Figure 12.
All the initial values for the parameters are set 2.
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Figure 10.
All the initial values for the parameters are set 0.5.

Figure 11.
All the initial values for the parameters are set 1.

Figure 12.
All the initial values for the parameters are set 2.
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Figure 13.
The comparison chart with all the initial values for the parameters is set 0.1.

Figure 14.
The comparison chart with all the initial values for the parameters is set 0.5.

Figure 15.
The comparison chart with all the initial values for the parameters is set 1.
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Table 4 shows the values of q jΔxð Þ and u jΔx, 0:5ð Þ in x ¼ jΔx with the all the
initial values are set 1.

6. Conclusions

A numerical method to estimate the temperature u x, tð Þ and the coefficient q xð Þ
is proposed for an IHCP and the following results are obtained.

1.The present study, successfully applies the numerical method involving the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm in conjunction with the Galerkin finite
element method to an IHCP.

Figure 16.
The comparison chart with all the initial values for the parameters is set 2.

Numerical Exact Numerical Exact

j q jΔxð Þ q jΔxð Þ u jΔx, 0:5ð Þ u jΔx, 0:5ð Þ
0 1.01536263525763 1 0.303342962644088 0.303265329856317

1 1.11378168059013 1.10517091807565 0.329201964677126 0.329286981656416

2 1.22765694959399 1.22140275816017 0.347492882224886 0.347609712653987

3 1.35549021305874 1.349858807576 0.359347568702678 0.359463171293777

4 1.4973722149265 1.49182469764127 0.365808711321159 0.365912693766539

5 1.65432828415206 1.64872127070013 0.367792378208857 0.367879441171442

6 1.82785056869393 1.82211880039051 0.366091218454182 0.366158192067887

7 2.01963499046464 2.01375270747048 0.361387761473796 0.361433054294643

8 2.23154102006879 2.22554092849247 0.354267869273063 0.354291330944216

9 2.46579237015687 2.45960311115695 0.345233023618059 0.345235749518249

10 2.72543670622333 2.71828182845905 0.334712604803175 0.334695240222645

Table 4.
The values of q jΔxð Þ and u jΔx, 0:5ð Þ in x ¼ jΔx with the all the initial values are set 1.
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2.From the illustrated example it can be seen that the proposed numerical
method is efficient and accurate to estimate the temperature u x, tð Þ and the
coefficient q xð Þ.
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Chapter 7

The Fundamental and Application
of Surface Heat Flux Estimation by
Inverse Method in Cryogen Spray
Cooling
Bin Chen, Jia-Meng Tian and Zhi-Fu Zhou

Abstract

Surface heat flux is an important parameter in various industrial applications,
which is often estimated based on measured temperature by solving inverse heat
conduction problem (IHCP). In this chapter, the available IHCP methods including
sequential function specification (SFS), transfer function (TF) and Duhamel’s the-
orem were compared, taking the example of surface heat flux estimation during
spray cooling. The Duhamel’s theorem was improved to solve 1D multi-layer ICHP.
Considering the significant nonuniformity of heat transfer, the 2D filter solution
method was proposed to estimate surface heat flux for 2D multi-layer mediums.
The maximum heat flux calculated by the 1D method was underestimated by
60% than that calculated by 2D filter solution, indicating that the lateral heat
transfer cannot be ignored. The cooling performances based on 2D filter solution
demonstrated that substituting the environment friendly R1234yf for R134a can
remarkably reduce global warming potential to <1, but its cooling capacity is
insufficient. The effective heat flux of R1234yf can be enhanced by 18.8% by
reducing the nozzle diameter and decreasing the back pressure, providing the
theoretical basis for the clinical potential substitution of R1234yf with low global
warming potential (GWP) for commercial R134a with high GWP in laser
dermatology.

Keywords: surface heat flux, inverse heat conduction problem,
improved Duhamel’s theorem, 2D filter solution, spray cooling

1. Introduction

Heat flux is an important parameter to characterize heat transfer performance in
many industrial applications, such as thermal protection of space shuttles [1], ther-
mal management of electronic devices [2], metal heat treatment [3], maintenance
of boilers [4] and nuclear reactors [5], spray cooling [6], geophysics [7], etc. Heat
flux is often estimated by surface or internal temperature, which is also termed as
inverse heat conduction problem (IHCP).

IHCPs are mathematically ill-posed, and a small error in temperature may
significantly affect the accuracy of heat flux estimation [8, 9]. Several analytical
and numerical methods have been proposed for the solution of IHCPs, such as
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sequential function specification (SFS) method, Tikhonov regularization (TR)
method, transfer function (TF) method, Duhamel’s theory, etc. The SFS method is
commonly used to solve IHCPs by minimizing the effect of random errors using
temperature data at future time steps based on the least square method [10]. The TR
method estimates all of the heat flux simultaneously for all time steps and is usually
presented as whole time domain form, which often causes heavy computational
load [11, 12]. The TF method analogizes the heat conduction problems to dynamic
systems, in which heat flux is treated as the input of the system and the temperature
profile as the response [13]. This method is simple in concept and one of the most
accurate ways of estimating surface heat flux. However, it is relatively difficult to
determine the analytic solution of the transfer function for the complex geometry
problem. Duhamel’s theorem is based on the principle of superposition and assumes
that the substrate thermal response at t equals the total sum of what the substrate
experienced in small steps prior to t [14]. This method is simple and widely used in
the surface heat flux estimation with known surface temperature. However, its
assumption that the internal temperature equals to the surface one for indirect
temperature measurement often causes significant calculation errors. Thus,
Duhamel’s theory needs to be improved.

Recently, a filter solution based on TR has attracted the interest of many
researchers [9, 15–19], which minimizes the sum of the squares of the errors
between estimated and measured temperatures and stabilized by Tikhonov regu-
larization. This solution is expressed in a digital filter form, allowing for a real-time
heat flux estimation, and has been used for heat flux estimation of directional flame
thermometer [20]. This method demonstrates superiority when solving IHCPs with
a complex geometry. However, it can only be used to solve 1D single-layer IHCPs.
The multidimensional, multilayer IHCP has yet to be solved.

Although IHCPs have been extensively investigated with regard to various other
applications, little work has been conducted related to surface heat flux estimation
during cryogen spray cooling (CSC) in laser dermatology. Spray cooling is widely
applied in metallurgy, electronics, power plant, and laser dermatology for vascular
skin lesions [21–27], because of the superiorities of high power density, ultrafast
cooling rate, uniformity of heat removal, and low fluid inventory. In the laser
treatment of vascular skin lesions (e.g., port wine stain, PWS), CSC can be
implemented to prevent unwanted thermal damage of the epidermis induced by
high laser absorption of melanin. Different with traditional steady spray cooling,
CSC is a highly transient process with several tens of milliseconds to avoid cold
injury. The transient surface heat flux is crucial for cooling performance evaluation,
which needs accurate heat flux estimation method and rapid temperature measure-
ment with fast response and small lag, as well as damping of algorithm [28].

In transient CSC, two typical temperature measurements of fine thermocouple
(FTC) and thin-film thermocouple (TFTC) are widely used to measure internal and
surface temperature. Aguilar et al. [29] used the SFS method to estimate surface heat
flux by internal temperature measured by a type-T FTC placed underneath a thin-
layer aluminum foil, positioned on the top of epoxy resin surface to provide rapid heat
transfer and mechanical support. Zhou et al. [28, 30, 31] measured time-dependent
surface temperature by a type-T TFTCwith thickness of 2 μm directly deposited onto
the epoxy resin surface; this measurement accurately captured the temperature vari-
ation owing to its ultrafast thermal response (�1.2 μs). Then, the surface heat flux was
estimated by Duhamel’s theorem. However, TFTC cannot be used to measure the
metal material temperature due to the electrical conductivity. Moreover, TFTC
corrodes and oxidizes easily in high-temperature environments. Therefore, FTC
measurement is widely used in many industries owing to its reliability and stability.
Different with TFTCmeasurement with single-layer geometry, FTCmeasurement
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consists of three layers, namely, aluminum, thermal paste, and epoxy resin.Moreover,
the radial and temporal surface temperature variations during CSC result in significant
nonuniformity of the surface heat flux [14, 32]. Therefore, lateral heat transfer must
be considered. For generality, 2D multilayer IHCPs need to be developed.

In this chapter, the SFS, TF, and Duhamel’s theorem methods for TFTC and FTC
measurements were compared based on one hypothetical heat flux. Duhamel’s
theorem was improved to increase the accuracy of surface heat flux when using the
indirect three-layer FTC measurement. Afterwards, the 2D filter solution was pro-
posed to calculate the surface heat flux for 2D multilayer mediums. Six hypothetical
triangular pulse heat fluxes were used to examine the accuracy and sensitivity of the
algorithm. Finally, the 2D filter solution was employed to calculate the surface heat
flux to investigate the cooling performance. Using estimated heat flux as evaluation
index, the possibility of substituting the commercial cryogen R134a with high GWP
(1430) by environment friendly cryogen with low GWP (<1) was discussed.

2. 1D algorithms for heat flux estimation

2.1 Sequential function specification method

The SFS method is widely used to solve IHCPs by minimizing the error between
the measured temperature Yk and estimated temperature Tk for the current time
and r future time steps based on the least square method [10]

SM ¼
XR
i¼1

Ykþr�1 � Ti, kþr�1
� �2 (1)

Several functional forms of q(t) from tk to tk + r�1 have been proposed. The
simplest one is that q(t) is a constant

qk ¼ qkþ1 ¼ ⋯ ¼ qkþr (2)

Then, the temperature distribution is represented as a function of surface heat
flux qk, and the temperature field is expanded in a Taylor series about a known
value of surface heat flux q̂k as

Ti, k qk
� � ¼ Ti, k q̂k

� �þ Zi, k qk � q̂k
� �þ⋯ (3)

where Zi,k is the sensitivity coefficient defined by

Zi, k �
∂Ti, k qk

� �
∂qk

(4)

The solution for the estimated surface heat flux at time tk can be obtained by
minimizing Eq. (1) with respect to qk:

qk ¼ q̂k þ
PR

i¼1 Ykþr�1 � Tkþr�1 q̂k
� �� �

Zk
i, r�1

PR
i¼1 Xk

i, r�1

� �2 (5)

The values of r are selected based on the residual principle [33], which are
Eqs. (3) and (4) for the direct and indirect temperature measurement methods,
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implemented to prevent unwanted thermal damage of the epidermis induced by
high laser absorption of melanin. Different with traditional steady spray cooling,
CSC is a highly transient process with several tens of milliseconds to avoid cold
injury. The transient surface heat flux is crucial for cooling performance evaluation,
which needs accurate heat flux estimation method and rapid temperature measure-
ment with fast response and small lag, as well as damping of algorithm [28].

In transient CSC, two typical temperature measurements of fine thermocouple
(FTC) and thin-film thermocouple (TFTC) are widely used to measure internal and
surface temperature. Aguilar et al. [29] used the SFS method to estimate surface heat
flux by internal temperature measured by a type-T FTC placed underneath a thin-
layer aluminum foil, positioned on the top of epoxy resin surface to provide rapid heat
transfer and mechanical support. Zhou et al. [28, 30, 31] measured time-dependent
surface temperature by a type-T TFTCwith thickness of 2 μm directly deposited onto
the epoxy resin surface; this measurement accurately captured the temperature vari-
ation owing to its ultrafast thermal response (�1.2 μs). Then, the surface heat flux was
estimated by Duhamel’s theorem. However, TFTC cannot be used to measure the
metal material temperature due to the electrical conductivity. Moreover, TFTC
corrodes and oxidizes easily in high-temperature environments. Therefore, FTC
measurement is widely used in many industries owing to its reliability and stability.
Different with TFTCmeasurement with single-layer geometry, FTCmeasurement
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consists of three layers, namely, aluminum, thermal paste, and epoxy resin.Moreover,
the radial and temporal surface temperature variations during CSC result in significant
nonuniformity of the surface heat flux [14, 32]. Therefore, lateral heat transfer must
be considered. For generality, 2D multilayer IHCPs need to be developed.

In this chapter, the SFS, TF, and Duhamel’s theorem methods for TFTC and FTC
measurements were compared based on one hypothetical heat flux. Duhamel’s
theorem was improved to increase the accuracy of surface heat flux when using the
indirect three-layer FTC measurement. Afterwards, the 2D filter solution was pro-
posed to calculate the surface heat flux for 2D multilayer mediums. Six hypothetical
triangular pulse heat fluxes were used to examine the accuracy and sensitivity of the
algorithm. Finally, the 2D filter solution was employed to calculate the surface heat
flux to investigate the cooling performance. Using estimated heat flux as evaluation
index, the possibility of substituting the commercial cryogen R134a with high GWP
(1430) by environment friendly cryogen with low GWP (<1) was discussed.

2. 1D algorithms for heat flux estimation

2.1 Sequential function specification method

The SFS method is widely used to solve IHCPs by minimizing the error between
the measured temperature Yk and estimated temperature Tk for the current time
and r future time steps based on the least square method [10]

SM ¼
XR
i¼1

Ykþr�1 � Ti, kþr�1
� �2 (1)

Several functional forms of q(t) from tk to tk + r�1 have been proposed. The
simplest one is that q(t) is a constant

qk ¼ qkþ1 ¼ ⋯ ¼ qkþr (2)

Then, the temperature distribution is represented as a function of surface heat
flux qk, and the temperature field is expanded in a Taylor series about a known
value of surface heat flux q̂k as

Ti, k qk
� � ¼ Ti, k q̂k

� �þ Zi, k qk � q̂k
� �þ⋯ (3)

where Zi,k is the sensitivity coefficient defined by
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∂Ti, k qk
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(4)

The solution for the estimated surface heat flux at time tk can be obtained by
minimizing Eq. (1) with respect to qk:
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The values of r are selected based on the residual principle [33], which are
Eqs. (3) and (4) for the direct and indirect temperature measurement methods,
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respectively. The detailed information about the SFS method can be found in
previous publications [10, 34].

2.2 Transfer function method

The transfer functions establish the relationship between the input and output in
a dynamic system, which can also be used to solve the linear heat conduction
problems, where the heat flux is treated as the input of the system and the temper-
ature is treated as the response [13].

The estimated surface heat flux using Laplace transform can be described as

q tð Þ ¼ L�1 1
Hc sð Þ
� �

∗ θc tð Þ (6)

where θc(t) is the temperature allowance (θc(t) = Tc(t) � T0), the subscript c
denotes the measurement position, the superscript* is the convolution integral
operator, and T0 is the initial temperature. L�1[1/H(s)] is the Laplace inverse trans-
form of the transfer function, which can be written as the function of time t, as
follows:

L�1 1
H sð Þ
� �

¼ f tð Þ (7)

Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (6), q(t) becomes

q tð Þ ¼
ðt
0
θc t� τð Þf τð Þdτ (8)

After dispersing Eq. (8), it takes the following form:

q1
q2
⋮

qn

2
666664

3
777775
¼

θc, 1 0 ⋯ 0

θc, 2 θc, 1 ⋯ 0

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

θc, n θc, n�1 ⋯ θc, 1

2
666664

3
777775

f 0
f 1
⋮

f n

2
666664

3
777775

(9)

An assist question can be established to solve the temperature allowance θ
assuming the boundary condition q(t) = 1. Substituting the numerical solution into
Eq. (8), the surface heat flux q(t) can be obtained.

2.3 Duhamel’s theorem method

Duhamel’s theorem directly treated the measured internal temperature as the
surface temperature of the substrate when using indirect FTC temperature mea-
surement. A one-dimensional, direct heat conduction problem for the two surface
temperature measurements can be solved to calculate the temperature distribution
in the substrate [14, 35]:

T x, tð Þ ¼ f 0ð Þφ x, tð Þ þ
ðt
0
φ x, t� τð Þ dT τð Þ

dτ
dτ (10)
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where φ(x,t) is the temperature distribution response unit step function of the
substrate and f(0) and T(τ) are the initial and time-varying surface temperature.
The unit step function for a semi-infinite planar solid is [35].

φ x, tð Þ ¼ 1� erf
x

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
αt

p
� �

(11)

Solving Eq. (10), the temperature gradient at the surface can be obtained:

q tð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λρc
π

r ðt
0

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t� τ

p dT
dτ

dτ (12)

The simplification that the internal temperature equals the surface ones ignoring
the heat dissipating capacity of the materials above the thermocouple, thereby often
causing significant heat flux errors. Therefore, Duhamel’s theorem needs to be
improved to deal with this problem, rather than directly estimate surface heat flux
from the measured temperature data. Firstly, the real surface temperature is needed
to be calculated from the internal measured temperature at x = c location, which can
be expressed by a piecewise constant function of time as

f ¼ f i � Δtð Þ, i ¼ 1, 2,…, n, (13)

where f is the surface temperature at the time of i�Δt. The temperature at x = c
location can be solved by Duhamel’s theorem as [35].

Tc n � Δtð Þ ¼ f 0ð Þφ x, n � Δtð Þ þ f 1 � Δtð Þ � f 0ð Þ½ �φ x, n� 1ð Þ � Δtð Þ
þ  f 2 � Δtð Þ � f 1 � Δtð Þ½ �φ x, n� 2ð Þ � Δtð Þ⋯
þ  f n � Δtð Þ � f n� 1ð Þ � Δtð Þ½ �φ x,0ð Þ

(14)

Eq. (14) can be written in expanded matrix form as

Δφ Δtð Þ 0 ⋯ 0

Δφ 2Δtð Þ Δφ Δtð Þ ⋯ 0

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ 0

Δφ nΔtð Þ Δφ n� 1ð ÞΔtð Þ ⋯ Δφ Δtð Þ

2
6664

3
7775

f 0 � Δtð Þ
f 1 � Δtð Þ

⋮
f n‐1ð Þ � Δtð Þ

2
6664

3
7775 ¼

Tc 0 � Δtð Þ
Tc 1 � Δtð Þ

⋮
Tc n � Δtð Þ

2
6664

3
7775

(15)

where Δφ(iΔt) represents φ(x, i�Δt)�φ (x, (i�1)�Δt). The surface temperature
can be obtained by multiplying the inverse temperature transformation matrix on
both sides of the equation from the measured internal temperature data. After-
wards, the surface heat flux can be estimated using Eq. (12).

2.4 Validation of 1D filter solution

Two different methods were employed to measure the surface temperature
during CSC. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the thin-film thermocouple (TFTC) and
the fine thermocouple (FTC) measurements. The type-T TFTC with a thickness of
2 μm was directly deposited onto the epoxy resin surface using the magnetron
technique. It has perfect contact with the underlying substrate and a fast response
time (�1 μs). The FTC measurement with a response time of 3.33 ms [36] consists
of a fine type-T thermocouple (�10 μm bead diameter) underneath a thin layer of
aluminum foil (�10 μm), which is positioned on the surface of the epoxy resin
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respectively. The detailed information about the SFS method can be found in
previous publications [10, 34].

2.2 Transfer function method

The transfer functions establish the relationship between the input and output in
a dynamic system, which can also be used to solve the linear heat conduction
problems, where the heat flux is treated as the input of the system and the temper-
ature is treated as the response [13].

The estimated surface heat flux using Laplace transform can be described as

q tð Þ ¼ L�1 1
Hc sð Þ
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∗ θc tð Þ (6)

where θc(t) is the temperature allowance (θc(t) = Tc(t) � T0), the subscript c
denotes the measurement position, the superscript* is the convolution integral
operator, and T0 is the initial temperature. L�1[1/H(s)] is the Laplace inverse trans-
form of the transfer function, which can be written as the function of time t, as
follows:

L�1 1
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¼ f tð Þ (7)

Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (6), q(t) becomes
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An assist question can be established to solve the temperature allowance θ
assuming the boundary condition q(t) = 1. Substituting the numerical solution into
Eq. (8), the surface heat flux q(t) can be obtained.

2.3 Duhamel’s theorem method

Duhamel’s theorem directly treated the measured internal temperature as the
surface temperature of the substrate when using indirect FTC temperature mea-
surement. A one-dimensional, direct heat conduction problem for the two surface
temperature measurements can be solved to calculate the temperature distribution
in the substrate [14, 35]:

T x, tð Þ ¼ f 0ð Þφ x, tð Þ þ
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where φ(x,t) is the temperature distribution response unit step function of the
substrate and f(0) and T(τ) are the initial and time-varying surface temperature.
The unit step function for a semi-infinite planar solid is [35].

φ x, tð Þ ¼ 1� erf
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p
� �

(11)

Solving Eq. (10), the temperature gradient at the surface can be obtained:

q tð Þ ¼
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dτ (12)

The simplification that the internal temperature equals the surface ones ignoring
the heat dissipating capacity of the materials above the thermocouple, thereby often
causing significant heat flux errors. Therefore, Duhamel’s theorem needs to be
improved to deal with this problem, rather than directly estimate surface heat flux
from the measured temperature data. Firstly, the real surface temperature is needed
to be calculated from the internal measured temperature at x = c location, which can
be expressed by a piecewise constant function of time as

f ¼ f i � Δtð Þ, i ¼ 1, 2,…, n, (13)

where f is the surface temperature at the time of i�Δt. The temperature at x = c
location can be solved by Duhamel’s theorem as [35].

Tc n � Δtð Þ ¼ f 0ð Þφ x, n � Δtð Þ þ f 1 � Δtð Þ � f 0ð Þ½ �φ x, n� 1ð Þ � Δtð Þ
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Eq. (14) can be written in expanded matrix form as
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where Δφ(iΔt) represents φ(x, i�Δt)�φ (x, (i�1)�Δt). The surface temperature
can be obtained by multiplying the inverse temperature transformation matrix on
both sides of the equation from the measured internal temperature data. After-
wards, the surface heat flux can be estimated using Eq. (12).

2.4 Validation of 1D filter solution

Two different methods were employed to measure the surface temperature
during CSC. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the thin-film thermocouple (TFTC) and
the fine thermocouple (FTC) measurements. The type-T TFTC with a thickness of
2 μm was directly deposited onto the epoxy resin surface using the magnetron
technique. It has perfect contact with the underlying substrate and a fast response
time (�1 μs). The FTC measurement with a response time of 3.33 ms [36] consists
of a fine type-T thermocouple (�10 μm bead diameter) underneath a thin layer of
aluminum foil (�10 μm), which is positioned on the surface of the epoxy resin
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substrate (�5 mm), as shown in Figure 1(b). The thermal paste with thickness of
100 μm is placed between the aluminum foil and the epoxy resin, ensuring good
thermal contact and providing mechanical support.

A hypothetical triangular pulse heat flux is commonly used to examine the
accuracy and sensitivity to random noises of the algorithms [10, 13]. This given heat
flux is first set as the surface boundary condition, and then the temperature adding
random noise (ε = 1°C) at the measured point corresponding to the two different
measurement methods is obtained by solving the direct heat conduction problem.
New surface heat flux can be predicted based on the calculated temperature
through different algorithms.

Figure 2 shows the new estimated heat fluxes using different algorithms with
random noise using TFTC and FTC measurements. The heat fluxes calculated by
Duhamel’s theorem, SFS, and the transfer function method all agreed well with the
hypothetical ones using the TFTC measurement. When using FTC measurement
(Figure 2(b)), the estimated heat flux obtained from Duhamel’s theorem and SFS
methods changed nonlinearly over time. Furthermore, they can hardly match the
exact heat flux well. Thus, they were unsuitable for estimating the surface heat flux
in the indirect surface temperature measurement with FTC. In comparison, both
the transfer function and improved Duhamel’s theorem can provide linear and
accurate results that match the given heat flux exactly.

Figure 1.
Schematic of the TFTC and FTC measurements with single temperature sensor [28]: (a) TFTC measurement
and (b) FTC measurement.

Figure 2.
Results of the comparison between estimated heat fluxes (scatters) and hypothetical ones (solid lines) [28].
(a) single-layer IHCP with single TFTC and (b) three-layer IHCP with single FTC.
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2.5 1D heat flux estimation

Figure 3 shows the variation in surface temperature as a function of time,
measured by the direct measurement method with the TFTC and the indirect
measurement method with FTC. The temperature first decreased rapidly when the
R404A droplets impinge on the substrate surface, following a relatively slow change
as the thin liquid film forms on the surface. It began to resume to the ambient
temperature after the liquid film completely evaporated. It is notable that the
surface temperature measured by the TFTC measurement decreased faster than
that by the indirect FTC measurement method, which showed a definite delay.

Figure 4(a) depicts the time-varied surface heat flux predicted by Duhamel’s
theorem, SFS method, and transfer function method with TFTC measurement. It
can be seen that all the three algorithms predicted very similar results. They first
increased rapidly to their maximum values, then dropped quickly to a certain value
(�350 kW/m2), and finally gradually decreased to zero. Note that the estimated
result by the SFS method increased faster and had a slightly greater maximum heat
flux than that obtained by the other two algorithms.

Figure 4(b) represents the heat flux predicted by different algorithms under the
FTC measurement. As mentioned above, Duhamel’s theorem was inappropriate for
predicting surface heat flux directly from internal measured temperature. Thus, the

Figure 3.
Variations of surface temperature measured by TFTC and FTC measurements [28].

Figure 4.
Variations of surface heat flux predicted by different algorithms [28]. (a) TFTC measurement and (b) FTC
measurement.
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substrate (�5 mm), as shown in Figure 1(b). The thermal paste with thickness of
100 μm is placed between the aluminum foil and the epoxy resin, ensuring good
thermal contact and providing mechanical support.

A hypothetical triangular pulse heat flux is commonly used to examine the
accuracy and sensitivity to random noises of the algorithms [10, 13]. This given heat
flux is first set as the surface boundary condition, and then the temperature adding
random noise (ε = 1°C) at the measured point corresponding to the two different
measurement methods is obtained by solving the direct heat conduction problem.
New surface heat flux can be predicted based on the calculated temperature
through different algorithms.

Figure 2 shows the new estimated heat fluxes using different algorithms with
random noise using TFTC and FTC measurements. The heat fluxes calculated by
Duhamel’s theorem, SFS, and the transfer function method all agreed well with the
hypothetical ones using the TFTC measurement. When using FTC measurement
(Figure 2(b)), the estimated heat flux obtained from Duhamel’s theorem and SFS
methods changed nonlinearly over time. Furthermore, they can hardly match the
exact heat flux well. Thus, they were unsuitable for estimating the surface heat flux
in the indirect surface temperature measurement with FTC. In comparison, both
the transfer function and improved Duhamel’s theorem can provide linear and
accurate results that match the given heat flux exactly.

Figure 1.
Schematic of the TFTC and FTC measurements with single temperature sensor [28]: (a) TFTC measurement
and (b) FTC measurement.

Figure 2.
Results of the comparison between estimated heat fluxes (scatters) and hypothetical ones (solid lines) [28].
(a) single-layer IHCP with single TFTC and (b) three-layer IHCP with single FTC.
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2.5 1D heat flux estimation
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measured by the direct measurement method with the TFTC and the indirect
measurement method with FTC. The temperature first decreased rapidly when the
R404A droplets impinge on the substrate surface, following a relatively slow change
as the thin liquid film forms on the surface. It began to resume to the ambient
temperature after the liquid film completely evaporated. It is notable that the
surface temperature measured by the TFTC measurement decreased faster than
that by the indirect FTC measurement method, which showed a definite delay.

Figure 4(a) depicts the time-varied surface heat flux predicted by Duhamel’s
theorem, SFS method, and transfer function method with TFTC measurement. It
can be seen that all the three algorithms predicted very similar results. They first
increased rapidly to their maximum values, then dropped quickly to a certain value
(�350 kW/m2), and finally gradually decreased to zero. Note that the estimated
result by the SFS method increased faster and had a slightly greater maximum heat
flux than that obtained by the other two algorithms.

Figure 4(b) represents the heat flux predicted by different algorithms under the
FTC measurement. As mentioned above, Duhamel’s theorem was inappropriate for
predicting surface heat flux directly from internal measured temperature. Thus, the

Figure 3.
Variations of surface temperature measured by TFTC and FTC measurements [28].

Figure 4.
Variations of surface heat flux predicted by different algorithms [28]. (a) TFTC measurement and (b) FTC
measurement.
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qmax and the magnitude of its increase rate by Duhamel’s theorem were both far
lower than the case with other algorithms. It seems that the heat flux was signifi-
cantly delayed and reduced. Other surface heat fluxes predicted by the transfer
function and newly improved Duhamel’s theory had almost the same varying his-
tory, with a larger qmax than that predicted by the SFS method.

3. 2D algorithm for heat flux estimation

Although the TF and improved Duhamel’s theorem can accurately estimate the
surface heat flux with multilayer mediums, it still failed to solve 2D IHCPs. More-
over, large nonuniformity radial and temporal surface temperature variations dur-
ing CSC often occurred [14, 32]. Therefore, lateral heat transfer must be considered.
The 2D algorithm for 2D multilayer medium is urgent to be developed. In this
chapter, the 2D filter solution was proposed and validated based on the three-layer
FTC temperature measurement.

3.1 2D filter solution and optimal comparison criterion

The 2D general model with K heat fluxes, J temperature sensors, and I layers is
shown in Figure 5. The multiple surface heat fluxes are assumed to be uniform in a
specific upper lateral surface area (e.g., 0 ≤ x ≤ x1). The temperature sensors are
placed at the lateral midpoint of each uniform surface heat flux range in the ith
layer, and the interval between two thermocouples is Δx. All sensors are placed at
an identical depth (y = HT) from the upper surface. The adiabatic boundary condi-
tion is considered on the three other sides (x = 0, x = W, and y = H). The initial
temperature of the substrates is T0.

The discrete solution of temperature for direct heat conduction problems with K
heat fluxes and J sensors can be presented in a matrix form as follows [37].

T ¼ Xq (16)

where T is the real temperature matrix, X is the sensitivity matrix, and q
denotes multiple heat fluxes. The sensitivity matrix X is [19]

Figure 5.
Geometry model of a 2D multilayer IHCP [36].
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X ¼

a 1ð Þ 0 0 ⋯ 0

a 2ð Þ a 1ð Þ 0 ⋯ 0

a 3ð Þ a 2ð Þ a 1ð Þ ⋯ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ 0

a Nð Þ a N� 1ð Þ a N� 2ð Þ ⋯ a 1ð Þ

2
6666664

3
7777775

(17)

where

a nð Þ ¼

a11 nð Þ a12 nð Þ a13 nð Þ ⋯ a1K nð Þ
a21 nð Þ a22 nð Þ a23 nð Þ ⋯ a2K nð Þ
a31 nð Þ a32 nð Þ a33 nð Þ ⋯ a3K nð Þ

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
aJ1 nð Þ aJ2 nð Þ aJ3 nð Þ ⋯ aJK nð Þ

2
6666664

3
7777775

(18)

ajk nð Þ ¼
∂ T xTCj ,WT, t

� �
� T0

� �

∂ qk 1ð Þ� � ¼ φjk nð Þ (19)

where N and n are total time steps and current time step. Excessive temperature
ϕ can be presented as follows:

ϕjk nð Þ ¼ T xTCj , HT, ntd
� �

qk¼1, q1¼q2¼⋯⋯¼qK¼0
�� � T0 (20)

where td is the time step. The sum of the squares of the errors between the
estimated and measured temperatures plus one-order regularization, S, is

S ¼ Y‐Tð Þ0 Y‐Tð Þ þ αt Htq½ �0 Htq½ � þ αs Hsq½ �0 Hsq½ � (21)

where Y is the measured temperature matrix. αt and αs are regularization
parameters with respect to temporal and spatial terms. The superscript ‘denotes the
transpose of a matrix. Ht and Hs are temporal and spatial regularization matrixes.
Minimizing S, estimated heat flux matrix q̂ using the entire domain data can be
obtained [8]:

q̂ ¼ X0Xþ αtHt
0Ht þ αsHs

0Hs½ ��1X0Y ¼ FY (22)

Generally, the 2D multilayer IHCPs are solved layer by layer, starting from the
ith layer with the known experimental measured temperature. The heat flux is
estimated at the interface with the (i�1)th layer. Thereafter, the interface heat flux
between the (i�1)th and (i�2)th layers can be calculated by using the known
interface heat flux as the input. Finally, the surface heat flux is estimated [18]. The
interface heat fluxes q̂i between the ith and (i�1)th layers can be described as

q̂i ¼ Xi
0Xi þ αtHt

0Ht þ αsHs
0Hs½ �‐1Xi

0Y ¼ FiY (23)

Notably, Xi is different from X in the solution of single-layer IHCP. Xi is
calculated by using (I � i + 1) layers below the ith layer. The estimated interface
temperature T̂i yields

T
_

i ¼ Xiq̂i (24)
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The interface heat fluxes (q̂i) and temperature (T̂i) are used as the known
boundary condition to solve the solution for the (i�1)th layer, where the heat fluxes
are unknown at y = H1 + H2 + ��� + Hi�2. The interface heat fluxes q̂i�1 between the
(i�1)th and (i�2)th layers can be expressed as

q̂i�1 ¼ Xi,d0Xi, d þ αtHt
0Ht þ αsHs

0Hs
� ��1Xd

0T
_

i �Xi, uq̂i ¼ Fi, dT
_

i �Xi,uq̂i (25)

whereXi,d andXi,u have a similar form as the sensitivity matrix andX is for single-
layer IHCP. However, excessive temperature ϕ inX is different. ForXi,d, ϕ yields

ϕjk nð Þ ¼ T xTCj , H1 þH2 þ⋯þHi�1, ntd
� �

qk¼1, q1¼q2¼⋯⋯¼qK¼0
�� � T0 (26)

For Xi,u, ϕ can be described as

ϕjk nð Þ ¼ T xTCj , H1 þH2 þ⋯þHi�1, ntd
� �

qk¼1, q1¼q2¼⋯⋯¼qK¼0
�� � T0 (27)

By substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (25), the estimated interface heat flux is derived as

q̂i�1 ¼ Fi, d Xi �Xi,u
� �

FiY ¼ Fi�1Y (28)

Interface heat flux q̂i�2, q̂i�3,���q̂2 can be calculated by repeating Eqs. (25)-(28).
Thereafter, surface heat flux matrix q̂ can be estimated. The solutions for 2D single-
layer and multilayer IHCPs are then obtained.

Given that most filter coefficients can be disregarded except for those of the
(mp + mf + 1) time step, the solutions for IHCPs (Eqs. (22) and (28)) can be
simplified into a general filter solution, thereby allowing the real-time heat flux
monitoring and small computational load [8, 19, 38]:

qk nð Þ ¼
Xmpþmfþ1ð Þ�J

m¼1

f k,mY n�mp�1ð Þ�Jþm

� �
(29)

where fk,m denotes the filter coefficient in the mth column from one row of F
associated with the kth unknown heat flux. Notably, αt and αs significantly affect
the accuracy of the estimated heat flux, which should be determined for a specific
IHCP [9, 18, 19]. These parameters can be optimized by the optimal comparison
criterion developed for solving 2D single-layer and multilayer IHCPs [36]. The sum
of the squares of the errors, Rq, between the estimated and real heat fluxes was used
to examine the accuracy of the calculation:

Rq ¼ q̂� qð Þ0 q̂� qð Þ ¼ FY� qð Þ0 FY� qð Þ (30)

A more efficient means is to minimize the expected value of Rq [19, 38] as follows:

E Rq
� � ¼ FX� Ið Þq½ �0 FX� Ið Þq½ � þ σ2Ytr F0Fð Þ (31)

where E is the expected value, tr denotes the sum of the diagonal elements, and
σY (0.01°C [38]) is the uniform measurement errors. E(Rq) contains two compo-
nents: Eq,bias:

Eq, bias ¼ FX� Ið Þq½ �0 FX� Ið Þq½ � (32)
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and Eq,rand in the filter form

Eq, rand ¼ σ2Ytr FTF
� � ¼ σ2Y N� mp þmf þ 1

� �� �XK

k¼1

Xmpþmfþ1ð Þ

j¼1

f 2k, j‐1 ∗ Jþk (33)

To examine the accuracy of the estimated heat fluxes, the mean relative error
(MRE) between estimated and hypothetical heat fluxes was employed as follows:

qMRE ¼ 1
N�mf

XN�mf

n¼1

q̂ nð Þ � q nð Þ
q nð Þ

����
���� (34)

3.2 Validation of 2D filter solution

The 2D three-layer geometry (Figure 6) with six FTC sensors was used to
validate the accuracy of surface heat flux estimated by 2D filter solution. For FTC
measurement, the multiple surface heat fluxes were assumed to be uniform in a
specific upper lateral surface area (e.g., 0 ≤ x ≤ x1) and different from each other.
Temperature was measured from the spray center (x = 0 mm, TC1) to the periphery
(x = 10 mm, TC6), and the lateral distance between two FTCs was Δx = 2 mm. The
geometry width with TFTC measurement was W = 11 mm, which is half that of the
spray diameter because the computational domain is symmetric.

The optimal comparison criterion developed for 2D IHCPs was employed in this
study to optimize the Tikhonov regularization parameters (αt and αs). As shown in
Figure 7, logarithmic random component Eq,rand increased as the regularization
parameters αt and αs decreased. Eq,bias and E(Rq) reached their minimum value at
αt = αs = 10�9. Eventually, the optimum regularization parameters were determined
to be αt = αs = 10�9.

As shown in Figure 8, the estimated heat fluxes agreed well with the hypothet-
ical ones. However, small deviations were observed at the descent stage after the
maximum heat flux for q1 to q6. The qMRE of q1–q6 for TFTC measurement was
2.63%, 2.66%, 2.76%, 2.78%, 3.00%, and 5.18%, respectively. Adding the random
noise at the measured point, the maximum qMRE increased to 3.71%, which
indicated that the accuracy and stability of the filter solution are satisfactory.

Figure 6.
Geometry model of three-layer IHCP with six FTCs [36].
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where fk,m denotes the filter coefficient in the mth column from one row of F
associated with the kth unknown heat flux. Notably, αt and αs significantly affect
the accuracy of the estimated heat flux, which should be determined for a specific
IHCP [9, 18, 19]. These parameters can be optimized by the optimal comparison
criterion developed for solving 2D single-layer and multilayer IHCPs [36]. The sum
of the squares of the errors, Rq, between the estimated and real heat fluxes was used
to examine the accuracy of the calculation:
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A more efficient means is to minimize the expected value of Rq [19, 38] as follows:
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and Eq,rand in the filter form

Eq, rand ¼ σ2Ytr FTF
� � ¼ σ2Y N� mp þmf þ 1

� �� �XK
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����
���� (34)
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The 2D three-layer geometry (Figure 6) with six FTC sensors was used to
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ical ones. However, small deviations were observed at the descent stage after the
maximum heat flux for q1 to q6. The qMRE of q1–q6 for TFTC measurement was
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Geometry model of three-layer IHCP with six FTCs [36].
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3.3 Comparison between 2D filter solution and 1D improved Duhamel’s
theorem

To investigate the importance considering lateral heat transfer, the estimated
surface heat flux (Figure 9(a)) and simulated temperature (Figure 9(b)) using the
estimated surface heat flux as boundary, calculated by 2D filter solution and 1D
improved Duhamel’s theorem, were compared taking the example of 2D three-layer
geometry with FTC measurement. For FTC measurement containing aluminum film
with high heat conductivity coefficient (λ = 236W∙m�1∙K�1), the maximum heat flux
calculated by the 1D method is underestimated by 60% than that calculated by 2D
filter solution, indicating that the lateral heat transfer cannot be disregarded, espe-
cially when the heat conductivity coefficient of the material is large. As shown in
Figure 9(b), the simulated temperature using estimated surface heat flux as bound-
ary calculated by 2D filter solution agreed well with measured temperature, indirectly

Figure 7.
Geometry model of three-layer IHCP with six FTCs [36].

Figure 8.
Results of the comparison between estimated heat fluxes (scatters) and hypothetical ones (solid lines) for three-
layer IHCP with FTCs [36].
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indicating the accuracy of 2D filter solution. However, the large simulated tempera-
ture deviation was observed using 1D improved Duhamel’s theorem, owing to the
inaccurate estimated surface heat flux disregarding lateral heat transfer.

The dynamic internal temperature measured by six FTCs with Δt = 50 ms and
L = 30 mm is depicted in Figure 10(a). The temperature histories were similar, but
differences existed in the specific values. The minimum temperatures (Tmin) at
r = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mm were �43.42, �36.13, �29.55, �28.22, �27.32, and
�22.45°C, respectively. Additionally, the measured temperature was lower at the
spray center (r = 0 mm) than periphery. Figure 10(b) presents the estimated heat
fluxes calculated by the filter solution for 2D three-layer IHCP with FTC measure-
ment. The estimated heat flux profiles at different locations in this figure were also
similar. However, a large difference was observed in heat fluxes at different lateral
locations. The best cooling capacity was found at the spray center (r = 0–2 mm).

4. Clinical potential of spray cooling by low GWP R1234yf

The extremely high global warming potential (GWP = 1430) of commercially
used cryogen R134a with boiling point of �26.1°C will cause severe environmental

Figure 9.
Comparative results at spray center calculated by 2D filter solution and 1D improved Duhamel’s theorem [36].
(a) surface heat flux and (b) temperature at sensor location.

Figure 10.
Variations of surface temperature and heat flux with FTC measurement [36]. (a) measured surface
temperature and (b) estimated surface heat flux.
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indicating the accuracy of 2D filter solution. However, the large simulated tempera-
ture deviation was observed using 1D improved Duhamel’s theorem, owing to the
inaccurate estimated surface heat flux disregarding lateral heat transfer.

The dynamic internal temperature measured by six FTCs with Δt = 50 ms and
L = 30 mm is depicted in Figure 10(a). The temperature histories were similar, but
differences existed in the specific values. The minimum temperatures (Tmin) at
r = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mm were �43.42, �36.13, �29.55, �28.22, �27.32, and
�22.45°C, respectively. Additionally, the measured temperature was lower at the
spray center (r = 0 mm) than periphery. Figure 10(b) presents the estimated heat
fluxes calculated by the filter solution for 2D three-layer IHCP with FTC measure-
ment. The estimated heat flux profiles at different locations in this figure were also
similar. However, a large difference was observed in heat fluxes at different lateral
locations. The best cooling capacity was found at the spray center (r = 0–2 mm).

4. Clinical potential of spray cooling by low GWP R1234yf

The extremely high global warming potential (GWP = 1430) of commercially
used cryogen R134a with boiling point of �26.1°C will cause severe environmental

Figure 9.
Comparative results at spray center calculated by 2D filter solution and 1D improved Duhamel’s theorem [36].
(a) surface heat flux and (b) temperature at sensor location.

Figure 10.
Variations of surface temperature and heat flux with FTC measurement [36]. (a) measured surface
temperature and (b) estimated surface heat flux.
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hazards, and the substitution of R134a in clinical application is urgent. R1234yf with
boiling point of �29.5°C may be a potential candidate for environment protection
due to its low GWP (<1). In this chapter, the clinical potential of R1234yf substi-
tution for R134a was investigated.

Using the maximum surface heat flux correlation obtained by experimental
spray characteristics (droplet temperature, velocity, and diameter) and surface
heat transfer performance (surface heat flux calculated by 2D filter solution),
Figure 11(a) shows the variations of effective surface heat flux with different R134a
and R1234yf as a function of spray distance. The effective surface heat flux (qe) was
obtained by multiplying the maximum surface heat flux, and cooling concentration
within the radius of 2 mm is the interested area [39]. The effective surface heat flux
by using R134a and R1234yf increased firstly due to the droplet temperature reduc-
tion as spray distance increased. Then, qe reaches their maximum value and finally
decreases slowly. The maximum qe of R134a and R1234yf is 262.1 and 225.8 kW/m2

at the optimal spray distances of 25.6 and 25.1 mm (see Figure 11(a)), respectively.
The substitution of R1234yf for R134a can produce remarkable reduction of global
warming potential to <1. However, the cooling capacity should be enhanced for the
clinical application in laser treatment, owing to the 13.8% reduction in effective
heat flux (from 262.1 to 225.8 kW/m2). Therefore, the enhancement of cooling
capacity is necessary for the implementation of R1234yf in clinical laser treatment
of PWS.

According to our experience, two simple ways are available to enhance the
cooling capacity, i.e., changing the nozzle diameter and decreasing the back pres-
sure by decreasing the boiling point of cryogens [40, 41]. As shown in Figure 11(b),
the enhancement of effective surface heat flux at different spray distances was
remarkable. After reducing the nozzle diameter and decreasing the back pressure,
qe increases rapidly due to violent evaporation, and the peak value of the effective
heat flux (268.3 kW/m2) is increased by 18.8%. This result is comparable with that
of R134a under 1 atm, which proves the potential of R1234yf in the clinic CSC for
the laser treatment of PWS.

5. Conclusions

Several algorithms including the SFS, TF, and Duhamel’s theorem methods were
analyzed and compared in predicting time-varying surface heat flux during CSC.

Figure 11.
Variations of effective surface heat flux as a function of spray distance [39]. (a) effective surface heat flux with
R134a and R1234yf and (b) effective surface heat flux before and after cooling enhancement with R1234yf.
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Duhamel’s theorem was improved to get the accurate results through the transfor-
mation of internal temperature into surface temperature, when the indirect surface
temperature measurement (FTC) method is used. A hypothetical triangular pulse
heat flux was employed to analyze the accuracy and sensitivity to noise of the
algorithms under TFTC and FTC measurements. The estimated result of Duhamel’s
theorem and SFS method widely deviated from the given heat flux under the three-
layer FTC measurement method, whereas the transfer function and improved
Duhamel’s theorem all provided the exact estimated heat flux.

The 2D filter solution was proposed to solve a general 2D multilayer IHCP for
the estimation of surface heat flux. An optimal comparison criterion was employed
to optimize the key parameters, namely, αt and αs. Six hypothetical triangular heat
fluxes and random temperature errors of 1°C were employed to analyze the accu-
racy and sensitivity of the filter solution for 2D three-layer IHCPs with FTC mea-
surement. The qMRE values for FTC measurement with and without the random
temperature errors were all within the acceptable range, which validates the good
accuracy and stability of the filter solutions. The maximum heat flux calculated by
the 1D method was underestimated by 60% than that calculated by 2D filter solu-
tion considering lateral heat transfer. The 2D filter solution was more accurate than
the 1D method. Moreover, lateral heat transfer should not be ignored, especially
when the heat conductivity coefficient of the material is large.

The surface heat transfer characteristics of spray cooling with R134a and
R1234yf were investigated based on 2D filter solution. The maximum effective heat
fluxes qe,max were 262.1 and 225.8 kW/m2 for R134a and R1234yf at different spray
distances of 25.6 and 25.1 mm. Through the cooling enhancement of reducing the
nozzle diameter and decreasing the back pressure, qe,max of R1234yf was increased
by 18.8% (D = 0.4 mm and Pb = 0.04 MPa). The enhanced qe,max is a bit higher than
that of R134a in normal condition, which provides a theoretical basis for potential
application of low GWP R1234yf in clinics.
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Chapter 8

Equation of State
Eman Mohamed Mansour

Abstract

An equation of state (EOS) is a thermodynamic expression that relates pressure
(P), temperature (T), and volume (V). This equation is used to describe the state of
reservoir fluids at given conditions. The cubic equations of state (CEOS) such as
Van der Waals, Redlich-Kwong, Soave, and Peng-Robinson are simple models that
have been widely used in the oil industry. This chapter expressed literature for EOS
that varies from simple expressions to multiple constant and convoluted types of
equations. Many attempts have been made to describe the thermodynamic behavior
of fluids to predict their physical properties at given conditions. So, several forms of
the equation of state have been presented to the oil industry in order to calculate
reservoir fluid properties. The heat exchanger is important in wildly fields as in
aerospace, petrochemical industry, refrigeration, and other fields. The optimization
design of the heat exchanger is a great significance to industry process to reduce
production cost, realize energy conservation, and reduce energy consumption.

Keywords: EOS types, EOS importance, EOS history, cubic equation of state, heat
transfer

1. Introduction

In the last six decades, petroleum engineers realized the importance of using
EOS for PVT modeling in addition to the following [1]:

1.Predicting physical properties of the black oil in the laboratories is very
expensive.

2.Difficulty to obtain a representative sample due to reservoir nature or
operation issues.
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Abstract

An equation of state (EOS) is a thermodynamic expression that relates pressure
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1.1 Classification of equation of state

There are different types of EOS which fall into three categories:

1.1.1 First class of EOS

These equations are basically cubic equation of state. The cubic equations of
state such as the Van der Waals [2], Redlicha and Kwong [3], Soave-Redlich-Kwong
[4], and Peng-Robinson [5] equations give reasonable results for the thermody-
namic behavior of real fluids.

1.1.2 Second class of EOS

These EOS are non-cubic in form. They are providing accurate results for both
vapor and liquid phases. The Benedict et al. [6] equation is a good example for this
class equation.

1.1.3 Third class of EOS

These are nonanalytical EOS that are highly constrained for some specific fluids
[7]. Even though they are constrained, they are capable of expressing real fluid
thermodynamic properties precisely.

Among all these EOS, the first-class EOS is more useful because it provides an
analytical solution than the more complex and complicated non-cubic second type
and nonanalytical third type that require time-consuming iterative calculations. In
general, the overall performance in fluid properties prediction is somewhat better
using the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) equation than using the Redlich-Kwong
(RK) and Van der Waals EOS [8].

2. Development history of the equation of state

Several forms of EOS have been presented to the petroleum industry to estimate
hydrocarbon reservoir fluid properties and sought to a better representation of the
PVT relationship for fluids [9].

In 1662, Robert Boyle (Boyle’s law) discovered that for a constant temperature,
there is an inverse relationship between volume of gas and its pressure (P ∝ V�1). In
1780, Jacques Charles (Charles’s Law) showed that the volume of gas is proportional
to the absolute temperature at a constant pressure (V ∝ T). In 1834, Clapeyron
combined these two results into the ideal gas law, PV = RT [10], assuming that the
molecules are very far and have no attractive or repulsive forces between them and
elastic collisions between these molecules. This equation is known as the ideal gas
law and/or the general gas law. It is expressed mathematically as [11].

P V ¼ n R T (1)

where P: absolute pressure, psia; V: volume, ft3; T: absolute temperature, °R; R:
the universal gas constant (10.73159 ft3 psia °R�1 lb-mole�1; n: number of moles of
gas, lb-mole.

For gases at low pressures, the ideal gas law is a convenient satisfactory tool. The
application of the ideal gas law at higher pressures may lead to errors up to 500%,
compared to 2–3% at atmospheric pressure. Real gases behave differently than ideal
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gases, the reason for this deviation is that the ideal gas law was derived under the
assumption that the volume of molecules is very small and neither molecular
attraction nor repulsion exists between them, and this is not the real case. In order
to write an equation of state for a real gas, a correction factor has to be inserted into
the ideal gas equation [12]:

P V ¼ Zn R T (2)

where Z: the correction factor which is known as the compressibility factor.
The equation has different names, such as the compressibility equation and/or

the real gas equation [13]. A review of recent advances in the empirical cubic EOS
field is presented next [11]. Van der Waals [2] is one of the earliest attempts to
represent the behavior of real gases by an equation, where the two assumptions
were made for the ideal gas EOS:

1.The gas molecule volume is very small compared to the volume of the
container.

2.There are no attractive or repulsive forces between the gas molecules or the
walls of the container.

Van der Waals attempted to eliminate these assumptions in the development of
an empirical EOS for the real gases.

First assumption elimination: the gas molecules occupy a considerable fraction of
the volume at higher pressures, and the volume of the molecules (b) is subtracted
from the actual molar volume (V) to give the following expression:

p ¼ RT
v� b

(3)

Second assumption elimination: he added corrective term (a), denoted by (a/V2),
in order to account for the attractive forces between molecules.

Van der Waals introduced the following equation (Eq. (4)):

pþ a
VM

2

� �
VM � bð Þ ¼ RT (4)

where a: attraction parameter; b: repulsion parameter.
The symbol “a” is considered a measure of the intermolecular attractive forces

between the molecules. “b” is known as the co-volume and considered to reflect the
volume of molecules [2]. The “a” and “b” values can be obtained from the critical
properties of the fluid [14], where the repulsion pressure, prepulsion, is represented
by the term RT/(Vm – b), and the attraction pressure, pattraction, is described by a/
Vm

2. The Van der Waals equation of state despite its simplicity, while it is provide a
correct description and qualitative of the PVT substances behavior in the liquid and
gaseous phases. Yet, it is not accurate enough to be suitable for design purposes. The
equation of state approach for calculating physical properties and phase equilibrium
proved to be a powerful tool, and much energy was devoted to the development of
new and accurate equations of state [11]. Other researchers began attempts to
improve Van der Waals equation of state for over 100 years. Usually a change of the
molecular attraction term (a/VmM

2) was proposed. Clausius in 1880 [15] proposed
that the molecular attraction term was inversely proportional to temperature [16]:
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pþ a

T VM þ cð Þ2
" #

VM � bð Þ ¼ RT (5)

The addition of a fourth constant (c) enabled better agreement with data. How-
ever, mathematical manipulations required in thermodynamic calculations were
more difficult. So Berthelot in 1899 [17] removed the constant (c), resulting in the
following equation:

pþ a
TVM

2

� �
VM � bð Þ ¼ RT (6)

Dieterici in 1899 [18] handled the temperature dependence of the molecular
attraction term in a different manner [6]:

P EXP
a

VMRT

� �� �
VM � bð Þ ¼ RT (7)

Lorentz in 1881 [19] addressed the molecular volume term [20]:

pþ a
VM2

� �
VM � bVM

VM þ b

� �
¼ RT: (8)

Wohl in 1927 [21] considered the effect of temperature on the molecular
attraction term:

Pþ a
TVM VM � bð Þ �

c
T2VM

3

� �
VM� bð Þ ¼ RT (9)

The constants a, b, and c in the equations above have different values for differ-
ent substances. Several investigations proposed virial-type of EOS. Kammerlingh-
Onnes in 1901 [22] proposed the virial equation of state as follows [23]:

PVM ¼ RT 1þ B
VM

þ C
VM

2 þ ::…

� �
(10)

where B and C are not constants which are functions of temperature and are
called the second and third virial coefficients. Beattie and Bridgeman in 1927
published a five-constant equation that gives a satisfactory representation of
volumetric properties except in the critical region [24]:

P ¼ RT
VM2

1� c
VMT3

� �
VM þ Bo 1� b

VM

� �� �
� Ao 1�a=VMð Þ

VM
(11)

Benedict et al. [6] suggested a multiparameter equation of state known as the
Benedict-Webb-Rubin (BWR) equation [6]:

P ¼ RT
VM

þ BoRT � Ao � Co=T2

VM
2 þ bRT � a

VM
3 þ aα

VM
6 þ

c
T2VM

3 1þ γ

VM
2

� �
EXP

�γ

VM
2

� �

(12)

This equation may be considered a modification of the Beattie-Bridgeman
equation of state where A0, B0, C0, a, b, c, α, and γ are eight adjustable parameters.
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The BWR equation could treat critical components and was able to work in the
critical area. However, the BWR equation suffers from some disadvantages [25].
Perhaps, the most important model for the modification of the Van der Waals
equation of state is the Redlich-Kwong (RK) (1949) which is demonstrated by an
adjustment of the Van der Waals’s attraction term (a/Vm

2) and includes the system
temperature explicitly. They could improve the prediction of the physical and
volumetric properties of the vapor phase. In RK EOS, the attraction pressure term
was replaced with a generalized temperature-dependent term (Eq. (13)) [3]:

ρ ¼ RT
V� b

� α

V Vþ bð Þ ffiffiffiffi
T

p (13)

For pure substances, the equation parameters a and b are usually expressed as.

b ¼ Ωb R Tc=Pc (14)

a ¼ Ω α R2Tc
2:5=Pc (15)

where Ωa = 0.42747 and Ωb = 0.08664.
Replacing the molar volume (V) in Eq. (13) with (ZRT/P) and rearranging give.

Z3 � Z2 þ A� B� B2� �
Z� AB ¼ 0 (16)

where

B ¼ bp
RT

(17)

A ¼ ap
R2T2:5 (18)

Three real roots in the two-phase region are yielded. The largest root corre-
sponds to the compressibility factor of the gas phase, Zv, while the smallest positive
root corresponded to that of the liquid, ZL [11].

For mixtures, the equation parameters a and b are usually expressed as am and bm
for a hydrocarbon liquid mixture with a composition of xi:

am ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xi
ffiffiffiffi
ai

p
" #2

(19)

bm ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xibi½ � (20)

am and bm for a hydrocarbon gas mixture with a composition of yi:

αm ¼
Xn
i¼1

yi
ffiffiffiffi
ai

p
" #2

(21)

bm ¼
Xn
i¼1

yibi
� �

(22)

where n: number of components in the mixture; ai: Redlich-Kwong a parameter
for the i component; bi: Redlich-Kwong b parameter for the i component; bm:
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" #2
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where n: number of components in the mixture; ai: Redlich-Kwong a parameter
for the i component; bi: Redlich-Kwong b parameter for the i component; bm:
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parameter b for mixture; xi: mole fraction of component i in the liquid phase; yi:
mole fraction of component i in the gas phase.

Replacing the molar volume (V) in Eq. (13) with (ZRT/P) and rearranging give.

Z3 � Z2 þ A� B� B2� �
Z� AB ¼ 0 (23)

where

B ¼ bmp
RT

(24)

A ¼ amP
R2T2:5 (25)

Then the compressibility factor of the gas phase or the liquid can be calculated.
Joffe and Zudkevitch [26] showed that a substantial improvement in the repre-

sentation of fugacity of gas mixtures could be obtained by treating interaction
parameters as empirical parameters [26]. Spear et al. [27] also states that the RK
equation of state could be used to calculate the vapor-liquid critical properties of
binary mixtures [28]. Chueh and Prausnitz [29] showed that the RK equation can be
adapted to predict both vapor and liquid properties. Spear et al. [28] gave seven
examples of systems for which the vapor-liquid critical properties of hydrocarbon
mixtures could be calculated by using the RK equation of state. Carnahan and
Starling [30] used the Redlich-Kwong equation of state to calculate the gas-phase
enthalpies for a variety of substances [30]. Their results showed that the Redlich-
Kwong equation was a significant improvement over the Van der Waals equation.
Other workers applied the Redlich-Kwong equation to the critical properties and
the high-pressure phase equilibria of binary mixtures. The results showed that the
accuracy of the Redlich-Kwong equation of state calculations for ternary systems
was only slightly less than that for the constituent binaries [31].

The success of the Redlich-Kwong equation has been the impetus for many
further empirical improvements. One of the milestones in developing of CEOS was
reported by Soave [4]. His development in the evaluation of the parameter in the
attraction pressure term for the RK equation is shown in (Eq. (22)). Soave replaced
the term (a/T0.5) in Eq. (22) with a more general temperature-dependent term,
denoted by a α (T), to give

ρ ¼ RT
V � b

� a α Tð Þ
V V þ bð Þ (26)

where α(T) is a dimensionless factor. Soave used vapor pressures of pure com-
ponents to introduce an expression for the temperature correction parameter α(T).
At temperatures other than the critical temperature, the correction parameter α(T)
was defined by the following equation:

α Tð Þ ¼ 1þm 1�
ffiffiffiffiffi
Tr

p� �h i2
(27)

Soave correlated the parameter “m” with the centric factor (ω) to give.

m ¼ 0:480þ 1:574ϖ, � 0:176ϖ2 (28)

where Tr: reduced temperature, °R; ω: a centric factor of the substance;
T: system temperature, °R.
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For pure substances the equation parameters a and b are usually expressed as.

b ¼ Ωb R Tc=Pc (29)

a ¼ Ωa R2Tc
2=Pc (30)

In general, most EOS inputs are only the critical properties, and a centric factor
of each components is shown in Table 1.

where Ωa and Ωb are the SRK dimensionless pure component parameters:
Ωa = 0.42747.
Ωb = 0.08664.
Replacing the molar volume (V) in the equation with (ZRT/p) and rearranging

give the compressibility factor Z:

Z3 � Z2 þ A� B� B2� �
Z� AB ¼ 0 (31)

where

B ¼ bmp
RT

(32)

A ¼ amP

RTð Þ2 (33)

For mixtures, the equation parameters a and b are usually expressed as am and bm
for a hydrocarbon liquid mixture with a composition of xi:

am ¼
X
i

X
j

xixj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiajαiαj 1� kij

� �q�
(34)

bm ¼
X
i

Xi bi½ � (35)

The following is the calculation for am and bm for a gas mixture with a
composition of yi:

am ¼
X
i

X
j

yiyj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiajαiαj 1� kij

� �q�
(36)

bm ¼
X
i

yi bi½ � (37)

A binary interaction parameter (BI), classically noted as kij, is usually involved
in the “a” parameter expression to provide more flexibility to the EOS and
designed to characterize any binary system formed by components i and j in the
hydrocarbon mixture [32]. Vidal and Daubert [33], Graboski and Daubert [34],
and Slot-Petersen [35] suggested that no BIs were required for hydrocarbon sys-
tems. However, with no hydrocarbons present, binary interaction parameters can
improve the phase in volumetric behavior predictions of the mixture by the SRK
EOS for compressibility factor calculations of the gas or the liquid phases [34, 36,
37]. The equilibrium ratio, Ki, that is, Ki = yi /xi, can be redefined in terms of the
fugacity of component:
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where α(T) is a dimensionless factor. Soave used vapor pressures of pure com-
ponents to introduce an expression for the temperature correction parameter α(T).
At temperatures other than the critical temperature, the correction parameter α(T)
was defined by the following equation:

α Tð Þ ¼ 1þm 1�
ffiffiffiffiffi
Tr

p� �h i2
(27)

Soave correlated the parameter “m” with the centric factor (ω) to give.

m ¼ 0:480þ 1:574ϖ, � 0:176ϖ2 (28)

where Tr: reduced temperature, °R; ω: a centric factor of the substance;
T: system temperature, °R.
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For pure substances the equation parameters a and b are usually expressed as.

b ¼ Ωb R Tc=Pc (29)

a ¼ Ωa R2Tc
2=Pc (30)

In general, most EOS inputs are only the critical properties, and a centric factor
of each components is shown in Table 1.

where Ωa and Ωb are the SRK dimensionless pure component parameters:
Ωa = 0.42747.
Ωb = 0.08664.
Replacing the molar volume (V) in the equation with (ZRT/p) and rearranging

give the compressibility factor Z:

Z3 � Z2 þ A� B� B2� �
Z� AB ¼ 0 (31)

where

B ¼ bmp
RT

(32)

A ¼ amP

RTð Þ2 (33)

For mixtures, the equation parameters a and b are usually expressed as am and bm
for a hydrocarbon liquid mixture with a composition of xi:

am ¼
X
i

X
j

xixj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiajαiαj 1� kij

� �q�
(34)

bm ¼
X
i

Xi bi½ � (35)

The following is the calculation for am and bm for a gas mixture with a
composition of yi:

am ¼
X
i

X
j

yiyj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiajαiαj 1� kij

� �q�
(36)

bm ¼
X
i

yi bi½ � (37)

A binary interaction parameter (BI), classically noted as kij, is usually involved
in the “a” parameter expression to provide more flexibility to the EOS and
designed to characterize any binary system formed by components i and j in the
hydrocarbon mixture [32]. Vidal and Daubert [33], Graboski and Daubert [34],
and Slot-Petersen [35] suggested that no BIs were required for hydrocarbon sys-
tems. However, with no hydrocarbons present, binary interaction parameters can
improve the phase in volumetric behavior predictions of the mixture by the SRK
EOS for compressibility factor calculations of the gas or the liquid phases [34, 36,
37]. The equilibrium ratio, Ki, that is, Ki = yi /xi, can be redefined in terms of the
fugacity of component:
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Ki ¼
f Li = XiPð Þ
h i

f Vi = yiP
� �h i ¼ ΦL

i

Φv
i

(38)

where fi
v = fugacity of component “i” in the gas phase; fi

L = fugacity of compo-
nent “i” in the liquid phase; Φv

i = fugacity coefficient of component “i” in the vapor
phase; ΦL

i = fugacity coefficient of component “i” in the liquid phase.
Soave proposed the following expression for the fugacity coefficient of compo-

nent i in the liquid phase:

ln
f Li
XiP

 !
¼ ln ΦL

i

� � ¼ bi Zl � 1
� �
bm

ln ZL � B
� �� A

P

� �
2ψ i

am
� bi
bm

� �
ln 1þ B

ZL

� �

(39)

where

ψ j ¼
X
j

xj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiajαiαj 1� kij

� �q� �
(40)

am ¼
X
i

X
j

xixj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiajαiαj 1� kij

� �q�
(41)

Fugacity coefficient of component i in the gas phase:

ln ϕj

� �
¼ bi Zi � 1

� �
bm

� ln Zi � B
� �� A

B

� �
2ψ i

am
� bi
bm

� �
ln 1þ B

Zi

� �
(42)

where:

ψ j ¼
X
j

yj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiajαiαj 1� kij

� �q� �
(43)

am ¼
X
i

X
j

yiyj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiajαiαj 1� kij

� �q�
(44)

3. Heat exchanger

Heat exchanger is an energy (heat) exchange equipment, where it transfers the
heat from a working medium to another working medium. Knowing heat exchanger
is important in wildly fields as in aerospace, petrochemical industry, refrigeration,
and other fields. The optimization design of the heat exchanger is a great signifi-
cance to industry process to reduce production cost, realize energy conservation,
and reduce energy consumption [38]. The development technique for different
types of the heat exchanger has been reviewed by many researchers. The develop-
ment method can be by two ways: passive method and active method. The passive
method is to generate swirling flow and disturb the thermal boundary layer by
installing vortex generator or tabulators such as baffle, rib, winglet, wing, etc.
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Ki ¼
f Li = XiPð Þ
h i

f Vi = yiP
� �h i ¼ ΦL

i

Φv
i

(38)

where fi
v = fugacity of component “i” in the gas phase; fi

L = fugacity of compo-
nent “i” in the liquid phase; Φv

i = fugacity coefficient of component “i” in the vapor
phase; ΦL

i = fugacity coefficient of component “i” in the liquid phase.
Soave proposed the following expression for the fugacity coefficient of compo-

nent i in the liquid phase:

ln
f Li
XiP

 !
¼ ln ΦL

i

� � ¼ bi Zl � 1
� �
bm

ln ZL � B
� �� A

P

� �
2ψ i

am
� bi
bm

� �
ln 1þ B

ZL

� �

(39)

where

ψ j ¼
X
j

xj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiajαiαj 1� kij

� �q� �
(40)

am ¼
X
i

X
j

xixj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiajαiαj 1� kij

� �q�
(41)

Fugacity coefficient of component i in the gas phase:

ln ϕj

� �
¼ bi Zi � 1

� �
bm

� ln Zi � B
� �� A

B

� �
2ψ i

am
� bi
bm

� �
ln 1þ B

Zi

� �
(42)

where:

ψ j ¼
X
j

yj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiajαiαj 1� kij

� �q� �
(43)

am ¼
X
i

X
j

yiyj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiajαiαj 1� kij

� �q�
(44)

3. Heat exchanger

Heat exchanger is an energy (heat) exchange equipment, where it transfers the
heat from a working medium to another working medium. Knowing heat exchanger
is important in wildly fields as in aerospace, petrochemical industry, refrigeration,
and other fields. The optimization design of the heat exchanger is a great signifi-
cance to industry process to reduce production cost, realize energy conservation,
and reduce energy consumption [38]. The development technique for different
types of the heat exchanger has been reviewed by many researchers. The develop-
ment method can be by two ways: passive method and active method. The passive
method is to generate swirling flow and disturb the thermal boundary layer by
installing vortex generator or tabulators such as baffle, rib, winglet, wing, etc.
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The active method is to add the external power to increase efficiency and heat
transfer rate such as vibration. So the use of the active method must consider both
benefit of the system and additional power cost [39].

3.1 Optimization techniques of heat exchanger

The optimization techniques of heat exchanger can be shown at three different
stages as the following [40]:

1. Identification of the lowest initial cost of a heat exchanger design that meets
the process specifications.

2. Identification of a heat exchanger design that will work most acceptably over
the plant lifetime.

3. Identification of the minimum total cost of the process by choosing heat
exchangers system and auxiliary components that will make the best plant
process specifications.

3.2 Criteria of the ideal heat exchanger

The dissimilarities of optimization techniques levels can be understood if we list
the required criteria of the ideal heat exchanger as follows [41]:

1.The heat exchangers should be flexible enough to meet specifications process
such as normal fouling transients and seasonal and diurnal changes in service
stream temperatures.

2.Special requirements as weight, length, or inventory standards are important
for heat exchangers especially in retrofit applications.

3.The heat exchanger must endure operation under standard and foreseeable
operating conditions, maintain the mechanical stresses of manufacturing
transport, and minimize the effects of fouling and corrosion.

4.The heat exchanger must be maintainable, cleaning, repair or replacement and
its components as gaskets and tubes with minimum downtime.

5.The exchanger must achieve process specifications, i.e., achieve any changes in
the thermal conditions by allowable pressure drops.

6.There are other requirements, such as experience, capability of operating,
maintenance personnel, and manufacturing time.

7.The exchanger should cost as little as possible.

4. Fluid flow and heat transfer mechanism

The heat transfer and fluid flow mechanism in porous media is important in
engineering and industrial fields such as petroleum and chemical engineering [42].
This mechanism occurs for many studies such as in microchannels and nanofluids.
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Example 1: In case of study characteristics of fluid flow and heat transfer in the
(100) silicon microchannel heat sink, the heat convection capabilities in the phase
changes as well as in a single-phase flow and the mechanism of bubble nucleation.
In the heat transfer characteristics, the results illustrate that changing in the phase
process in the microchannels reduces environment working temperature and
absorbs the heat. Six different microchannel geometries are selected for the heat
transfer experiment as shown in Table 2.

Figure 1 shows that the decreasing wall temperature phenomenon during the
phase change is the same as Peng and Wang [43].

On the aspect of fluid flow characteristics, the effects of the viscosity and
friction coefficient of the fluid in the microchannels are much significant than the
macros. Where the specifications of the sink are registered in Table 2, Chip 1–4 are
prepared for fluid flow experiment. The friction factor is decreasing with the power
of Reynolds number as shown in Figure 2 [44].

1.Nanoparticle types and concentration in the base fluids

2.Changing in thermophysical properties such as viscosity, surface tension,
thermal conductivity, density, and heat capacity

3.The operation condition especially the mass and heat fluxes

4.The modification of wettability and capillary wicking force surface roughness

During the last 2 years, there were some review papers which outlined the
subject of boiling heat transfer using nanofluids as a new category in thermal fluids.

Chip name Width (μm)
Wc

Depth (μm)
Hc

Hydraulic diameter (μm) Number of channels

Chip 1 400 260 221 10

Chip 2 300 130 150 13

Chip 3 250 184 134 15

Chip 4 200 148 109 19

Chip 5 150 113 83 25

Chip 6 100 78 57 38

Table 2.
Specification of the sink.

Figure 1.
The heat flux and channel wall temperature.
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The active method is to add the external power to increase efficiency and heat
transfer rate such as vibration. So the use of the active method must consider both
benefit of the system and additional power cost [39].

3.1 Optimization techniques of heat exchanger

The optimization techniques of heat exchanger can be shown at three different
stages as the following [40]:

1. Identification of the lowest initial cost of a heat exchanger design that meets
the process specifications.

2. Identification of a heat exchanger design that will work most acceptably over
the plant lifetime.

3. Identification of the minimum total cost of the process by choosing heat
exchangers system and auxiliary components that will make the best plant
process specifications.

3.2 Criteria of the ideal heat exchanger

The dissimilarities of optimization techniques levels can be understood if we list
the required criteria of the ideal heat exchanger as follows [41]:

1.The heat exchangers should be flexible enough to meet specifications process
such as normal fouling transients and seasonal and diurnal changes in service
stream temperatures.

2.Special requirements as weight, length, or inventory standards are important
for heat exchangers especially in retrofit applications.

3.The heat exchanger must endure operation under standard and foreseeable
operating conditions, maintain the mechanical stresses of manufacturing
transport, and minimize the effects of fouling and corrosion.

4.The heat exchanger must be maintainable, cleaning, repair or replacement and
its components as gaskets and tubes with minimum downtime.

5.The exchanger must achieve process specifications, i.e., achieve any changes in
the thermal conditions by allowable pressure drops.

6.There are other requirements, such as experience, capability of operating,
maintenance personnel, and manufacturing time.

7.The exchanger should cost as little as possible.

4. Fluid flow and heat transfer mechanism

The heat transfer and fluid flow mechanism in porous media is important in
engineering and industrial fields such as petroleum and chemical engineering [42].
This mechanism occurs for many studies such as in microchannels and nanofluids.
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Example 1: In case of study characteristics of fluid flow and heat transfer in the
(100) silicon microchannel heat sink, the heat convection capabilities in the phase
changes as well as in a single-phase flow and the mechanism of bubble nucleation.
In the heat transfer characteristics, the results illustrate that changing in the phase
process in the microchannels reduces environment working temperature and
absorbs the heat. Six different microchannel geometries are selected for the heat
transfer experiment as shown in Table 2.

Figure 1 shows that the decreasing wall temperature phenomenon during the
phase change is the same as Peng and Wang [43].

On the aspect of fluid flow characteristics, the effects of the viscosity and
friction coefficient of the fluid in the microchannels are much significant than the
macros. Where the specifications of the sink are registered in Table 2, Chip 1–4 are
prepared for fluid flow experiment. The friction factor is decreasing with the power
of Reynolds number as shown in Figure 2 [44].

1.Nanoparticle types and concentration in the base fluids

2.Changing in thermophysical properties such as viscosity, surface tension,
thermal conductivity, density, and heat capacity

3.The operation condition especially the mass and heat fluxes

4.The modification of wettability and capillary wicking force surface roughness

During the last 2 years, there were some review papers which outlined the
subject of boiling heat transfer using nanofluids as a new category in thermal fluids.

Chip name Width (μm)
Wc

Depth (μm)
Hc

Hydraulic diameter (μm) Number of channels

Chip 1 400 260 221 10

Chip 2 300 130 150 13

Chip 3 250 184 134 15

Chip 4 200 148 109 19

Chip 5 150 113 83 25

Chip 6 100 78 57 38

Table 2.
Specification of the sink.

Figure 1.
The heat flux and channel wall temperature.
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Available results reported that the effect of nanoparticles on the flow boiling HTC is
conflicting, but the CHF could enhance on 50%. During the boiling process,
parameters such as flow pattern and pressure drop were affected by the deposition
of nanoparticles [46]. Authors concluded that using nanofluids might intensify the
boiling HT and CHF, depending on many parameters related to additives,
nanoparticles, geometry concentration, and fluid properties [47].

Their work shows how the nanofluids can achieve high heat flux with small
temperature differences throughout the boiling process, which modify the critical
heat flux [48]. All article reviewers said that nanofluids is a complicated phenome-
non and it is not fully understood from mechanism of boiling heat transfer and two-
phase flow. Collected studies show enhancement in CHF, and its improvement
could achieve more than 50% [49]. HTC behavior could increase or decrease during
flow boiling and pool, and it depends on several parameters related to surface
texture on thermophysical properties [50]. Wang et al. shows the mechanism of
depositing nanoparticles on the heating surface and creating the porous layer as
shown in Figure 3. The results show that the CHF of flow boiling is enhanced up to
18% as compared to conventional fluid. This enhancement increases with increasing
some parameters, for example, the pressure system and the channel diameter [45].

Example 2: in the case of study fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics using
nanofluid in a single-phase turbulent flow by using helically corrugated tubes,
pitch-to-diameter ratio (P/DH = 0.18, 0.22 and 0.27) and rib-height-to-diameter

Figure 2.
Exponential relations between the friction factor and the Reynolds number. Example 1: in the case of study
characteristics of fluid flow and heat transfer, nanofluid is widely utilized in numerous industrial applications
such as boiler tubes, evaporators, and cooling of reactors in a nuclear power plant. The main parameters that
directly influence on the heat transfer performance are listed as follows [45].

Figure 3.
Illustration of the mechanism of flow boiling CHF using nanofluid introduced.
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ratio (e/DH = 0.02, 0.04 and 0.06) of helically corrugated tubes on the heat transfer
enhancement, isothermal friction, and thermal performance factor in a concentric
tube heat exchanger are examined. Results illustrate that the thermal performance
of the corrugated tube and heat transfer are increased as compared to those of the
smooth tube. The rate increase in heat transfer rate is between 123 and 232%,
depending on the rib height/pitch ratios and Reynolds number. The friction factor
(average) of the corrugated tube is between 1.46 and 1.93 over the smooth tube [51].

Abbreviations

EOS equation of state
BWR Benedict-Webb-Rubin
RK Redlich-Kwong
SRK Soave-Redlich-Kwong
CEOS cubic equations of state
MSRKE modified Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state
p system pressure, psia
Pc critical pressure, psia
Pr reduced pressure, psia
pi initial pressure, psia
T system temperature, oF
Tc critical temperature, oR
Tr reduced temperature, oR
Ti initial temperature, oF
a equation of state attraction parameter
b equation of state repulsion parameter
B second virial coefficient
C third virial coefficient
a, b, c, A0, B0, C0 constant in Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation
a, b, c, A0, B0 constant in Beattie and Bridgeman equation of state
fvi fugacity of component i in the gas phase
fLj fugacity of component j in the liquid phase
Øv

i fugacity coefficient of component i in the vapor phase
ØL

i fugacity coefficient of component i in the liquid phase
x mole fraction of gas phase
y mole fraction of liquid phase
k equilibrium ratio for the component
Kij interaction coefficient parameter
A, B parameter in Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state
aT temperature-dependent coefficient in Soave-Redlich-Kwong

equation of state
ac constant coefficient in Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of

state
aTi temperature-dependent coefficient of component i
m parameter in Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state
Z compressibility factor
Zi the mole fraction of component in the mixture
ZL compressibility factor of the liquid phase
Zv compressibility factor of the gas phase
ω a centric factor of the substance
nl number of moles in liquid phase
nv number of moles in gas phase
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ratio (e/DH = 0.02, 0.04 and 0.06) of helically corrugated tubes on the heat transfer
enhancement, isothermal friction, and thermal performance factor in a concentric
tube heat exchanger are examined. Results illustrate that the thermal performance
of the corrugated tube and heat transfer are increased as compared to those of the
smooth tube. The rate increase in heat transfer rate is between 123 and 232%,
depending on the rib height/pitch ratios and Reynolds number. The friction factor
(average) of the corrugated tube is between 1.46 and 1.93 over the smooth tube [51].
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aTi temperature-dependent coefficient of component i
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nt total number of moles of mixture
Fl one mole liquid of total fraction
Fv one mole vapor of total fraction
Xi mole fraction in the liquid phase
yi mole fraction in the vapor phase
γ constant in Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state
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Chapter 9

Influence of Input Parameters on
the Solution of Inverse Heat
Conduction Problem
Rakhab C. Mehta

Abstract

A one-dimensional transient heat conduction equation is solved using analytical
and numerical methods. An iterative technique is employed which estimates
unknown boundary conditions from the measured temperature time history. The
focus of the present chapter is to investigate effects of input parameters such as
time delay, thermocouple cavity, error in the location of thermocouple position and
time- and temperature-dependent thermophysical properties. Inverse heat conduc-
tion problem IHCP is solved with and without material conduction. A two-time
level implicit finite difference numerical method is used to solve nonlinear heat
conduction problem. Effects of uniform, nonuniform and deforming computational
grids on the estimated convective heat transfer are investigated in a nozzle of solid
rocket motor. A unified heat transfer analysis is presented to obtain wall heat flux
and convective heat transfer coefficient in a rocket nozzle. A two-node exact
solution technique is applied to estimate aerodynamic heating in a free flight of a
sounding rocket. The stability of the solution of the inverse heat conduction
problem is sensitive to the spatial and temporal discretization.

Keywords: analytical solution, inverse heat conduction problem, numerical
analysis, deforming grid, heat transfer coefficient, heat flux, random search method

1. Introduction

The basic theory of heat and structure of solid body is associated with the
internal energy of matter which in the first law of thermodynamics is referred to as
the internal energy concerned with the physical state of the material. The first law
of thermodynamics defines that the flowing heat energy is conserved in the absence
of heat sources and sinks. It is, therefore, important to study the influence of
thermocouple lead wires and distortion due to the thermocouple cavity in solution
of the inverse heat conduction problem. According to the second law of thermody-
namics, the heat will be transferred from one body to another body only when the
bodies are at two different temperatures level and the heat will flow from the point
of higher to the point of lower temperature.

A direct solution of transient heat conduction equation with prescribed initial
and boundary conditions yields temperature distribution inside a slab of finite
thickness. The direct solution is mathematically considered as well-posed because
the solution exists, unique and continuously depends on input data. The estimation
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of unknown parameters from the measured temperature history is called as inverse
problem of heat conduction. It is mathematically known as an ill-posed problem
since the solution now does not continuously depend on the input data. Measure-
ment data error in temperature, thermal lagging, thermocouple’s cavity, signal
noise, etc. makes stability problem in the estimation of unknown parameters.

Numerical inversion of the integral solution [1], exact solution [2], numerical
techniques [3], least-squares method [4], transform methods [5], different series
approach [6], variable time-step size [7] have been applied to solve inverse heat
conduction problems. Solutions of the ill-posed inverse heat conduction problem
have been presented in detail by Beck et al. [8] and Özisik et al. [9]. Tikhonov
regularization method [10] has been described for cross-validation criterion for
selecting the regularization parameter to obtain a stable approximation to the solu-
tion. Kurpisz et al. [11] have presented series with derivatives with temperature to
solve inverse thermal problem. Hensel [12] has described space marching numerical
methods to solve inverse heat transfer problem. Various mathematical methods and
numerical algorithms for solving inverse heat conduction problems are described
and compared by Alifanov [13]. Taler and Duda [14] have presented solutions of
direct and inverse heat conduction problems.

Inverse heat conduction analysis provides an efficient tool for estimating the
thermophysical properties of materials, the boundary conditions, or the initial con-
ditions. Estimation of surface heat flux has been carried out without [15] and with
[16] heat conduction and comparison between them shows discrepancies as high as
about 27% [17]. Moving window optimization method [18] has been applied to
predict the aerodynamic heating in a free-flight of sounding rocket by comparing
numerically calculated and measured temperature history. Howard [19] developed
a numerical procedure for estimating the heat flux with variable thermal properties
using a single embedded thermocouple. Simultaneous identification of the
temperature-dependent thermal conductivity and the asymmetry parameter of the
Henyey-Greenstein scattering phase function have been shown by Zmywaczyk and
Koniorczyk [20].

The conjugate gradient method with adjoint problem for function estimation
iterative technique is used to solve IHCP to estimate heat flux and internal wall
temperature of the throat section of the rocket nozzle [21]. Heisler [22] have
reported supplementary “short-time” temperature-time charts for the center, mid-
location and surface of large plates, long cylinders and spheres for the dimensionless
time sub-domain. Convective heat transfer coefficient and combustion temperature
in a rocket nozzle is determined using transient-temperature response chart [23].

The solution of transient IHCP can be obtained using analytical or numerical
schemes in conjunction with measured temperature-time history. The estimation of
the unknown parameters can be carried out by employing gradient or non-gradient
methods to predict the unknown parameters in a prescribed tolerance limit. The
focus of the present work is to investigate the influence of various parameters on
the solution of inverse heat conduction problem.

2. Measurement errors

Experimental difficulties [24] are noticed in implanting thermocouples at the
surface for temperature measurements. Temperature response delays have been
studied to solve IHCP applied to cooled rocket thrust chamber [25]. The tempera-
ture measured inside the slab may delay and damp depending on xm as illustrated in
Figure 1. A thermocouple indicates temperature lag behind the actual temperature.
The effect of the thermocouple sensor dynamics on prediction of a triangular heat
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flux history has been analyzed with simulated data in a one-dimensional domain by
Woodbury [26].

Chen and Danh [27] have carried out experimental studies to obtain transient
temperature distortion and thermal delay in a slab due to presence of thermocouple
cavity. The distortion of temperature profiles inside the slab may be influenced by
the dissimilar thermophysical properties of thermocouple and surrounding mate-
rials and by the diameter and depth of the cavity. The temperature distortion [28]
inside a slab is a function of the thermocouple cavity diameter d and location xm.

Standard statistical analysis consists of error in the measurement as an additive
of true plus random, in zero mean, in constant variance, uncorrelated, normal, bell
shaped probability density function, constant variance known, errors in the depen-
dent variables and no-prior information about the parameters. The error in mea-
surement can be obtain using exact analytical solution [29] as

E ¼ cos x=Lð Þ cos ε� 1ð Þe�δτ (1)

E ¼ sin x=Lð Þ cos ε� 1ð Þe�δτ (2)

where ε and δτ refer to error in measurement of thermocouple location and in
time recording, respectively. One of the important points that must be mentioned,
here, is the use of a starting solution. In the case of a solid rocket motor where
boundary conditions are suddenly imposed by a wall, there will be high intensity of
heat flux on cold wall, and the heat flux during the first few steps in time may not be
very accurate. The numerical solution is initiated using an exact analytical solution
instead of starting from the initial constant condition. Such solutions can be obtained
from to exact analytical solution [30] of transient heat conduction equation. Heat
transfer rates to the calorimetric probe are estimated from measurements of temper-
ature and rate of temperature change using energy conservation considerations [31].

Figure 1.
Geometry of the specimen.
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An optimization method based on a direct and systematic search region reduc-
tion optimization method [32] can be employed to estimate the unknown convec-
tive heat transfer coefficient in a typical rocket nozzle. The most attractive feature
of the direct search scheme is the simplicity of computer programming. The
pseudo-random algorithm, an effective tool for optimization, does not require
computation of derivatives but depends only on function evaluation. It works
even when the differentiability requirements cannot be ensured in the feasible
domain. For initiating the search only an estimate of the feasible domain is needed.
Therefore, another advantage of the method is that the starting condition is not
crucial; any reasonable value will do.

3. Heat conduction equation

3.1 Analytical solution

The computation of the turbulent convective heat transfer coefficient from
combustion gases to the rocket nozzle wall is based on the Bartz’s equation [33]
incorporating the effects of compressibility, throat curvature and variation of
transport properties in the boundary layer. The transient heat conduction in a
one-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system having two parallel plane surfaces Sn
(n = 1, 2) of a slab may be written in dimensional form [34] as.

∂θ X, τð Þ
∂τ

¼ ∂

∂X
K θð Þ ∂θ X, τð Þ

∂X

� �
, in region R, τ>0 (3)

with following initial and boundary conditions:

θ X, 0ð Þ ¼ f i Xð Þ, in region R, (4)

� ∂θ Sn, τð Þ
∂X

¼ Bin θ Sn, τð Þ½ �, or qwL
Tg � Ti
� � on boundary Sn, τ>0 (5)

where fi is initial temperature distribution in the region R of the slab. Eq. (4)
represents both convective heat transfer or heat flux condition as applied to the
inner surface.

We now consider the constant thermal property solution and can be written in
terms of eigen function ψ λm,Xð Þ as

θ X, τð Þ ¼
X∞
m¼1

exp �λ2mτ
� �

ψ λm,Xð Þ
ð

R
ψ λmX
� �

f X
� �

dX (6)

In the above Eq. (5), Bi or qw is the unknown parameter to be determined using
measured temperature time history at location xm as depicted in Figure 1. In esti-
mating the unknown condition, one has to minimize the absolute difference
between the calculated and measured temperature at specified location and time
(xm, τ) in a prescribed tolerance value using an iteration procedure. The iteration
scheme is described in the following sections.

3.2 Inverse algorithm

The IHCP is solved by comparing calculated and measured temperature using an
iterative technique [30]. In estimating qw, one minimizes
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F qw
� �

≈ θc Xm, τð Þ � θm Xm, τð Þj j (7)

where θc and θm are the calculated and measured temperatures at (Xm, τ),
respectively. The computed temperature is a nonlinear function of unknown
parameters such as wall heat flux or convective heat transfer coefficient. Tempera-
ture is calculated using Eq. (6) and compared with the measured temperature as
expressed in Eq. (7). The inverse problem starts with initial guess value of the
unknown parameter. The second step is to correct the previous guessed unknown
parameter using the Newton-Raphson method. The sensitivity coefficient can be
obtained by differentiating temperature with respect to wall heat flux qw. The
iteration procedure will continue until jF(qw)j ≤ 10�4. This iterative scheme esti-
mates the component of the qw at a time and thus may be considered on-line
method.

The inverse method for solving a value of qw(0, τ) is as follows. Initiate with an
initial guess value of qw, satisfy the convergence criterion, and implement the
Newton-Raphson to obtain the estimate value.

Now, it is possible to estimate convective heat transfer coefficient and combus-
tion gas temperature in conjunction with measured temperature history [35]. The
equation for converting the calculated heat flux to the heat transfer coefficient is

Bi ¼ Lqw
K θð Þ Tg � Ti

� � (8)

In the foregoing equation,Tg is an unknown quantity and can be estimated using
again the above-mentioned minimization and iteration methods. The convergence
criterion for the iterative scheme remains same as mentioned above.

3.3 Numerical methods

It is not always feasible to obtain analytical solution of temperature-dependent
thermal conductivity and radiation boundary condition. The Crank-Nicolson finite
difference method with two-time level implicit numerical scheme [36] has been
employed to solve the nonlinear conduction problem with the Newton-Raphson
method to consider the radiation boundary condition.

Deforming or moving finite elements method [37] is used to solve linear heat
conduction equation. The moving finite element [38] is used to consider the time
delay in the measurement of back wall temperature.

3.4 Two-nodes system of transient heat conduction equation

For only two nodes the system of [39] equations reduce to the following pair of
equations:

dθ0
dτ

¼ 1

ΔXð Þ2 �2 θ1 þ BiΔXð Þθ0 þ 2θ1½ � (9)

dθ1
dτ

¼ 1

ΔXð Þ2 2θ0 � 2θ1½ � (10)

where 0 and 1 represent node in a slab of finite thickness. These are the exact
solutions to the system of two ordinary differential equations which resulted from a
two-node finite-difference approximation to the original problem.
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θ0 ¼ 1
λ2 � λ1

λ2 þ 2Bið Þeλ1τ � λ1 þ 2Bið Þeλ2τ� �
(11)

θ1 ¼ 1
λ2 � λ1

λ2eλ1τ � λ1eλ2τ
� �

(12)

where λ1 ¼ �2� Biþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Bi2 þ 4

p
and λ2 ¼ �2� Bi�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Bi2 þ 4

p
.

Solution of the above simultaneous equation calculates the temperature with a
given value of Bi. The solution is now solving simultaneously Eqs. (11) and (12) to
determine the unknown parameter.

4. Inverse problem of heat conduction applied to a rocket nozzle

The influence of constant (average) thermal conductivity, temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity, computational grid in numerical solver, nonlinear
boundary condition, cylindrical coordinate and the estimation of the wall heat
flux and convective heat transfer is carried out by employing measured temperature
history of a rocket nozzle of a solid motor. Solution of linear heat conduction
equation is used to estimate the convective heat transfer coefficient with the
measured temperature data of outer wall of a rocket nozzle. The running time
of rocket motor is 16 s. The nozzle wall thickness L = 0.0211 m. The thermo-
physical properties of the material are: ρ = 7900 kg m�3, Cp = 545 J kg�1 K�1,
K (average) = 35 Wm�1 K�1. Initial temperature Ti = 300 K and combustion
gas temperature Tg = 2946.2 K are used in the solution of the heat conduction
equation.

4.1 Average thermal conductivity

Prediction of convective heat transfer coefficient is carried out in conjunction
with the calculated and measured temperature history at outer surface of nozzle
divergent in a solid rocket motor static test. The constant thermal conductivity
solution of the linear transient heat conduction problem [30] is

θ X, τð Þ ¼ 1� 2
X∞
n¼1

Bi
Bi2 þ λ1n þ Bi
� � cos λn 1� Xð Þ½ �

cos λn
e�λ2nτ (13)

λ tan λ ¼ Bi (14)

For estimating unknown boundary condition, the heat conduction equation is
and solved with the following boundary and initial conditions.

∂θ 0, τð Þ
∂X

¼ Bi θ 0, τð Þ � 1½ �, τ>0 (15)

∂θ 1, τð Þ
∂X

¼ 0, τ>0 (16)

and

θ X, 0ð Þ ¼ 0, for all X (17)

Exact analytical solution of transient heat conduction as written in Eq. (13) is
used to estimate convective heat transfer on the inner surface of the rocket nozzle.
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An iterative scheme is used to solve inverse problem [30]. The iteration is carried
out till the absolute difference between calculated and measured temperature is
less than or equal to 10�4. Table 1 exhibits the comparison between the estimated
values of the convective heat transfer coefficient based on the exact solution of heat
conduction equation with the calculated values of Bartz [33]. Bartz’s equation
calculates conservative estimates for the convective heat transfer to the wall [40].

4.2 Temperature-dependent thermal conductivity

An iteration procedure [41] is employed in conjunction with exact solution to
predict convective heat transfer coefficient from the measured temperature-time
data at the outer wall of the nozzle as shown in Table 2. The expression for
temperature-dependent conductivity is K(T) = k0 � βT. The value of k0 and β are 57
Wm�1 K�1 and 2.718 Wm�1 K�2, respectively. The advantage of using the exact
solution is found directly at specified location and time as compared to the numer-
ical method which needs the computation from the initial state.

4.3 Numerical solution with various computational grids

Deforming or moving finite element is used to consider the time delay in tem-
perature at the outer wall of the slab [37]. Estimated values of wall heat flux and
heat transfer coefficient are tabulated in Table 3. It can be observed from the table
that the estimated wall quantities are having significant influence on the predicted
unknown boundary conditions. This example is extended to consider spatial grid
changed and temporal dependence on the numerical solution using moving finite
element method [38].

4.4 Nonlinear boundary condition

Numerical analysis of nonlinear heat conduction with a radiation boundary
condition [36] is carried out to estimate wall heat flux using temperature history on
the back wall of the rocket nozzle. The high temperature variation alters
thermophysical properties of the material of mild steel. Table 4 shows comparison

t, s θ0 at inner surface θc at outer surface θm at outer surface h, W/m2K hB, W/m2K

6 0.2950 0.0098 0.0096 1821.9 2254.2

7 0.3109 0.0159 0.0158 1810.0 2254.2

8 0.2996 0.0212 0.0211 1610.3 2254.2

9 0.3244 0.0301 0.0302 1690.9 2254.2

10 0.3340 0.0386 0.0385 1669.7 2254.2

11 0.3416 0.0473 0.0472 1641.9 2254.2

12 0.3302 0.0529 0.0529 1497.6 2254.2

13 0.3312 0.0602 0.0604 1443.1 2254.2

14 0.3409 0.0677 0.0676 1387.0 2254.2

15 0.3442 0.0781 0.0782 1413.0 2254.2

16 0.3475 0.0862 0.0861 1383.7 2254.2

Table 1.
Solution of inverse heat conduction problem.
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θ0 ¼ 1
λ2 � λ1

λ2 þ 2Bið Þeλ1τ � λ1 þ 2Bið Þeλ2τ� �
(11)

θ1 ¼ 1
λ2 � λ1

λ2eλ1τ � λ1eλ2τ
� �

(12)

where λ1 ¼ �2� Biþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Bi2 þ 4

p
and λ2 ¼ �2� Bi�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Bi2 þ 4

p
.

Solution of the above simultaneous equation calculates the temperature with a
given value of Bi. The solution is now solving simultaneously Eqs. (11) and (12) to
determine the unknown parameter.

4. Inverse problem of heat conduction applied to a rocket nozzle

The influence of constant (average) thermal conductivity, temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity, computational grid in numerical solver, nonlinear
boundary condition, cylindrical coordinate and the estimation of the wall heat
flux and convective heat transfer is carried out by employing measured temperature
history of a rocket nozzle of a solid motor. Solution of linear heat conduction
equation is used to estimate the convective heat transfer coefficient with the
measured temperature data of outer wall of a rocket nozzle. The running time
of rocket motor is 16 s. The nozzle wall thickness L = 0.0211 m. The thermo-
physical properties of the material are: ρ = 7900 kg m�3, Cp = 545 J kg�1 K�1,
K (average) = 35 Wm�1 K�1. Initial temperature Ti = 300 K and combustion
gas temperature Tg = 2946.2 K are used in the solution of the heat conduction
equation.

4.1 Average thermal conductivity

Prediction of convective heat transfer coefficient is carried out in conjunction
with the calculated and measured temperature history at outer surface of nozzle
divergent in a solid rocket motor static test. The constant thermal conductivity
solution of the linear transient heat conduction problem [30] is

θ X, τð Þ ¼ 1� 2
X∞
n¼1

Bi
Bi2 þ λ1n þ Bi
� � cos λn 1� Xð Þ½ �

cos λn
e�λ2nτ (13)

λ tan λ ¼ Bi (14)

For estimating unknown boundary condition, the heat conduction equation is
and solved with the following boundary and initial conditions.

∂θ 0, τð Þ
∂X

¼ Bi θ 0, τð Þ � 1½ �, τ>0 (15)

∂θ 1, τð Þ
∂X

¼ 0, τ>0 (16)

and

θ X, 0ð Þ ¼ 0, for all X (17)

Exact analytical solution of transient heat conduction as written in Eq. (13) is
used to estimate convective heat transfer on the inner surface of the rocket nozzle.
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An iterative scheme is used to solve inverse problem [30]. The iteration is carried
out till the absolute difference between calculated and measured temperature is
less than or equal to 10�4. Table 1 exhibits the comparison between the estimated
values of the convective heat transfer coefficient based on the exact solution of heat
conduction equation with the calculated values of Bartz [33]. Bartz’s equation
calculates conservative estimates for the convective heat transfer to the wall [40].

4.2 Temperature-dependent thermal conductivity

An iteration procedure [41] is employed in conjunction with exact solution to
predict convective heat transfer coefficient from the measured temperature-time
data at the outer wall of the nozzle as shown in Table 2. The expression for
temperature-dependent conductivity is K(T) = k0 � βT. The value of k0 and β are 57
Wm�1 K�1 and 2.718 Wm�1 K�2, respectively. The advantage of using the exact
solution is found directly at specified location and time as compared to the numer-
ical method which needs the computation from the initial state.

4.3 Numerical solution with various computational grids

Deforming or moving finite element is used to consider the time delay in tem-
perature at the outer wall of the slab [37]. Estimated values of wall heat flux and
heat transfer coefficient are tabulated in Table 3. It can be observed from the table
that the estimated wall quantities are having significant influence on the predicted
unknown boundary conditions. This example is extended to consider spatial grid
changed and temporal dependence on the numerical solution using moving finite
element method [38].

4.4 Nonlinear boundary condition

Numerical analysis of nonlinear heat conduction with a radiation boundary
condition [36] is carried out to estimate wall heat flux using temperature history on
the back wall of the rocket nozzle. The high temperature variation alters
thermophysical properties of the material of mild steel. Table 4 shows comparison

t, s θ0 at inner surface θc at outer surface θm at outer surface h, W/m2K hB, W/m2K

6 0.2950 0.0098 0.0096 1821.9 2254.2

7 0.3109 0.0159 0.0158 1810.0 2254.2

8 0.2996 0.0212 0.0211 1610.3 2254.2

9 0.3244 0.0301 0.0302 1690.9 2254.2

10 0.3340 0.0386 0.0385 1669.7 2254.2

11 0.3416 0.0473 0.0472 1641.9 2254.2

12 0.3302 0.0529 0.0529 1497.6 2254.2

13 0.3312 0.0602 0.0604 1443.1 2254.2

14 0.3409 0.0677 0.0676 1387.0 2254.2

15 0.3442 0.0781 0.0782 1413.0 2254.2

16 0.3475 0.0862 0.0861 1383.7 2254.2

Table 1.
Solution of inverse heat conduction problem.
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between the estimated convective heat transfer coefficients with the Bartz solution
[33]. Effects of nonlinear IHCP with radiation boundary condition are investigated
and results are presented in Table 4.

4.5 Heat conduction in a hollow cylinder

A grid point shift strategy [42] is adapted to solve inverse conduction problem in
a radial coordinate of rocket nozzle with inner and outer radius of rocket nozzle.
The inner and outer radius of the nozzle is 0.0839 m and 0.0105 m, respectively.
The purpose of the present example to investigate the influence of radial coordinate

t, s θ(0, τ) h, W/m2K

Iterative method Beck method θc(1, τ) θm(1, τ) Iterative method Beck method

6 0.0883 0.0838 0.0099 0.0098 536.6 581.7

7 0.1067 0.1075 0.0158 0.0159 600.6 587.0

8 0.1144 0.1116 0.0220 0.0212 592.6 598.4

9 0.1367 0.1367 0.0302 0.0302 674.2 685.3

10 0.1522 0.1545 0.0386 0.0385 712.9 693.2

11 0.1654 0.1690 0.0472 0.0472 737.4 730.0

12 0.1686 0.1639 0.0529 0.0529 718.2 721.9

13 0.1773 0.1777 0.0605 0.0605 723.6 725.8

14 0.1844 0.1813 0.0677 0.0676 723.0 725.1

15 0.1944 0.2040 0.0781 0.0782 753.6 765.0

16 0.2083 0.2174 0.0862 0.0862 758.3 770.0

Table 2.
Comparison between iterative and Beck methods.

t, s Tm K at
X = 1

Uniform grid Non-uniform grid Moving grid

qw � 106,
W/m2

hc,
W/m2K

qw � 106,
W/m2

hc,
W/m2K

qw � 106,
W/m2

hc,
W/m2K

6 326 3.715 1964.5 3.846 2044.9 4.517 2412.1

7 342 2.700 1408.8 2.848 1449.6 2.818 1485.9

8 356 2.698 1436.9 2.840 1531.6 2.820 1512.8

9 380 2.704 1463.0 2.589 1569.8 2.842 1552.8

10 402 2.705 1491.4 2.858 1603.3 2.846 1586.7

11 425 2.704 1518.9 2.852 1632.6 2.845 1618.5

12 440 2.691 1539.7 2.805 1636.2 2.812 1630.8

13 460 2.683 1564.6 2.776 1649.7 2.791 1650.6

14 479 2.673 1588.1 2.738 1657.1 2.764 1665.9

15 507 2.094 1226.4 2.015 1190.6 2.091 1235.4

16 528 2.086 1231.8 1.981 1178.5 2.067 1231.6

Table 3.
Wall heat flux at various grid arrangements.
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on the estimated values of heat transfer coefficient. Table 5 shows the effect of
geometrical parameters on the predicted heat transfer coefficient.

4.6 Estimation of heat flux and heat transfer coefficient

The calculated convective heat transfer coefficients and inner wall temperature
are used to determine the wall heat flux and the combustion temperature using
Eq. (8). The iterative scheme is based on relation between wall heat flux and
convective heat transfer coefficient [35]. Table 6 shows the predicted values of wall
heat flux and convective heat transfer coefficient. The IHCP is extended to deter-
mine wall heat flux in conjunction with convective heat transfer coefficient. A
similar IHCP but referring to the 122 mm medium-range missile during correction
engine operation has been considered by Zmywaczyk et al. [43].

t, s To, K at X = 0 Tm K at X = 1 qc � 106 W/m2 h W/m2K hB W/m2K Tgc K Tg K

6 659.8 326 2.3547 950.0 2254.2 3137 2946.2

7 801.0 342 2.3899 1019.6 2254.2 3122 2946.2

8 900.7 356 2.2211 992.4 2254.2 3115 2946.2

9 996.3 380 2.6489 1237.1 2254.2 3113 2946.2

10 1050.5 402 2.3670 1135.5 2254.2 3108 2946.2

11 1066.4 425 1.7100 827.3 2254.2 3104 2946.2

12 1201.8 440 2.8144 1459.2 2254.2 3099 2946.2

13 1320.0 460 2.6559 1467.0 2254.2 3098 2946.2

14 1354.8 479 1.7595 991.7 2254.2 3095 2946.2

15 1383.4 507 1.3810 791.4 2254.2 3094 2946.2

16 1414.9 528 1.1684 681.8 2254.2 3094 2946.2

Table 4.
Solution with nonlinear boundary condition.

t, s To K at X = 0 Tm K at X = 1 qc � 106 W/m2 h, W/m2K hB, W/m2K θg, K θgc, K

6 1260.2 326 3.6805 1789.6 2254.2 3316 2946

7 1175.9 342 3.3995 1628.0 2254.2 3264 2946

8 1160.7 356 2.4745 1181.4 2254.2 3255 2946

9 1165.8 380 2.5385 1194.7 2254.2 3290 2946

10 1196.0 402 2.5348 1261.1 2254.2 3206 2946

11 1192.3 425 2.3385 1166.4 2254.2 3197 2946

12 1205.8 440 2.2094 1114.8 2254.2 3187 2946

13 1211.0 460 2.1333 1229.5 2254.2 2946 2946

14 1222.1 479 2.0441 1187.5 2254.2 3943 2946

15 1237.1 507 2.0626 1206.7 2254.2 2946 2946

16 1249.1 528 2.0027 1180.9 2254.2 2945 2946

Table 5.
Inverse problem in a hollow cylinder.
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between the estimated convective heat transfer coefficients with the Bartz solution
[33]. Effects of nonlinear IHCP with radiation boundary condition are investigated
and results are presented in Table 4.
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The purpose of the present example to investigate the influence of radial coordinate
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on the estimated values of heat transfer coefficient. Table 5 shows the effect of
geometrical parameters on the predicted heat transfer coefficient.

4.6 Estimation of heat flux and heat transfer coefficient

The calculated convective heat transfer coefficients and inner wall temperature
are used to determine the wall heat flux and the combustion temperature using
Eq. (8). The iterative scheme is based on relation between wall heat flux and
convective heat transfer coefficient [35]. Table 6 shows the predicted values of wall
heat flux and convective heat transfer coefficient. The IHCP is extended to deter-
mine wall heat flux in conjunction with convective heat transfer coefficient. A
similar IHCP but referring to the 122 mm medium-range missile during correction
engine operation has been considered by Zmywaczyk et al. [43].

t, s To, K at X = 0 Tm K at X = 1 qc � 106 W/m2 h W/m2K hB W/m2K Tgc K Tg K

6 659.8 326 2.3547 950.0 2254.2 3137 2946.2

7 801.0 342 2.3899 1019.6 2254.2 3122 2946.2

8 900.7 356 2.2211 992.4 2254.2 3115 2946.2

9 996.3 380 2.6489 1237.1 2254.2 3113 2946.2
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14 1354.8 479 1.7595 991.7 2254.2 3095 2946.2

15 1383.4 507 1.3810 791.4 2254.2 3094 2946.2

16 1414.9 528 1.1684 681.8 2254.2 3094 2946.2

Table 4.
Solution with nonlinear boundary condition.

t, s To K at X = 0 Tm K at X = 1 qc � 106 W/m2 h, W/m2K hB, W/m2K θg, K θgc, K

6 1260.2 326 3.6805 1789.6 2254.2 3316 2946

7 1175.9 342 3.3995 1628.0 2254.2 3264 2946

8 1160.7 356 2.4745 1181.4 2254.2 3255 2946
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5. Estimation of heat flux with two-nodes in a sounding rocket

A two-node exact solution is used to calculate the back-wall temperature as
described in Section 3.4. The iterative method described above has been used for
estimating aerodynamic heating for a sounding rocket in free flight test. Here, the
wall heat flux is estimated using the measured temperature history in conjunction
with the iterative technique [30]. The aerodynamic heating rate is estimated for
a typical sounding rocket as depicted in Figure 2. The location of thermocouple
is marked in the diagram. The thermophysical properties of Inconel and wall
thickness are k = 18 Wm�1 K�1, α = 4.47 � 10�6 m2/s, L = 0.7874 � 10�3 m.
Figure 3 depicts the measured temperature time history at different locations
measured from the tip of the cone in the free flight of a sounding rocket as delin-
eated in Figure 2. It can be observed from temperature history that the initial time
delay in thermal response is 6 s. The unknown qw are estimated using an iterative
technique which starts with an initial value of wall heat flux and is repeated until
|F(qw)| ≤ 10�4.

A two-node exact solution is used to calculate the wall temperature distribution.
The unknown qw are estimated using an iterative technique which starts with an
initial value of wall heat flux and is repeated until |F(qw)| ≤ 10�4. Figure 4 displays
the estimated variation of the wall heat flux as a function of flight time of the
sounding rocket.

t, s T0 K at X = 0 Tm K at X = 1 qc � 106, W/m2 h, W/m2K hB, W/m2K Tg, K Tgc, K

6 1355.6 326 3.2502 2631.2 2254.2 3351 2946

7 1287.8 342 3.2950 1805.3 2254.2 3113 2946

8 1315.6 356 3.2974 1861.5 2254.2 3087 2946

9 1368.9 380 3.2967 1885.9 2254.2 3117 2946

10 1414.4 402 3.2837 1962.1 2254.2 3088 2946

11 1463.6 425 3.2718 2049.5 2254.2 3060 2946

12 1370.8 440 2.3825 1476.0 2254.2 2985 2946

13 1360.9 460 2.4140 1502.1 2254.2 2968 2946

14 1370.3 479 2.3625 1520.6 2254.2 2924 2946

15 1382.5 507 2.3675 1517.2 2254.2 2943 2946

16 1399.3 528 2.3645 1540.7 2254.2 2934 2946

Table 6.
Wall heat flux and convective heat transfer coefficient.

Figure 2.
Schematic sketch of sounding rocket showing location of thermocouple.
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The wall heat flux variation depends on the sounding rocket speed. The
increase and decrease of the aerodynamic heating are a function of flight Mach
number.

The estimated wall heat flux is compared with Van Driest’s results [44]. Table 7
depicts the estimated values of wall heat flux as a function of flight time at thermo-
couple location 29 as shown in Figure 2. It can be observed from the table that
highest aerodynamic heating occurs during 7–8 s, another significant peak wall heat
flux was found at 22 s.

Figure 3.
Measured temperature history in free flight of the sounding rocket.

Figure 4.
Variations of wall heat flux vs. flight time.
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the estimated variation of the wall heat flux as a function of flight time of the
sounding rocket.
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Schematic sketch of sounding rocket showing location of thermocouple.
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The wall heat flux variation depends on the sounding rocket speed. The
increase and decrease of the aerodynamic heating are a function of flight Mach
number.

The estimated wall heat flux is compared with Van Driest’s results [44]. Table 7
depicts the estimated values of wall heat flux as a function of flight time at thermo-
couple location 29 as shown in Figure 2. It can be observed from the table that
highest aerodynamic heating occurs during 7–8 s, another significant peak wall heat
flux was found at 22 s.

Figure 3.
Measured temperature history in free flight of the sounding rocket.

Figure 4.
Variations of wall heat flux vs. flight time.
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6. Conclusions

Analytical, transient numerical and two-node methods are used to compute
temperature distribution in a finite slab. Numerical solution is carried out with
temperature-dependent thermal conductivity. Implicit finite difference scheme
with two-time level technique is implemented to solve nonlinear problem of heat
conduction. Time delay is studied using finite element method with deforming grid
strategy. A boundary shifting numerical scheme is used to solve transient heat
conduction in radial coordinate. Evidence of temporal accuracy and dependence on
time-step is demonstrated in the numerical solving of IHCP. Influence of thermo-
couple cavity and measurement errors in location and time are discussed. The IHCP
is applied to predict the wall heat flux in a rocket nozzle of a solid motor. Wall heat
flux is estimated in a free flight of a sounding rocket using the two-node method.

Nomenclature

Bi Biot number, hL/k
Cp specific heat
h heat transfer coefficient
K(θ) thermal conductivity, k(θ)/k0

t, s Tm, K Tc, K qw � 104, W/m2 qvanw � 104, W/m2

6 313.0 320.0 2.756 8.246

7 341.3 349.4 16.695 14.82

8 408.0 412.3 19.387 22.647

9 469.7 469.3 8.657 18.876

10 495.2 495.8 8.145 10.117

11 504.1 513.3 9.302 4.569

12 502.4 521.2 2.757 1.176

13 495.2 506.8 �7.695 �0.977

14 487.4 487.6 �0.040 �2.320

15 477.4 477.0 �0.037 �3.134

16 467.4 467.0 �0.028 �3.578

17 457.4 457.5 �0,034 �3.769

18 445.8 447.2 �0.905 �3.789

19 438.6 437.5 �0,005 �1.628

20 444.1 445.9 5.173 4.135

21 469.1 467.5 13.518 11.524

22 533.0 521.2 20.618 19.732

23 556.3 558.4 9.180 13.122

24 567.1 573.5 6.514 8.581

25 584.1 587.2 8.592 5.467

26 596.9 602.2 7.018 3.314

Table 7.
Comparison between calculated and Van Driest’s heat flux at location 29.
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k0 reference thermal conductivity at Ti

L slab thickness
p nondimensional parameter, αΔT/(Δx)2

qw wall heat flux
T temperature
t time
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6. Conclusions
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Chapter 10

Introduction to Numerical
Approaches for Forward and
Inverse Heat Transfer Problems
Sergey Voronin

Abstract

We describe the formulation of forward and inverse problems in heat transfer
and illustrate several techniques applicable to their solution.

Keywords: heat transfer, finite differences, regularization, Fourier transforms,
interpolation

1. Introduction

Heat flow is described by the heat (or diffusion) partial differential equation,
which takes the form ∂u

∂t ¼ k ∂
2u
∂x2 with u ¼ u x, tð Þ representing the temperature at time

t and at spatial location x (which may have one or more components). The constant
k is the ratio of the thermal conductivity in the material over the specific heat times
the density of the material. Applying the conservation law principle to the heat flow
across the rod yields the parabolic partial differential equation. If a heat source is
present or the material is exothermic, a non-homogeneous version of the problem:
∂u
∂t � k ∂

2u
∂x2 ¼ f x, tð Þ with f x, tð Þ 6¼ 0 applies. The initial boundary value problem

comes from assigning relevant initial and boundary conditions. For example, for a
perfectly insulated rod as in Figure 1, the conditions could be u 0, tð Þ ¼ u L, tð Þ ¼ 0.
Given some initial profile of the temperature at time t ¼ 0, u x, 0ð Þ ¼ h xð Þ, the
analytical solution in 1D or 2D with a regular geometrical domain is given by
separation of variables. Assuming u x, tð Þ ¼ F xð ÞG tð Þ, one obtains a system of
two ODEs and from that, the series solution u x, tð Þ ¼P∞

n¼1un x, tð Þ ¼P∞
n¼1An exp �λ2nt

� �
sin nπ

L x
� �

with the coefficients An satisfying the initial condition
u x, 0ð Þ ¼P∞

n¼1An sin nπ
L x
� � ¼ f xð Þ and the eigenvalues λn ¼ nkπ

L . The coefficients are

evaluated via the sin series integration: An ¼ 2
L

Ð L
0 f xð Þ sin kπx

L

� �
dx. For non-

intregrable cases or more complicated geometries, numerical techniques for
approximation are used [1].

1.1 Derivation of homogeneous and non-homogeneous equations

We now discuss two simple scenarios which can be used to derive homogeneous
and non-homogeneous forms of the heat Equation [2]. Heat is the flow of energy
from a warmer to a cooler location. There are several types of heat transfer includ-
ing conduction (flow of heat through stationary material), convection (flow of heat
through fluids), and radiation (flow of heat through electromagnetic waves) [2].
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In this chapter we are concerned mainly with heat conduction for which the differ-
ential heat model applies. We take Q to represent the heat transfer rate in units of
Watts. It is the rate at which heat is flowing through one of the slabs in Figure 2.
When heat flows into and out of a mass, the temperature of the mass changes in
accordance with the model: Q in �Qout ¼ mc dTdt , where T represents the tempera-
ture, m the mass, and c is the specific heat value of the material. It should be noted
that in heat problems, T and u are ofter used interchangeably. We define q ¼ Q=A
(heat over area) as the heat flux, which by Fourier’s law is proportional to the
temperature gradient: q ¼ �k dT

dx, where k is the thermal conductivity of the material
[2]. Using Q in ¼ Q xð Þ and Qout ¼ Q xþ δxð Þ along with heat flux q ¼ Q=A, we have
Aq xð Þ � Aq xþ δxð Þ ¼ mc∂T=∂t. Applying Fourier’s law yields:

kA �∂T
∂x

����
x
þ ∂T

∂x

����
xþδx

� �
¼ mc∂T=∂t

Next, using Taylor’s approximation ∂T
∂x

��
xþδx≈

∂T
∂x

��
x þ ∂

2T
∂x2

���
x
δx and expressing m ¼

ρAδx in terms of slab density, area, and width, we obtain:

kA
∂
2T
∂x2

¼ ρc
∂T
∂t

) k
∂
2T
∂x2

¼ ∂T
∂t

For the exothermic slab case exhibited in Figure 2 on the right, we obtain an
inhomogeneous equation. We assume the slab is filled with a material which emits
heat at a rate _q with units W=m3 (energy per unit volume). In this case, the in and
out energy balance gives Q xð Þ þ _qV � Q xþ δxð Þ ¼ mc∂T=∂t, which with q ¼
Q=A,V ¼ Aδx, Fourier’s law and Taylor’s expansion, gives kA ∂

2T
∂x2 δxþ _qAδx ¼

mc ∂T
∂t ) k ∂

2T
∂x2 þ _q ¼ ρc ∂T

∂t ) k ∂
2T
∂x2 þ

_q
ρc ¼ ∂T

∂t . In the case of steady state,
∂T=∂t ¼ 0 and a second order differential equation model results.

Figure 1.
Perfectly insulated rod used a model of heat transfer, an exothermic slab, and sample modeled heat
profile in 2D.

Figure 2.
Heat conducting slabs without and with internal heat generation.
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1.2 Numerical schemes

Discretization of the derivative operators yields the finite difference formula-
tion. A number of different schemes are possible based on the difference schemes
used to replace the derivatives in the equation resulting in either an explicit method
(where the update for u at the next time step is given by a direct calculation from
the previous one) or an implicit method (where the update for u is accomplished via

a linear solve). For 2D heat transfer, the model becomes α2 ∂
2u
∂x2 þ ∂

2u
∂y2

� �
¼ ∂u

∂t and

again, the finite difference method can be used for discretization. The initial value
problems are either forward or inverse, in the sense that they either predict the
temperature profile at later time from the knowledge of the initial temperature
distribution at time t ¼ 0 or in the inverse case, predict the temperature distribution
at time t ¼ 0 from knowledge of the temperature at a future time. Sometimes, the
initial boundary value problemmay be prescribed extra conditions, such as Neumann
or other derivate condition type and the inverse problem could instead seek the initial
values for such expressions from future data [3]. In general, the inverse problem is
more challening than the forward problem due to being ill-posed. The discretized
operator matrix which can be assembled from the difference formulation is not well
conditioned and as a result the problem is overly sensitive to slight changes in input
values. Regularization techniques need to be used for the solution [4].

2. Forward problem

The forward problem is concerned by the prediction of heat profile in future
time from the initial condition. We first consider the heat equation initial boundary
value problem in 1D:

ut ¼ kuxx, 0< x< 1, (1)

u x, 0ð Þ ¼ f xð Þ, 0< x< 1, (2)

u 0, tð Þ ¼ u 1, tð Þ ¼ 0, t>0 (3)

with constant k∈ℝ. Via a transformation, this problem can be extended to
nonzero boundary conditions. For (3), separation of variables gives the solution as
the superposition of solutions of the form:

~u x, tð Þ ¼ e�π2kt sin πxð Þ

A quick calculation shows that ∂

∂t � k ∂
2

∂x2

h i
~u x, tð Þ ¼ 0. In order to form the well-

known explicit scheme, we use the forward in time and central in space difference
operators:

∂u
∂t fd

xi, t j
� � ¼ u xi, t jþ1

� �� u xi, t j
� �

l
(4)

∂
2u
∂x2fd

xi, t j
� � ¼ u xiþ1, t j

� �� 2u xi, t j
� �þ u xi�1, t j

� �

h2
(5)

which results in the explicit finite difference scheme:

ui,jþ1 ¼ ui,j þ kl
h2

uiþ1,j � 2ui,j þ ui�1,j
� �

(6)
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In this chapter we are concerned mainly with heat conduction for which the differ-
ential heat model applies. We take Q to represent the heat transfer rate in units of
Watts. It is the rate at which heat is flowing through one of the slabs in Figure 2.
When heat flows into and out of a mass, the temperature of the mass changes in
accordance with the model: Q in �Qout ¼ mc dTdt , where T represents the tempera-
ture, m the mass, and c is the specific heat value of the material. It should be noted
that in heat problems, T and u are ofter used interchangeably. We define q ¼ Q=A
(heat over area) as the heat flux, which by Fourier’s law is proportional to the
temperature gradient: q ¼ �k dT

dx, where k is the thermal conductivity of the material
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kA �∂T
∂x

����
x
þ ∂T

∂x

����
xþδx

� �
¼ mc∂T=∂t

Next, using Taylor’s approximation ∂T
∂x

��
xþδx≈

∂T
∂x

��
x þ ∂

2T
∂x2

���
x
δx and expressing m ¼

ρAδx in terms of slab density, area, and width, we obtain:

kA
∂
2T
∂x2

¼ ρc
∂T
∂t

) k
∂
2T
∂x2

¼ ∂T
∂t

For the exothermic slab case exhibited in Figure 2 on the right, we obtain an
inhomogeneous equation. We assume the slab is filled with a material which emits
heat at a rate _q with units W=m3 (energy per unit volume). In this case, the in and
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2T
∂x2 δxþ _qAδx ¼

mc ∂T
∂t ) k ∂

2T
∂x2 þ _q ¼ ρc ∂T

∂t ) k ∂
2T
∂x2 þ

_q
ρc ¼ ∂T

∂t . In the case of steady state,
∂T=∂t ¼ 0 and a second order differential equation model results.

Figure 1.
Perfectly insulated rod used a model of heat transfer, an exothermic slab, and sample modeled heat
profile in 2D.

Figure 2.
Heat conducting slabs without and with internal heat generation.
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1.2 Numerical schemes

Discretization of the derivative operators yields the finite difference formula-
tion. A number of different schemes are possible based on the difference schemes
used to replace the derivatives in the equation resulting in either an explicit method
(where the update for u at the next time step is given by a direct calculation from
the previous one) or an implicit method (where the update for u is accomplished via

a linear solve). For 2D heat transfer, the model becomes α2 ∂
2u
∂x2 þ ∂

2u
∂y2

� �
¼ ∂u

∂t and

again, the finite difference method can be used for discretization. The initial value
problems are either forward or inverse, in the sense that they either predict the
temperature profile at later time from the knowledge of the initial temperature
distribution at time t ¼ 0 or in the inverse case, predict the temperature distribution
at time t ¼ 0 from knowledge of the temperature at a future time. Sometimes, the
initial boundary value problemmay be prescribed extra conditions, such as Neumann
or other derivate condition type and the inverse problem could instead seek the initial
values for such expressions from future data [3]. In general, the inverse problem is
more challening than the forward problem due to being ill-posed. The discretized
operator matrix which can be assembled from the difference formulation is not well
conditioned and as a result the problem is overly sensitive to slight changes in input
values. Regularization techniques need to be used for the solution [4].

2. Forward problem

The forward problem is concerned by the prediction of heat profile in future
time from the initial condition. We first consider the heat equation initial boundary
value problem in 1D:

ut ¼ kuxx, 0< x< 1, (1)

u x, 0ð Þ ¼ f xð Þ, 0< x< 1, (2)

u 0, tð Þ ¼ u 1, tð Þ ¼ 0, t>0 (3)

with constant k∈ℝ. Via a transformation, this problem can be extended to
nonzero boundary conditions. For (3), separation of variables gives the solution as
the superposition of solutions of the form:

~u x, tð Þ ¼ e�π2kt sin πxð Þ

A quick calculation shows that ∂

∂t � k ∂
2

∂x2

h i
~u x, tð Þ ¼ 0. In order to form the well-

known explicit scheme, we use the forward in time and central in space difference
operators:

∂u
∂t fd

xi, t j
� � ¼ u xi, t jþ1

� �� u xi, t j
� �

l
(4)

∂
2u
∂x2fd

xi, t j
� � ¼ u xiþ1, t j

� �� 2u xi, t j
� �þ u xi�1, t j

� �

h2
(5)

which results in the explicit finite difference scheme:

ui,jþ1 ¼ ui,j þ kl
h2

uiþ1,j � 2ui,j þ ui�1,j
� �

(6)
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This can be re-written as ui,jþ1 ¼ 1� 2αð Þui,j þ α uiþ1,j þ ui�1,j
� �

with α ¼ kl
h2
, with

l the time step (Δt) and h the spatial step size (Δx). Von Neumann stability analysis
yields the condition l≤ h2

2k. For non-homogeneous cases the general model is ∂u
∂t ¼

k ∂
2u
∂x2 þ f x, tð Þ and the finite difference analysis proceeds in a similar way, with an

explicit scheme of the form: ui,jþ1 ¼ ui,j þ kl
= h

2 uiþ1,j � 2ui,j þ ui�1,j
� �þ lf xi, t j

� �
.

If we use the backward time finite difference approximation for ∂u
∂t, we get:

ui,jþ1�ui,j
k ¼ uiþ1,jþ1�2ui,jþ1þui�1,jþ1

h2
, yielding the implicit scheme: �αui�1,jþ1 þ

1þ 2αð Þui,jþ1 � αuiþ1,jþ1 ¼ ui,j which can be solved for time jþ 1 from the informa-
tion at time j using a linear system with a tridiagonal matrix with elements
�α, 1þ 2αð Þ,�αð Þ. The implicit scheme is numerically stable for any α but is costlier
than the explicit scheme. Another example, is the so called Crank–Nicolson scheme
based on the time derivative approximation at the midpoint of the time stamp. It
takes the form:

ui,jþ1 � ui,j
l

¼ k
uiþ1,jþ1 � 2ui,jþ1 þ ui�1,jþ1
� �þ uiþ1,j � 2ui,j þ ui�1,j

� �

2h2

Again using α ¼ kl
h2
, we arrive at the scheme:

�αuiþ1,jþ1 þ 2 1þ αð Þui,jþ1 � αui�1,jþ1 ¼ αuiþ1,j þ 2 1� αð Þui,j þ αui�1,j

Note that this takes the form of the linear system Au ¼ b, where A is a
tridiagonal matrix of terms �α, 2 1þ αð Þ,�αð Þ, as before, u containing the heat
distribution at time jþ 1 and b containing the heat distribution information at time j.
A linear system solves then yields the new time information from previous data.

In 2D, the standard explicit scheme arises from the discretization:

Tnþ1
i,j � Tn

i,j

Δt
¼ k

Tn
i,jþ1 � 2Tn

i,j þ Tn
i,j�1

Δxð Þ2 þ Tn
iþ1,j � 2Tn

i,j þ Tn
i�1,j

Δyð Þ2
 !

Like in the 1D scheme, suitable finite difference approximations yield the
implicit method.

A practically useful direction to consider is the use of non-standard finite dif-
ference (nsfd) schemes [5]. Based on (5), we define the discretized operators:

dtf x, tð Þ ¼ f x, tþ lð Þ � f x, tð Þ (7)

d
2
xf x, tð Þ ¼ f xþ h, tð Þ � 2f x, tð Þ þ f x� h, tð Þ (8)

and proceed to evaluate dt � kl d
2
x

h2

� �
~u x, tð Þ for ~u x, tð Þ ¼ e�π2kt sin πxð Þ. The stan-

dard fd scheme does not set this expression to zero, and hence this analytically valid
solution does not satisfy the original partial differential equation. However, based
on the calculations below, we can make a replacement for kl

h2
, which would force the

equation to zero.

dt ~u x, tð Þ½ � ¼ sin πxð Þ e�π2k tþlð Þ � e�π2kt
h i

¼ sin πxð Þe�π2kt e�π2kl � 1
� �

¼ ~u x, tð Þ e�π2kl � 1
� �

(9)
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d
2
x ~u x, tð Þ½ � ¼ e�π2kt sin π xþ hð Þð Þ � 2 sin πxð Þ þ sin π x� hð Þð Þ½ � (10)

¼ e�π2kt 1
2i

eiπ xþhð Þ � e�iπ xþhð Þ
� �

� 2 sin πxð Þ þ 1
2i

eiπ x�hð Þ � e�iπ x�hð Þ
� �� �

(11)

¼ e�π2kt 1
2i

eiπxeiπh � e�iπxe�iπh � 4i sin πxð Þ þ eiπxe�iπh � e�iπxeiπh
� �

(12)

¼ e�π2kt 1
2i

eiπx eiπh þ e�iπh� �� e�iπx e�iπh þ eiπh
� �� 4i sin πxð Þ� �

(13)

¼ e�π2kt 1
2i

2 cos πhð Þ eiπx � e�iπx� �� 4i sin πxð Þ� �
(14)

¼ e�π2kt 1
2i

4i cos πhð Þ sin πxð Þ � 4i sin πxð Þ½ � (15)

¼ 2e�π2kt sin πxð Þ cos πhð Þ � 1½ � ¼ 2~u x, tð Þ cos πhð Þ � 1½ � (16)

Setting dt � kl
h2
d
2
x

� �
~u x, tð Þ ¼ 0, we obtain:

~u x, tð Þ e�π2kl � 1
h i

� 2kl
h2

~u x, tð Þ cos πhð Þ � 1½ � ¼ 0 ) e�π2kl � 1
h i

¼ 2kl
h2

cos πhð Þ � 1½ �

Hence, the nsfd scheme follows if we make the following replacement in (6):

kl
h2

¼ 1
2

e�π2kl � 1
cos πhð Þ � 1

" #

When h, l≪ 1, the nsfd substitution coincides with the standard finite difference
scheme. We use the small ∣q∣ Taylor series approximations eq≈1þ q and sin qð Þ≈q to
obtain:

1
2

e�π2kl � 1
cos πhð Þ � 1

" #
¼ e�π2kl � 1

�2 sin 2 πh
2

� �
" #

≈
1
2

1� π2kl� 1

� πh2
2

" #
¼ kl

h2

By this it follows that for small h, l, the stability constraint kl
h2
≤ 1 is satisfied in the

nsfd scheme when l≤ h2
2 just like in the original scheme. This also holds for large h,

as long as h is chosen so that ∣ cos πhð Þ � 1∣ is not very small.

2.1 Numerical experiments

Below, we present some sample results for the case of constant k∈ℝ in (3),
where we found that the described nsfd scheme often outperforms the fd scheme at
the same time step. In Figure 3, we illustrate the solutions with fd and nsfd methods
with the initial condition, u x, 0ð Þ ¼ sin πxð Þ þ x for problem 1, with boundary
conditions u 0, tð Þ ¼ 0 and u 1, tð Þ ¼ 1 and with the initial condition u x, 0ð Þ ¼
12 sin 9πxð Þ � 7 sin 4πxð Þ and zero homogeneous boundary conditions for problem
2. For the second example, errors vs. step size are also compared. In general, we
observe more accurate results with the use of the nsfd scheme.

An interesting case is that of heat transfer with an exothermic material, which
can be modeled with a heat source distributed throughout [3]. Considering an
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This can be re-written as ui,jþ1 ¼ 1� 2αð Þui,j þ α uiþ1,j þ ui�1,j
� �

with α ¼ kl
h2
, with

l the time step (Δt) and h the spatial step size (Δx). Von Neumann stability analysis
yields the condition l≤ h2

2k. For non-homogeneous cases the general model is ∂u
∂t ¼

k ∂
2u
∂x2 þ f x, tð Þ and the finite difference analysis proceeds in a similar way, with an

explicit scheme of the form: ui,jþ1 ¼ ui,j þ kl
= h

2 uiþ1,j � 2ui,j þ ui�1,j
� �þ lf xi, t j

� �
.

If we use the backward time finite difference approximation for ∂u
∂t, we get:

ui,jþ1�ui,j
k ¼ uiþ1,jþ1�2ui,jþ1þui�1,jþ1

h2
, yielding the implicit scheme: �αui�1,jþ1 þ

1þ 2αð Þui,jþ1 � αuiþ1,jþ1 ¼ ui,j which can be solved for time jþ 1 from the informa-
tion at time j using a linear system with a tridiagonal matrix with elements
�α, 1þ 2αð Þ,�αð Þ. The implicit scheme is numerically stable for any α but is costlier
than the explicit scheme. Another example, is the so called Crank–Nicolson scheme
based on the time derivative approximation at the midpoint of the time stamp. It
takes the form:

ui,jþ1 � ui,j
l

¼ k
uiþ1,jþ1 � 2ui,jþ1 þ ui�1,jþ1
� �þ uiþ1,j � 2ui,j þ ui�1,j

� �

2h2

Again using α ¼ kl
h2
, we arrive at the scheme:

�αuiþ1,jþ1 þ 2 1þ αð Þui,jþ1 � αui�1,jþ1 ¼ αuiþ1,j þ 2 1� αð Þui,j þ αui�1,j

Note that this takes the form of the linear system Au ¼ b, where A is a
tridiagonal matrix of terms �α, 2 1þ αð Þ,�αð Þ, as before, u containing the heat
distribution at time jþ 1 and b containing the heat distribution information at time j.
A linear system solves then yields the new time information from previous data.

In 2D, the standard explicit scheme arises from the discretization:

Tnþ1
i,j � Tn

i,j

Δt
¼ k

Tn
i,jþ1 � 2Tn

i,j þ Tn
i,j�1

Δxð Þ2 þ Tn
iþ1,j � 2Tn

i,j þ Tn
i�1,j

Δyð Þ2
 !

Like in the 1D scheme, suitable finite difference approximations yield the
implicit method.

A practically useful direction to consider is the use of non-standard finite dif-
ference (nsfd) schemes [5]. Based on (5), we define the discretized operators:

dtf x, tð Þ ¼ f x, tþ lð Þ � f x, tð Þ (7)

d
2
xf x, tð Þ ¼ f xþ h, tð Þ � 2f x, tð Þ þ f x� h, tð Þ (8)

and proceed to evaluate dt � kl d
2
x

h2

� �
~u x, tð Þ for ~u x, tð Þ ¼ e�π2kt sin πxð Þ. The stan-

dard fd scheme does not set this expression to zero, and hence this analytically valid
solution does not satisfy the original partial differential equation. However, based
on the calculations below, we can make a replacement for kl

h2
, which would force the

equation to zero.

dt ~u x, tð Þ½ � ¼ sin πxð Þ e�π2k tþlð Þ � e�π2kt
h i

¼ sin πxð Þe�π2kt e�π2kl � 1
� �

¼ ~u x, tð Þ e�π2kl � 1
� �

(9)
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d
2
x ~u x, tð Þ½ � ¼ e�π2kt sin π xþ hð Þð Þ � 2 sin πxð Þ þ sin π x� hð Þð Þ½ � (10)

¼ e�π2kt 1
2i

eiπ xþhð Þ � e�iπ xþhð Þ
� �

� 2 sin πxð Þ þ 1
2i

eiπ x�hð Þ � e�iπ x�hð Þ
� �� �

(11)

¼ e�π2kt 1
2i
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Setting dt � kl
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d
2
x

� �
~u x, tð Þ ¼ 0, we obtain:

~u x, tð Þ e�π2kl � 1
h i

� 2kl
h2

~u x, tð Þ cos πhð Þ � 1½ � ¼ 0 ) e�π2kl � 1
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¼ 2kl
h2
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Hence, the nsfd scheme follows if we make the following replacement in (6):
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¼ 1
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e�π2kl � 1
cos πhð Þ � 1
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When h, l≪ 1, the nsfd substitution coincides with the standard finite difference
scheme. We use the small ∣q∣ Taylor series approximations eq≈1þ q and sin qð Þ≈q to
obtain:
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e�π2kl � 1
cos πhð Þ � 1

" #
¼ e�π2kl � 1

�2 sin 2 πh
2

� �
" #

≈
1
2

1� π2kl� 1

� πh2
2

" #
¼ kl

h2

By this it follows that for small h, l, the stability constraint kl
h2
≤ 1 is satisfied in the

nsfd scheme when l≤ h2
2 just like in the original scheme. This also holds for large h,

as long as h is chosen so that ∣ cos πhð Þ � 1∣ is not very small.

2.1 Numerical experiments

Below, we present some sample results for the case of constant k∈ℝ in (3),
where we found that the described nsfd scheme often outperforms the fd scheme at
the same time step. In Figure 3, we illustrate the solutions with fd and nsfd methods
with the initial condition, u x, 0ð Þ ¼ sin πxð Þ þ x for problem 1, with boundary
conditions u 0, tð Þ ¼ 0 and u 1, tð Þ ¼ 1 and with the initial condition u x, 0ð Þ ¼
12 sin 9πxð Þ � 7 sin 4πxð Þ and zero homogeneous boundary conditions for problem
2. For the second example, errors vs. step size are also compared. In general, we
observe more accurate results with the use of the nsfd scheme.

An interesting case is that of heat transfer with an exothermic material, which
can be modeled with a heat source distributed throughout [3]. Considering an
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infinitesimal segment as in Figure 1 yields the energy balance equation: _qþ αdx�
�qþ d _q

dx dx
� �

¼ 0 ) d _q
dx ¼ α. It follows that the heat model takes the form 1

α
∂u
∂t ¼ ∂

2u
∂x2 þ

_q
k.

The steady state behavior does not depend on time so that ∂u
∂t ¼ 0 and an ordinary

differential equation model d
2u

dx2
þ α

k ¼ 0 results. Upon a double integration, the gen-

eral solution is u xð Þ ¼ � α
2k x

2 þ Axþ B, which with the boundary conditions T 0ð Þ ¼
T Lð Þ ¼ Tw becomes u xð Þ ¼ � α

2k x
2 þ Lxþ Tw, a parabola. We can simulate this

steady state example with a finite difference scheme for the time derivative, yielding
the temperature profile shown in Figure 4.

3. Inverse problem

The inverse problem consists of predicting the initial condition from the obser-
vation of the heat profile at some later time t. In general, the problem is ill-posed
and regularization is necessary for its solution [4]. Let us look at a simple example in
1-D. Starting from the initial boundary value problem on x∈ 0,L½ �:

∂u
∂t

¼ k
∂
2u
∂x2

(17)

u x, 0ð Þ ¼ f xð Þ, u 0, tð Þ ¼ 0 ¼ u L, tð Þ (18)

Figure 3.
Comparison of fd and nsfd scheme solutions for the 1-D heat equation for problems 1 and 2 above.

Figure 4.
Temperature distribution inside a thin slab with an exothermic material with homogeneous boundary
conditions as simulated by an fd scheme.
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In this case, separation of variables can be used and after a well-known sequence
of steps, the following series solution can be derived [3]:

u x, tð Þ ¼
X∞
n¼1

An sin
nπx
L

� �
exp �k

nπ
L

� �2
t

� �

It follows that u x, 0ð Þ ¼P∞
n¼1An sin nπx

L

� �
which is a sin series; that is, An ¼

F u x0ð Þ½ � ¼ 2
L

Ð L
0 u x, 0ð Þ sin nπx

L

� �
. It follows that the sin coefficients of the solution at

t ¼ T are given by the sin coefficients at t ¼ 0 multiplied by exp �k nπ
L

� �2T
� �

. The

values of u at t ¼ T can then be computed via the inverse sin transform applied to
the product. In a similar way, it follows that from the transform of the solution at

t ¼ T, F u x,Tð Þ½ �, we can in principle go backwards, to obtain u x, 0ð Þ ¼
F�1 F u x,Tð Þ½ �: ∗ exp k nπ

L

� �2T
� �h i

with the : ∗ representing component-wise opera-

tion [3]. However, with the negative sign inside the exponential gone, there is
potential for blow up of any large magnitude terms. The issue can be addressed by
performing filtering on the large coefficients, setting the largest magnitude portion
to zero or some maximum value. The magnitude cut off value can be selected based
on quartile statistics of the nonzero absolute values.

A more general approach for inversion is to utilize the inverse problem formu-
lations of the matrix heat propagation formulation. For example, for the standard
implicit or Crank-Nicholson scheme, we have the system Au ¼ b, where A is a
tridiagonal matrix of terms �α, 2 1þ αð Þ,�αð Þ. This means that u1 ¼ A�1b u0ð Þ,
u2 ¼ A�1b u1ð Þ ¼ A�2b u0ð Þ ) b u0ð Þ ¼ A2u2. This then implies that the initial
condition at time t ¼ 0, u0 can be recovered from the application of the inverse
matrix raised to a power nt corresponding to the time point. As another example, if
we discretize ut ¼ kuxx as:

∂u tð Þ
∂t

� k
h2

u jþ1
iþ1 tð Þ � 2u jþ1

i tð Þ þ u jþ1
i�1 tð Þ

h i
¼ 0 ¼ u jþ1

i � u j
i

Δt
�Mu jþ1 tð Þ,

with M ¼ k
h2
tridiag �1, 2,�1ð Þ, for j ¼ 0, 1, … , nt � 1. Using u x, 0ð Þ ¼ U0, we

obtain the relations:

u0 ¼ U0; u jþ1 ¼ I þ ΔtMð Þ�1u j ¼ I þ ΔtMð Þ� jþ1ð ÞU0 ) L
� jþ1ð Þ

U0 ¼ u jþ1

This means that U0 can in theory be obtained right from I þ ΔtMð Þntunt . The
matrix needs not be formed explicitly, as the finite differencing scheme can be
repeatedly applied to unt ¼ u Tð Þ. However, as shown in Figure 5, raising the typical
differencing matrix to a power results in non-linear singular value decay. Hence,
the application of the inverse of matrix I þ ΔtMð Þ�nt to the approximant for b ¼
u Tð Þ, the heat profile at time T, would result in the blow-up of any numerical errors
due to the ill-conditioning. We must instead consider the inverse formulation
LU0 ¼ b with L ¼ L�nt and utilize a regularization scheme.

This can be accomplished by replacing the naive solution L�1b by the regularized
formulation min u ∥Lu� b∥22 þ λ∥u∥22

� �
, which for large enough λ>0, alleviates the

problem due to the fast decay of singular values. This well-known Tikhonov regu-
larization formulation essentially acts to remove the influence of small singular
values on the solution, which would otherwise blow up in value upon inversion.
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�qþ d _q

dx dx
� �

¼ 0 ) d _q
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α
∂u
∂t ¼ ∂

2u
∂x2 þ

_q
k.
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2u

dx2
þ α
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2k x
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2k x
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∂u
∂t

¼ k
∂
2u
∂x2
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Figure 3.
Comparison of fd and nsfd scheme solutions for the 1-D heat equation for problems 1 and 2 above.

Figure 4.
Temperature distribution inside a thin slab with an exothermic material with homogeneous boundary
conditions as simulated by an fd scheme.
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In this case, separation of variables can be used and after a well-known sequence
of steps, the following series solution can be derived [3]:

u x, tð Þ ¼
X∞
n¼1

An sin
nπx
L

� �
exp �k

nπ
L

� �2
t

� �

It follows that u x, 0ð Þ ¼P∞
n¼1An sin nπx

L

� �
which is a sin series; that is, An ¼

F u x0ð Þ½ � ¼ 2
L

Ð L
0 u x, 0ð Þ sin nπx

L

� �
. It follows that the sin coefficients of the solution at

t ¼ T are given by the sin coefficients at t ¼ 0 multiplied by exp �k nπ
L

� �2T
� �

. The
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L

� �2T
� �h i
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The regularization parameter λ should be chosen with care to provide regularization
but not to move too far away from the naive inverse operator. For this reason, λ is
usually selected based on an L-curve criterion [6], whereby the parameter is ini-
tially set at some fraction of ∥LTb∥∞ and then iteratively lowered to a lower fraction
(with the values either linearly or logarithmically spaced). At each λ value, the
solution to LTLþ λI

� �
uλ ¼ Ltb is obtained (e.g. with a Conjugate Gradient scheme)

using the solution at the previously used λ as the initial guess. Typically, the
progression to lower λ stops once the value of ∥Luλ � b∥2=N reaches a plateau. It is
possible to employ a predictor-corrector scheme to iteratively improve the solution.
In this approach, the approximation to U0 can be obtained as above, then the
forward operator can be applied to propagate this approximated initial heat profile
at t ¼ 0 to time t ¼ T and compare with observations [4]. We can compare the
residual at time T and attempt some corrections to U0 based on this residual such
that the propagated solution at t ¼ T best matches observations. In the case of only
a finite subset of observations, interpolation techniques can be utilized to complete
the profile at t ¼ T across all values of x [7] prior to regularization to obtain an
approximate smooth and continuous u Tð Þ heat profile.

3.1 Numerical experiments

As an example, consider the 1D cosine based initial heat profile with k ¼ 1 and
zero boundary conditions. The profile and subsequent integration results are shown
in Figure 6. It is clear that the temperature in the rod will approach zero at all
locations with increasing time. The inverse problem consists of approximately
recovering the initial profile u x, 0ð Þ ¼ 0:5 cos 2π=65xð Þ þ 1Þ, with support on

Figure 5.
Tridiagonal structure of differencing operator matrix and singular value decay of operator raised to a power.

Figure 6.
Homogeneous 1D profile and change of temperature with time.
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N=4, 3N=4½ �. For this, we take the sin transform of the solution at t ¼ T and

multiply by exp k nπ
L

� �2T
� �

. In Octave, this can be accomplished with the code:

fuT=fft (u (:, n)); % temperature profile at time T
R=exp (k.*k 0*T);
filter (R);
init_cond_approx=real (ifft (fuT.*R));
The term Rmay contain large entries, which will blow up when the inverse fft is

performed. For this reason, the filtering of small entries is necessary. This can be
accomplished simply by replacing all large entries of Rwith either zero or some max
value; e.g. taking the cutoff to be all values above 1e6 and replacing them either with
0 or 1e2. The cutoff can be estimated with standard statistical outlier techniques, by
taking the quartiles Q1,Q2,Q3 of the ∣R∣ values, computing IQR ¼ Q3 � Q1 and
filtering all entries of R above Q3 þ αIQRwith α≥ 2 by setting them to the Q2 value.
The process is illustrated in Figure 7, for the same example as above with filtering
for absolute value of entries above 1e1, 1e3, 1e5. It can be observed that filtering only
the entries of R above 1e5 in absolute value leads to a good approximation of the
initial condition. Tikhonov regularization can be utilized when it is possible to build
up the finite difference propagation operator (L), either as an explicit matrix, or as a
function. An example is shown to the right of Figure 7, with an initial triangular
temperature profile that is approximately recovered by a simple continuation
scheme. In the same Figure, we also show the profiles of u Tð Þ both as observed
and as propagated from the approximated initial values. The smoothing
properties of the heat kernel [3] give rise to the observed transformation between
t ¼ 0 and t ¼ T.

4. Conclusions

This article discusses numerical approaches for the heat equation, both for the
forward and inverse problems with examples for homogeneous and non-
homogeneous cases. For the forward heat propagation modeling problem, we have

Figure 7.
Initial condition reconstruction with different filtering levels and illustration of inversion for initial condition
using Tikhonov regularization with parameter tuned via the L-curve approach.
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presented a simple non-standard finite difference formulation, which satisfies the
differential model and appears to result in improved performance over the standard
finite difference scheme with similar magnitude time and spatial step sizes. For the
inverse problem, we have described approaches based on Fourier filtering and
Tikhonov regularization.
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